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The post-World War II collective security network provided a foundation for Western allies and friends to deter aggression, contain communism, and promote the global cause of freedom and democracy, security, and peace. For more than 35 years, one successful part of the network was the “showcase” ANZUS defense alliance, a special and functional relationship between three close allies—Australia, New Zealand, and the United States.

ANZUS worked well because it allowed each partner to have a major say in matters that concerned all three and other players as well. It was synonymous with fair burden-sharing, mutual confidence, broad cooperation, and alliance unity. In military and intelligence matters, Australia and New Zealand were both self-reliant and dependent upon the United States.

In the mid-1980s, events caused the alliance to revise in such a way that a return to its former state became doubtful. In addition, Australia and New Zealand wanted their defense forces more self-reliant and increasingly focused on their own region. As a result, no one knew what a revised ANZUS and the shifting defense features of Australia and New Zealand really meant for themselves, the region, America, and Western security.

Lt Col Frank P. Donnini has helped increase our understanding by producing a definitive volume on ANZUS in Revision: Changing Defense Features of Australia and New Zealand in the Mid-1980s. It is a seminal work of real value, because he discusses the many issues involved with an open-minded, balanced approach that gives equal due to each ANZUS nation.

Colonel Donnini brings a unique perspective to the topic. As an intelligence officer in the early 1980s, he served on exchange with the Royal Australian Air Force in Canberra, Australia. While “down under,” he observed and worked with all elements of the Australian and New Zealand military and intelligence organizations. As an Air Force
research associate in the mid-1980s, he spent a year at the University of Pittsburgh researching, documenting, and writing this study. Finally, as a political-military affairs officer assigned to the Airpower Research Institute serving as a military doctrine analyst in the late 1980s, he produced the final refined product.

This excellent book will provide readers within each ANZUS country a much better understanding of the recent revisions in the West's "showcase" alliance and what is likely to happen now, especially in the Australian and New Zealand defense establishments. Accordingly, people in government, defense, and academia, who are concerned with such military and security matters, will want to read it.

DENNIS M. DREW, Colonel, USAF Director, Airpower Research Institute
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Introduction

Beginning in 1951 the defense features of Australia, New Zealand, and the United States (ANZUS)—operating together and alone—helped to produce a situation that brought security and stability to the vast South and Southwest Pacific regions. This alliance provided the foundation for Western security in the region. Many observers considered the trilateral and asymmetrical defense alliance of close allies a "showcase." Its success was such that the entire area, encompassing more than 10 percent of the earth’s surface, was often called "Lake ANZUS."

However, events and occurrences from the mid-1980s onward have created significant adjustments and serious disturbances in the security arrangement. For example, much-publicized antinuclear policies, including New Zealand’s ban on nuclear-powered and nuclear-weapons-carrying ships from port visits, and increases in external and internal destabilizing factors are threatening stability in the once quiet and exclusively Western region. At the same time, Australia and New Zealand are undergoing major changes in their conventional defense features as they strive for greater defense self-reliance and increased independence from the third partner in the alliance, the United States. If done as intended, the changing Australian and New Zealand defense features will enhance and improve the strong and capable deterrent force structures of the allies and provide real contributions to regional security and stability. Yet major problems are present that call into question not only the basic existence of ANZUS itself but also the transitioning defense capabilities and objectives of the countries concerned.

The cumulative impact of New Zealand posture and shifts, American reaction and concern, Australian changes and involvement, and political and economic nuances have resulted in unprecedented regional turmoil among the three countries. To date there has been little spillover elsewhere. Nevertheless, disturbances to established ways and means caused considerable discussion and debate on what has taken place and what its meaning is for future regional stability. This research study thus
ANZUS IN REVISION

explores and answers a basic question: What effects do the recent shifts in Australian and New Zealand defense features and security conditions have on those countries, the United States, and the region in the revised ANZUS era?

The nature of ANZUS is revising both as an alliance for defense and a framework for security cooperation. For 35 years the successful ANZUS partnership was a major reason for the region’s Western orientation and stability. Now the alliance is suddenly quite different from what it was just a few years ago, and its future is unknown. New Zealand is no longer an active partner; Australia is forced to have an expensive middleman role; and the United States is frustrated in seeing a weakening of its global security network characterized by effective deterrence and cooperative allies.

The defense forces of Australia and New Zealand are both experiencing major shifts. Some of the changes are due to adjustments in the revised ANZUS framework. In Australia and New Zealand, even more changes result from major defense policy changes designed to achieve two long-established but little-acted-upon goals: increased defense self-reliance and more independence from a great power protector, formerly Great Britain and since World War II, the United States. Past dependence meant Australia and New Zealand often had to adjust their own defense requirements to support those of larger allied forces. The result sometimes was service overseas that was extensive and costly—in both resources and, more importantly, lives. The most recent example was involvement with the United States in the Vietnam War as part of the commitment to “forward defense.”

The study mainly provides analysis and commentary of these recent and planned shifts in Australian and New Zealand defense features. Two settings are used for each country. The first setting, the older one, covers the years before 1986 in Australia and before 1984 in New Zealand. Within this setting are two subsections. One is a full-house ANZUS and the commonly provided defense contributions from each country. The other subsection is the individual Australian and New Zealand defense contributions, ANZUS aside.

The second setting involves two time periods starting in the mid-1980s. For Australia it begins in 1986, a year highlighted by the Labor government-directed force structure study, Review of

xiv
Australia's Defence Capabilities, produced by Paul Dibb. This study was followed in 1987 by the government white paper on defense policy, The Defence of Australia 1987. The transitional year for New Zealand was 1984, when David Lange's Labour government was first elected to power. Subsequent to the election was an intense two-year debate cycle finalized by the 1987 government publication of its white paper on defense policy, Defence of New Zealand — Review of Defence Policy 1987.

The second setting also has two subsections. The first covers a partial or revised ANZUS and the commonly provided defense contributions, in spite of the absence of New Zealand. The other subsection details the individual Australian and New Zealand contributions to defense features, ANZUS aside. The second setting in each chapter contains more detail than the first, since it discusses present and future military service capabilities, defense problems, and other aspects of the complex defense relationships.

While recognizing the many security and related benefits derived from the close relationship with the United States, a growing number of concerned Australians and New Zealanders now want to reorient defense policies more toward their areas of direct strategic importance and interest—the South and Southwest Pacific regions. Thus, whatever their outcomes, the ongoing and projected changes in Australian and New Zealand conventional defense features become more significant in regards to Western security. In the revised ANZUS era, American interests and objectives in the region also are affected by such changes.

Several means are available for the former close allies to reverse the growing negative aspects of collective security in the region and to work together again in an operative and positive defense arrangement. Suggested changes in defense and policy options involve all three ANZUS nations, with the United States having the primary role. Evidence indicates that the United States must be more attentive and supportive to the region, the American and Australian bilateral defense relationship must become stronger, Australian defense features must improve as the country attempts to assert its role as a regional middle power, and New Zealand’s defense capabilities will decline further unless improvements occur soon.
ANZUS IN REVISION

To place changing Australian and New Zealand defense features in proper context, a discussion of the ANZUS alliance itself is necessary. A broad-based comment on its present status in an evolving region of growing importance and problems is presented. Following that is a more substantive look at the alliance, tracing its development and wide-ranging impact for the three allies and the Lake ANZUS region.
Chapter 1

ANZUS in Revision

Defense strategy for the East Asia-Pacific region is based on forward deployed US forces, robust alliances, and self-sufficient friends.

—Caspar Weinberger, US Secretary of Defense, 1985

Few can deny that the Australia, New Zealand, and the United States (ANZUS) trilateral alliance, if not in disarray, was at least quite different in the mid-1980s from the "showcase" it once was. The formerly solid, cost-effective, and asymmetrical Western defense alliance is now in a state of revision: two bilateral agreements have replaced the former successful arrangement. One agreement has the United States and Australia working closely together in a variety of security-related matters under the cloak of a "revised ANZUS," which constitutes Australia's single most important bilateral relationship. The other agreement has brought about an increase in Australian and New Zealand defense cooperation. Regardless of the outcome of the structure of the once venerable alliance, a return to its former business-as-usual approach and close cooperative relationship is doubtful. Too much has occurred and has been said in the last few years to expect such a turnaround. Perhaps these latest problems are only manifestations of deep and continuing weaknesses within ANZUS that were finally brought to a head. Some observers believe that the flexible and nonbinding ANZUS Treaty reflects Western thinking of a generation ago and has outlived or outgrown its original usefulness.¹ By the late 1980s, the ANZUS defense alliance was clearly in trouble and at a possible crossroads of its existence. The changing defense features and security objectives for the region must be seen against this background.

American post-World War II policy toward the region has been characterized as one of benign neglect. American policymakers never
intended to slight their allies in the South and Southwest Pacific, since maintaining the ANZUS partnership was a key US objective. US Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger described the long-standing partnership with Australia and New Zealand (the current difficulties with New Zealand, notwithstanding) as one of the five pillars of American defense policy in East Asia and the Pacific. Despite this, reality dictated that other events and relationships in the larger East Asia-Pacific region (accompanying map) and extending into the Indian
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Ocean areas were often more important and of greater concern for the advancement of US objectives and interests.

Besides, ANZUS traditionally provided a stable environment for the South and Southwest Pacific regions that allowed the United States to concentrate on other areas in East Asia and the Pacific. In 1985 when the alliance experienced a crisis and a number of security factors emerged, the United States slowly began to realize that more attention must be paid to the region and therefore renewed its emphasis there. To help maintain its Western dominance, the United States insisted that regional stability must consistently be a governing aspect of military, political, and economic policies. Yet the United States, a nation accustomed to strong and productive collective security arrangements, believed that it “cannot, and should not, go it alone.” With its many forms, the revised ANZUS structure has experienced powerful tremors that could jeopardize security in a region long considered to be one with few problems. The notion of the Southwest Pacific as an area of peace and serenity is no longer the norm.

Increasing Regional Problems

The region has changed to the extent it is no longer, in the words of New Zealand Foreign Affairs Secretary Merwyn Norrish, simply a “tranquil backwater, secure in its isolation from unsettling and potentially hostile influences from abroad.” The area is beginning to have more instability. Although outright military invasion of Australia, New Zealand, or any other island-states and territories is unrealistic, other credible possibilities for problem creation exist.

Among external destabilizers to regional stability, the Soviet Union has assumed a greater role. Having formally announced intentions to be involved in the Pacific Basin affairs and in competition with the West, the Soviet Union has demonstrated its plans by expanding the size and power of its military forces in East Asia and the Pacific. A worrisome example close at hand to the Southwest Pacific region can be found in the increase of defensive and offensive assets the Soviets have placed at the Cam Ranh Bay naval facility and Da Nang air base in the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. When military options have not proved the best
means to achieve objectives, the Soviets have tried economic and political inroads to accomplish the same. Fishing rights negotiations with economically vulnerable island-nations (first with Kiribati and now with Vanuatu) and political support for nuclear free zone issues have become useful starting points. Regardless of the future outcome of its actions, the Soviet Union has welcomed the weakening of the ANZUS alliance. Many believe the “Lake ANZUS” perception was a primary reason that influence in such a large region was denied to the Soviets for so long. 6

A wide range of opinions exist concerning Soviet intentions and capabilities in the region. Extreme views have the Soviets able to strike and cause all kinds of problems in the future. Former Australian Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser said that Soviet presence would “first start as a fish processing facility, then some refueling facilities; [next, they] will require repair facilities [and], in turn, an airfield. Then it is a [Soviet military] base.” 7 A US Navy admiral, testifying in a US congressional hearing on East Asia and the Pacific, felt strongly that Soviet long-range plans are to gain a military foothold in a strategically important region and to improve surveillance of the US missile test range at Kwajalein, in the adjacent Marshall Islands group. 8 Although their opinions appear farfetched—especially since the Soviets carry minimal weight in Australia, New Zealand, and the rest of the region—Soviet presence and efforts could possibly grow if the Soviets perceive a less influential ANZUS alliance or some similar-type arrangement. As one former US State Department official remarked, “Even if they are not in sight, bear in mind what the Soviet Union is about.” 9

Another destabilizing external factor involves potential problems with Indonesia, Australia’s heavily populated neighbor to the near north. Because of its heritage of confrontation politics and present policies of “national resilience,” Australia and New Zealand perceive Indonesia as the most difficult member of the Association for Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) with which to conduct relations. As a country straddling both the South Pacific and the Indian Ocean-Southeast Asia regions, Australia has special concerns. For some onlookers Indonesia could conceivably be the source of regional instability or provide the avenue through which it could come. 10
Internal problems are increasing. Widespread antinuclear protests and a demand for a South Pacific nuclear free zone—also known as SPNFZ—may continue and likely will grow stronger. Even though much of the animosity and strong feelings are due to France and its continuing nuclear weapons testing in French Polynesia (in the Southeast Pacific), some strong feelings also are directed toward the other nuclear powers, most especially the United States—with its nuclear navy. Additionally, unsettling economic and migration difficulties affect the fragile South Pacific island-states. Political decolonization problems, such as those in New Caledonia, still beset some of France’s last territorial holdings in the region. Even political and military coups are no longer unheard of, as evidenced by the 1987 events (with their racial overtones) in the island-nation of Fiji, once the model state of regional stability. It was the first coup ever in the South Pacific.\textsuperscript{11}

\textbf{New-Look Defense Features of Australia and New Zealand}

Significant to the entire region are the changing conventional defense features of Australia and New Zealand. For years both nations talked about and tried to achieve national security objectives of greater self-reliance and more independence. While being both contributing and receiving members of ANZUS might have seemed contradictory, governments representing all major political parties within Australia and New Zealand felt such opposing concepts were worthwhile and attempted to balance them. Until recently real self-reliance and independence in defense matters were limited. As future guidelines for national defense efforts and directions, the defense white papers were significant documents.\textsuperscript{12}

As the middle-size partner in ANZUS, Australia is a main Western security link overlapping the Southwest Pacific, Southeast Asia, and Indian Ocean regions. It has increased its primary role in the planned changes and future direction of regional security efforts. The 70,000-member Australian Defence Force (ADF) is a capable and professional military force, which has earned a deserved reputation for
dependability and effectiveness, especially in wartime. If ANZUS as a genuine trilateral alliance ceases to exist, Australia plans to have a stronger and more effective bilateral defense relationship with the United States. The country also wants to be more self-reliant, despite its acknowledged dependence on and linkage with the United States—particularly in the important areas of capital systems acquisitions, logistics support, and intelligence information.

Several major events in the mid-1980s shaped the changing defense features of Australia. One of the most notable was the 1986 *Review of Australia's Defence Capabilities: Report to the Minister for Defence*, written by Paul Dibb for the Labor government of Prime Minister Bob Hawke and Defence Minister Kim Beazley. The review turned out to be a detailed, encompassing, and controversial examination of the future ADF structure. Following this report in 1987 was the comprehensive Labor government white paper, *The Defence of Australia 1987*, which laid out long-range defense policy by incorporating key points of the Dibb report and later American concerns and desires for collective security.

The Australian people believe that their best warranty is an ability for Australia to defend itself and have an area security which is connected to world security. Thus Australia in its white paper realized that self-reliance must achieve four fundamental objectives in defense policy:

- maintain and develop a capacity for independent defense of Australia and its interests,
- promote strategic stability and security in the region,
- strengthen the ability to meet the mutual obligations shared with its chief allies: the United States and New Zealand, and
- enhance the ability, as a member of the Western association of nations, to contribute to strategic stability at the global level.13

As far as political and military leaders are concerned, the new overall Australian effort has potential and appears to be moving generally in the right direction. A number of key factors, acting alone or in combination, could seriously affect Australia’s ability to provide for its
considerable program of defense improvements and enhancements. These factors include budget limitations, service capabilities, logistics support, and retention of skilled personnel. The issue thus becomes whether the new defense features—that Australia is trying to achieve—are the best means to satisfy these important objectives.

New Zealand (by far the smallest partner in ANZUS and the main Western security influence in the South Pacific region, its area of direct strategic concern) is undergoing its own review of defense policies and improvements. Under the dominant leadership of Prime Minister David Lange, the New Zealand Labour government has changed significantly the way that country approaches its security and defense needs. The government’s expressed concentration is on self-reliance and a greater South Pacific regional conventional focus.

The country’s past contributions to collective security and regional stability inside and outside ANZUS were proportional and useful. While the small country had minimal direct value in US strategic calculations, it was a close ally and a contributing member of the showcase alliance. However, recent postures and policies have challenged American foreign policy in unprecedented ways. A changing political climate— influenced by sustained antinuclear attitudes and initiatives in New Zealand and the region—and economic constraints are responsible for shifting the country’s defense assets away from the revising ANZUS formal and informal arrangements.

A comprehensive debate cycle on national defense was finalized after two years with the Labour government’s publication in 1987 of a white paper on defense policy. Unlike its Australian counterpart, the New Zealand white paper is very politicized in content and tone. The central objective of the defense policy is to preserve New Zealand’s security and interests. This approach is sensible and acceptable, but the policy goes on to state:

For the first time, we have adopted in formal policy terms the concept that the New Zealand armed forces will have a capability to operate independently, although more probably in concert with Australia, to counter low level contingencies in our region of direct strategic concern.
Problems begin here. Despite the rhetoric and intentions, the 12,000-member New Zealand Defence Forces appear to be steadily declining in capability and effectiveness. Consequences of the continuing and abrupt defense changes will alter in unknown ways the defense feature look of New Zealand for a long time to come.
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3. William J. Crowe, "No 17—The US Cannot, and Should Not, Go It Alone," Pacific Defence Reporter 12, no. 2 (August 1985): 11. The theme Admiral Crowe repeatedly stressed then as commander in chief of the US Pacific Command and later as chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff was that Western allies have shared burdens and responsibilities.


15. *Defence of New Zealand*, 5-6, 38.
Chapter 2

ANZUS—In Good Times and in Bad Times

Heart of the matter [is that] alliances can only succeed when founded in common interest... It is not in New Zealand’s interest to form part of a nuclear deterrent.

—David Lange, Labour Prime Minister of New Zealand

We [United States] might be pissed off with New Zealand, but Australia is a real friend.

—Marian Chambers, a senior official attached to US House of Representatives Foreign Affairs Committee

Until recently ANZUS (that special defense arrangement involving Australia, New Zealand, and the United States) was considered a showcase alliance. The characterization was especially valid when ANZUS was compared with the most visible and most important security alliance of the United States: the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). Although ANZUS did not have a formal staff like that of NATO and was far short of meeting the original Australian wish for a Pacific version of the North Atlantic alliance, it was still perceived by many to have been effective and efficient. Like NATO, ANZUS was a collective security pact in which the United States stated “it would act to meet the common danger in accordance with its constitutional processes.” 1

“Showcase” Alliance in a “No-Problem” Region

The American security guarantee for Australia and New Zealand was often a subject of debate “down under.” The lack of any conceivable direct military threat to either of the two antipodean countries partly
caused the discussion. Related also was the unknown US military force response if such an adversarial threat were ever to develop.

Apart from the security guarantee, Australia and New Zealand benefited from ANZUS in a number of ways:

- privileged access to American intelligence sources and information;
- purchase of US military technology and equipment, some of which was state of the art or close to it, on very favorable terms;
- opportunity to exercise and train on a regular basis with American armed forces;
- participation in a variety of conferences and forums;
- cooperation on defense science matters;
- sharing of operational doctrine and tactics; and
- personnel exchanges.

The Australian and New Zealand recipients valued these benefits and realized that many were irreplaceable. None of the benefits meant significant costs to the United States, which in turn also benefited from this special two-way and sometimes three-way flowing arrangement. In fact, for years ANZUS was cost-effective for all countries concerned.²

**United States Alliance Perspectives**

The United States saw ANZUS as a tribute to the collective strength and vigor of the Western system of interlocking defense alliances. Officials believed these alliances, when working together, were instrumental in deterring aggression and preventing the outbreak of large-scale conflict. Many of them also felt that alliances created mutually reinforcing links among national interests and security features of these Western-oriented nations.³ Thus, ANZUS provided the United States not only a regional area in which its armed forces could exercise and operate but also an opportunity to devote elsewhere, when required, some of these same limited resources, since Australia and New
Zealand effectively stabilized the region with their own defense resources.

US Assistant Secretary of State for East Asia and the Pacific Paul D. Wolfowitz said that successful ANZUS alliance management depended on meeting five critical challenges. First, as an alliance of democracies, ANZUS had a need for foreign policy coherence. Sustaining public support for policies was essential. Second, an ongoing requirement existed for alliance partners to have extensive contacts at all levels of government and society. This requirement was most evident in senior consultation at the foreign ministry levels and in close defense cooperation on the military side. A key element of close defense cooperation had military forces working together, especially the three navies because of the maritime nature of the region. Third, long-term consistency and continuity were necessary. Fourth, each alliance member had to accept both the mutual burdens and benefits of ANZUS. These included joint (US and Australian) defense facilities in Australia, port and airfield access in Australia and New Zealand, standardization and interoperability efforts, and exchanges and consultations. From the US perspective, tangible evidence of treaty commitment was clear in the maintenance of an American presence in the region and the demonstration of an ability to operate effectively with treaty partners. The final challenge was to recognize that ANZUS, important though it was, was still only one part of a much larger and multifaceted relationship among the three countries.

Other American Military Interests

For Americans, the ANZUS cooperative defense alliance caused other positive aspects that supported a wide range of military interests and objectives not specifically covered by the ANZUS Treaty. A glance at current arrangements involving each of the US military services provides tangible evidence.
ANZUS IN REVISION

Navy/Marines

Australia is frequently visited and generally well liked by US Navy and Marine Corps personnel. In 1986, for example, 57 naval ships visited the country, mostly in Western Australia. The port visits to Freemantle and Perth were so popular among the Americans—many of whom had just spent several months at sea—that they were designated the favorite rest and relaxation areas for US sailors and marines overseas. The American objective each year is to achieve a consistent four-to-five dozen US ship visits and a series of combined military exercises and training. If this goal is achieved, the United States feels it can continue playing a stabilizing role far beyond the immediate region.5

Air Force

The US Air Force has a variety of connections and interests in the region. Although not as extensive as the Navy’s, they are still significant. Air Force ties with Australia traditionally have been strong. Senior leadership of both air forces have met on a regular basis throughout the years. There was a 20-year period of annual discussions between the US Air Force chief of staff and the chief of air staff of the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) called “airman-to-airman talks.” These discussions ended in the early 1980s. Although varying levels of bilateral meetings, visits, and discussions continue, there have been some suggestions to renew the top-level formal arrangements.6

Air Force military transport aircraft have been regularly deployed to Australia with the primary purpose of supplying and supporting the US-Australian joint defense facilities. There is usually at least one Military Airlift Command (MAC) aircraft in the country at any given time.

Air-related exercises between the two air forces and other services also helped US interests. The largest air exercise is the Pitch Black series. Begun on a bilateral basis in 1984, these tactical air defense exercises have grown in scope and detail. When possible, the RAAF also sends its aircraft and personnel to US-sponsored Cope Thunder
exercises in the Philippines and Red Flag exercises in the continental United States. Most participants on both sides find these exercises worthwhile and enhancing.

The USAF Strategic Air Command (SAC) not only participates in such exercises as Pitch Black but also has its own special training programs in Australia. The programs are called Busy Boomerang and Glad Customer. Busy Boomerang, SAC’s first program, started around 1980. The idea is for SAC’s B-52 heavy bomber aircraft to fly low-level routes over northern Queensland, Australia, but not to land on Australian territory. Most of these aircraft fly from and return to Andersen AFB, Guam. Busy Boomerang consists of several aerial training routes and provides the only good places for Air Force aircrews to practice terrain avoidance in the South Pacific region. Glad Customer, the second SAC program, started in early 1981 in Darwin. The Australian government gave permission for SAC to fly B-52H models and supporting KC-135 aerial tankers from RAAF Base Darwin for overwater navigation and maritime surveillance. These are primarily US Pacific Command support missions into the Indian Ocean. Busy Boomerang Delta, the third SAC program, has been in operation there since 1982. A cell of B-52s flies from Andersen AFB or the US mainland and lands at Darwin. Since November 1986 these aircraft have been able to fly missions in which they depart, fly, and then return to Darwin. The Australian government ostensibly approved this SAC program because it was cost-effective for the United States. The US (and SAC) position was to be appreciative of these special training arrangements.

Another USAF area of interest concerns the Australian Security Assistance Program, which is provided on a cash basis through foreign military sales (FMS). Among the many countries in the US Pacific Command area, Australia ranked first in total FMS purchases from fiscal years 1950 to 1986, with more than $US 6.2 billion spent. In 1986 alone Australia had 134 active Air Force-managed FMS cases, valued at more than $700 million in US currency.

Present USAF/Royal New Zealand Air Force (RNZAF) relations are about as good as they can be under the circumstances. Although USAF aircraft and aircrews are no longer involved in training and exercising
with the RNZAF, more than 160 Air Force aircraft transited through New Zealand in 1986 (on their way to and from either Australia or Antarctica). Some 16 to 20 RNZAF aircraft transited through Hickam AFB, Hawaii, during the same time period. However, additional flying and landing restrictions are now in place. Effective April 1987 RNZAF aircraft were allowed access to US military airfields only under special circumstances, usually involving safety or security matters.

Army

The US Army has its own approach in meeting objectives in the region. The land component wants and has involvement at various levels with the Australian Regular Army (ARA). They exercise often together. While the last military exercise the US Army had with the New Zealand Army was Triad 85, relations between army members from all three ANZUS countries continued at a reduced level. The US Army’s vehicle for achieving this continued contact is the Expanded Relations Program (ERP), run by Headquarters US Army Western Command, the US Army component of the US Pacific Command (USPACOM).

Established in 1978, the Expanded Relations Program was designed to implement USPACOM’s peacetime strategy, complement its multinational strategy, enhance understanding and interoperability of the various military forces, improve selected nations’ self-defense capabilities, and provide US Army Western Command forces with specialized training. The program consists of reciprocal visits, personnel exchanges, on-the-job training, combined command post and field training exercises, and a series of conferences and seminars. In recent years Headquarters Western Command has conducted, primarily through the ERP, military-to-military activities with 33 countries in the theater.

The centerpiece of the Expanded Relations Program was the Pacific Armies Management Seminar (PAMS). Conducted on a nonpolitical basis, the PAMS had a straightforward purpose—to “provide a forum for the discussion of common military management problems in a professional environment, to stimulate ideas, and to promote mutual understanding.” The growth of PAMS was impressive. Represen-
tatives from nine armies attended the first session in Honolulu in 1978. The 1986 session in Thailand had 196 representatives from 22 nations. Included in this gathering were senior officers from the New Zealand Army. As representatives of a friendly but not allied country, they actively interacted with members of the US Army. So PAMS, under the auspices of the ERP, affords at least a chance for US and New Zealand military professionals to keep in contact during the present period of strained political relations.\textsuperscript{10}

The Asymmetry Factor

From the beginning of the formal alliance and its supporting relationships in the early 1950s, the United States was a willing participant in the asymmetrical relationship of seemingly unequal partners. Critical for the United States was the other two countries' acceptance of the role ANZUS had in preserving peace and freedom according to approved Western standards. This role had not only a regional context but also a critical linkage with the calculation of world peace, which depended on a stable nuclear deterrent. Such peace and freedom required national decisiveness and will to survive. From an American viewpoint, these fundamentals were all necessary parts of a modern Western security alliance and all partners needed to understand, accept, and adhere to them.\textsuperscript{11}

The asymmetry factor was in reality a major part of the ANZUS relationship. Australia, with an urbanized population of 16.4 million, was a middle power in the world, comparable in many ways to Canada. New Zealand, with only 3.3 million citizens, was a small Western country with many of the characteristics of Denmark. These two neighbors were responsible for stability in their region of concern. (Appendix A lists the size and strength of their forces.) US policy was to share with Australia and New Zealand certain powers and privileges that were in excess of what those nations' smaller size and influence warranted. Both countries in turn were able to have considerable influence in dealing with the United States on a variety of security issues and other concerns. Active membership in ANZUS was a major reason
for this favorable state of foreign affairs between the friendly Southwest Pacific nations and their North American ally.\textsuperscript{12}

**Australian Involvement**

For Australia asymmetry in the former relationship did create some problems of perceived imbalance and irregularity of national intent and will. Australian officialdom occasionally had a tendency to assume that the special relationship between Australia and the United States was even greater than it really was. ANZUS helped perpetuate that thinking. To be sure, the United States needed Australia to host the joint facilities and provide port access to visiting US ships and their full complements of sailors and marines.

However, as Australia has gradually sought greater self-reliance and has become more concerned with its own defense needs, the strategic value of Australia to the United States has varied. In recent years political, economic, and societal factors caused these shifts as much as or more than military ones.\textsuperscript{13} In the early 1970s strained relationships reflected frustration and dissatisfaction over involvement with the United States in the protracted Vietnam War. In the mid-1970s, at the start of the Liberal government of Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser, relations were generally good. In the late 1970s the relationship went slightly downward again, causing one of America’s foremost experts on the region to comment on how the “ANZUS inheritance begins with a fairly obvious yet significant negative: the relative inconspicuousness of ANZUS for the United States.”\textsuperscript{14}

The truth was that Americans generally lacked knowledge and understanding of Australia’s history, makeup, goals, and objectives. In recent years, however, an unofficial “special relationship and affinity” for the land and the people “down under,” which many Americans have had for a long time, helped to strengthen Australian-American relationships.\textsuperscript{15}

From a definite low point in the early 1970s, the United States for the most part has made official efforts to improve its relationship with Australia. For example, as the former US ambassador and the most senior career diplomat ever appointed to Australia, Marshall Green gave
a highly publicized speech on Australian-American relations to the Asia Society of New York in 1975. In the speech he attempted to counter some of the ill feelings that had existed between Australian Labor Prime Minister Gough Whitlam and US President Richard Nixon.

Perhaps the most important factor in our new relationship is Australia's insistence on doing its "own thing" in world affairs and our full acceptance of that fact.

Over the past two years (1973-75), we have made it clear again and again that we do not look for a lock-step relationship. Such a rigid relationship could only snap in the winds of controversy. Today our relationship is flexible, based on mutuality and true equality.¹⁶

Much of Green's thinking appeared to be present again in the policies and practices of the Reagan administration concerning Australia and security in the region.

Admitting that ANZUS did provide definite security advantages for Australia and New Zealand, some Australian scholars still placed important negative qualifications on the relationship. First, the alliance seriously distorted Australian defense planning. Many deficiencies in recent defense posture and force structure stemmed directly from past requirements of ANZUS collective security. Questions rose about the defense forces' need for expensive high-technology weapons that required interoperability with US forces and systems. Whether access to highly sophisticated sources that provide raw and finished intelligence was really important to the defense of Australia was another area of discussion.¹⁷ The Australian government attempted to address these and other points during a period of extensive review and debate in the 1980s.

When viewed as a showcase alliance in a no-problem region (despite negative and qualifying comments like those above), ANZUS was still useful to the involved countries. From an Australian perspective, ANZUS was an alliance between a medium power and a superpower which blended Australian politics and security into an effective arrangement with those of the United States. From an unofficial New Zealand perspective, compared to all realistic alternatives, ANZUS brought the most security for the country at the least cost.¹⁸
For more than 30 years, important senior-level officials used the annual ANZUS Council meetings as executive consultative forums. In settings that rotated among the three national capitals, the meetings covered a wide range of defense and foreign policy issues. The council meeting usually constituted the most important fixed item on the annual diplomatic calendar for both the Australian and New Zealand foreign ministers. The three governments, acting through their foreign ministers and in turn their defense ministers, wanted to keep the Southwest Pacific region "Lake ANZUS." By pursuing this policy the ANZUS partners felt they were playing integral and legitimate roles in the global Western security network. Respective government-appointed representatives at the annual high-level meetings continually stressed the notion of deterrence in the alliance. The capabilities of the United States for nuclear deterrence and the relative capabilities of the United States, Australia, and New Zealand for collective conventional deterrence adequately provided the military components of the successful and seemingly durable ANZUS alliance.

Problems with New Zealand

Owing to the alliance's importance to regional and global security, the United States took a long time to negotiate with New Zealand the recent antinuclear issues that threatened the alliance. Through Wolfowitz, during the public and behind-the-scenes negotiations that started in 1984, the United States made a number of points very clear.

- The United States was proalliance and not pronuclear.
- The US government was fully aware of the long-standing nonnuclear policy of the New Zealand Labour Party, both in and out of government.
- The United States knew that there was little nuclear threat in the South Pacific region. Washington believed that all three ANZUS countries had a common interest in keeping strong and effective Western defense capabilities, primarily naval, in the region.
- The United States had only one navy, and it was nuclear.
The United States followed a policy of neither confirm nor deny concerning questions of nuclear weapons on its ships and aircraft.

New Zealand’s “example” did not lead to mutual arms control but the opposite. By its actions New Zealand was curtailing its operational role—in effect, its cooperation and burden sharing—in the alliance.

The American reaction to New Zealand’s antinuclear position and naval ship-banning policy was swift and decisive. As long as the reaction and ship ban policy continued, ANZUS was declared inoperative as a tripartite alliance. To demonstrate this to New Zealand and the rest of the watching Western world, the United States in 1985 and 1986 introduced several serious “punitive” measures. The superpower cut off New Zealand’s access to high-grade intelligence, canceled all military exercises involving joint participation of American and New Zealand forces (highly valued by the small but professional New Zealand military), postponed indefinitely the annual ANZUS Council meeting, and finally, “closed” the long-standing and valuable “open door” policy between officials at various levels of the two governments. Within a short span of a few months in the mid-1980s, the ANZUS alliance had reached a crossroads of its usefulness and existence. Although not canceling ANZUS per se, the US moves created a stronger bilateral security relationship with Australia and ended its security relationship with New Zealand. The United States no longer considered New Zealand to be the close ally it once was but just a friend.

Alliance Background
(1951-83: The First Three Decades)

To understand properly the present problems in ANZUS, one must also know about the beginnings and evolution of the alliance. What began as a simple collective security arrangement grew into a complex and wide-ranging one.
Until World War II, Australia and New Zealand (ANZ) were not in close alignment with the United States; instead they were fully integrated parts of the British imperial system. The 1941-43 Japanese advances suddenly revealed to Allied leaders the vital strategic importance of Australia and New Zealand to Pacific security. The circumstances of US entry into the war initially focused the attention of many Americans on Australian-New Zealand, and especially Australian, security. In 1942 Australia was the only base from which an effective Allied Pacific counteroffensive could be mounted against Japan. The British were no longer the major influence, the Americans were on the scene, and Australia and New Zealand were making their own important military contributions to the war effort. By 1944 the clear focus of an ANZ secure base faded, and US attention shifted northward to the clearing of the Central Pacific strategic sea lines of communication. Still, the total war experience changed forever the prewar stereotypes Australia and New Zealand had of the United States. Before, the United States was distant, somewhat unfamiliar, and of secondary importance. Great Britain was king. However, by the mid-to-late 1940s, like it or not, the United States was clearly the powerful bulwark upon which future ANZ security depended.21

The Australian basis of foreign policy was thus arguably “loyalty to a protector,” at least until recent times. William F. Mandle, one writer of the period, suggests that Australian history “is not simply that of depending on a great and powerful friend, first Britain and then America, but of almost excruciating loyalty to its policies.” 22 Sir Percy Spender, the conservative Australian minister for external affairs from 1949 to 1951 (and ambassador to the United States from 1951 to 1958) raised in the late 1940s the question of a viable Pacific defense pact. Fear of the United States setting up a “beneficent” peace with a possibly rearmed Japan caused Sir Percy to pursue with the Americans an assertive negotiating process on Pacific security. The US government principals involved were Secretaries of State Dean Acheson and John Foster Dulles of the Truman and Eisenhower administrations, respectively, and Assistant Secretary of State for East Asia Dean Rusk, who later was secretary of state in the Kennedy and Johnson
administrations. None were overly enthusiastic in forming a Pacific security alliance.\textsuperscript{23}

New Zealand’s foreign policy in the postwar years was different from Australia’s. More closely aligned with Great Britain, New Zealand was at a loss to fill the void left by the mother country’s “security” withdrawal from the Pacific. Realities during and after the war brought a growing realization that Britain could no longer protect New Zealand security interests. This awareness led New Zealand for the first time in its history to seek a closer relationship with the United States. The “only one option apparently open” was taken with uneasiness.\textsuperscript{24} Consequently, the beginning of the ANZUS alliance had an unusual trio of players. The new partners consisted of an unenthusiastic and begrudging superpower, the United States; an overanxious and accommodating middle power, Australia; and an uneasy and reluctant small power, New Zealand.

Formation Stage (1951-52)

ANZUS became an official treaty in the early 1950s. (See appendix B, The ANZUS Treaty.) Its formation stage covered the period from 1951 to 1952. The alliance took effect when signed into existence on 1 September 1951 in San Francisco by Sir Percy C. Spender for Australia, C. A. Berendsen for New Zealand, and Dean Acheson and John Foster Dulles for the United States. Sir Percy finally got his wish. A foundation now existed for a Western defensive pact in his region of strategic interest.\textsuperscript{25}

By the time of its signing, the United States did in fact favor such a security agreement with former allies more than it had during the initial negotiations. One compelling reason for this change of official attitude was the growing American commitment to the idea that aggressive communism should be contained and resisted. The outbreak of the Korean War in June 1950 confirmed in the minds of many that offensive Communist expansion was again on the move. By chance several Australian air and naval units were in the North Pacific area at the time South Korea was invaded. The United States, first in the field as a United Nations agent in resisting these hostile advances, requested and obtained
Australian military support. Australia’s readiness to assist the United States helped smooth the way to the ANZUS Treaty signing. The whole episode of ANZUS formation, Communist containment, the Japanese peace treaty, and the Korean War onset considerably readjusted the nature of the Australian-American relationship at the time. New Zealand more or less found itself supporting the two larger allies.  

Another agreement formed then by the ANZUS partners was the Radford-Collins agreement (named for Adm Arthur Radford, then commander in chief, Pacific Command, and VAdm Sir John Collins, the Australian chief of naval staff). It provided for the American, Australian, and New Zealand naval forces to share responsibility for protecting shipping and sea lines of communication in the strategically important South Pacific/Eastern Indian Ocean areas. Since its inception, the agreement has allowed the holding of joint operational exercises to improve their maritime protection, sea control, and antisubmarine warfare (ASW) capabilities. Since any future conflict of size and duration involving the ANZUS countries would include threats to shipping, Radford-Collins has continued to have relevance for merchant shipping protection in the region. Valid concerns include: merchant ship vulnerabilities, US Navy finite resources, vast maritime expanses, ANZ economies’ dependence on international seaborne trade, and historical precedents of antishipping operations in the region during both world wars. When combined, the concerns assume greater significance and strengthen the need for Radford-Collins.  

Interim Stage (1953-75)  
The interim stage, lasting more than 20 years from 1953 to 1975, saw the alliance grow into a solid and reasonably successful arrangement. By the end of the interim stage, however, major shifts of attitude and approach were present.  

At first increasing interdependence and reliance upon the United States became important factors in Australian and New Zealand defense policies. The global collective security practices of the United States demanded an objective of “forward defense” when possible. To achieve this end for itself and its allies, the United States expected Australia and
New Zealand to contribute their fair share of support.\textsuperscript{28} That meant continuing their program of providing forces for overseas deployment with a great ally. Since Australia and New Zealand no longer received any protection from Britain, they had to rely upon assistance from the United States. Although the scale of their overseas military contributions remained small, the political value that Australia and New Zealand gave to America was considerably greater. This support was most evident during their involvement in the Vietnam War of the 1960s and the early 1970s.

The establishment of joint US-Australian defense facilities on ANZ territory symbolized to many what ANZUS really was all about. The United States believed its two ANZUS partners had ideal locations for selected overseas defense establishments. Australia was especially appealing because of its strategic geographic location, remote areas, and stable political climate. By 1955 government officials signed an agreement for the first permanent joint installation in Australia. It was a seismic station whose purpose included gathering information on explosions, locating earthquakes, and undertaking research on earth physics.

This early arrangement led to a series of discussions and negotiations resulting in the establishment of many joint US-Australian defense facilities. The three largest and most important were Pine Gap, Nurrungar, and North West Cape. To varying degrees the bases became important aspects of American security and international military operations. The best-known facility was the Joint Defense Space Research Facility at Pine Gap, about 10 miles outside of Alice Springs in the center of Australia. Pine Gap had two functions, communication with satellites and development of strategic space technology. The facility staff numbered about 450, evenly divided between Americans and Australians.\textsuperscript{29}

The Australian Labor government approved in 1988 another 10-year agreement for operation. Prime Minister Bob Hawke, representing the right wing of the Australian Labor Party (ALP), told officials in Washington that he accepted the risks of facilities like Pine Gap in view of “global strategic considerations.”\textsuperscript{30} Even former Prime Minister Gough Whitlam, aligned with the moderate wing of the ALP and at odds
with official US policies, had cooperated. Though announcing in 1972 that he would make known to the public the functions of Pine Gap, he said after visits and briefings that Pine Gap was too vital and significant to reveal all of its operations. The Australian people were generally not upset then or later with these positions. A 1981 poll on the presence of the joint facilities showed 60 percent supported and only 22 percent opposed their presence.

The second important US-Australian facility was the Joint Defense Space Communications Station located at Nurrungar near Woomera in South Australia. Nurrungar was a principal fixed ground station for American military satellite communication in the Southern Hemisphere. Recently questions have arisen on whether fully operational satellite relay systems and mobile ground terminals would lessen the “strategic necessity” argument for Nurrungar. The consensus had the United States wishing to keep the facility to maintain redundancy.

The third important facility was the Harold E. Holt Naval Communications Station located at North West Cape, Western Australia. It provided secure communications for ships at sea.

Facilities like Pine Gap and Nurrungar, for reasons of geographic location, could only be placed in Australia. (See accompanying map.) North West Cape, however, could have its mission performed elsewhere. These facilities have fluctuated in value and criticality over the years. The point to remember is that America believed that the joint facilities remained important and Australia felt that hosting them was a significant part of its contribution to ANZUS and to the deterrence of nuclear war.

No joint US-New Zealand defense facilities existed on the latter’s territory. Two American installations were in place. The first was the US Navy base near Christchurch at Harewood, South Island. For years the facility provided primary allied support for Operation Deep Freeze to Antarctica. The second installation was an American astronomical observatory in the Black Birch range, also on the South Island. Although these facilities were not so critical as the joint facilities in Australia, the United States still valued them. It was thus a matter of concern when, for political reasons, Secretary of the US Navy John Lehman talked
unofficially about moving his service’s fairly extensive facility from Christchurch to Hobart, Tasmania, situated off the southeastern coast of mainland Australia.

ANZUS development encompassed a great deal more than just security matters. It covered a wide range of programs, including intelligence-maritime surveillance support, logistics and supply support, trilateral conferences, consultations, defense cooperation, and more. Although these programs were often erroneously referred to as part of ANZUS, they officially were not because other directives and agreements governed them. However, the ANZUS Treaty provided a suitable facilitating mechanism to make the varied processes function smoothly and efficiently.\(^3^3\)

While the interim years saw the establishment of many ANZUS features, they also marked the beginnings of opposition to the alliance in Australia and New Zealand. The Vietnam War caused initial discontent and protests. Almost three years before ANZ combat troops were committed to Vietnam in 1965, supposedly at the request of the United States, there was a small Australian military presence there comprised of volunteer regular ground forces but no draftees. In 1964 the Australian government reintroduced conscription by using a lottery system that made nonvolunteers eligible to serve overseas. Once conscripts started to go to Vietnam in 1966, the issues of the “lottery of death” came to overshadow almost all other factors in the public debate on Australia’s role and involvement in Vietnam.\(^3^4\)

Synonymous with this was the brief “lock-step” relationship which then Prime Minister Harold E. Holt exercised with President Lyndon B. Johnson. Holt was the man who proclaimed that Australia was “all the way with LBJ” concerning Vietnam. It was a rare instance in which Australia mounted a peacetime military effort commensurate with its population and economic resources. The attitude was short-lived and reached a turning point with Johnson’s dramatic 1968 policy reversal in Vietnam and withdrawal from the presidential elections. That moment marked a real crisis not just in, but of, the Australian-American alliance.\(^3^5\)

Antinuclear attitudes were also beginning to surface during this time. In conjunction with growing opposition in the late 1960s to ANZ
involvement with the United States in Vietnam, questions began to rise as to the value of the alliance and the complicated issue of nuclear weapons. In the early 1970s the New Zealand Labour Party (NZLP), especially under the leadership of Norman Kirk and Sir Wallace Rowling (later New Zealand’s ambassador to the United States), advocated a nuclear free zone in the South Pacific. During the same period, the Australian Labor Party, led by Gough Whitlam, also had significant views that clashed with Washington’s perceptions of strategic interests. Organized protests became more common in the years surrounding the pullout of ANZ military forces from Vietnam in 1972 and during the concurrent terms of the two labor governments. While still supportive of ANZUS, the public was upset with the general direction of events. These antinuclear attitudes were temporarily shelved by the mid-1970s elections of conservative governments pledged to defense support and close alliance ties with the United States. Yet many negative sentiments did not disappear but only remained in the background.36

Two more shocks disrupted the ANZ perception of American security and alliance support. First was President Nixon’s 1969 announcement in Guam stressing that from then on the United States could not be expected to come to everyone’s defense and that basically each country needed to defend itself. From an Australian point of view, this meant that “forward defense” was no longer viable and that its foreign policy of securing the region by means of great power commitments was over. If the United States, like Great Britain before, was leaving the region, Australia had to develop a greater degree of self-reliance in defense policy. To counter these concerns American officials stressed that the Nixon Doctrine was grossly distorted when applied thus to ANZUS and NATO. It applied primarily to friends and allies in Asia and provided a way for American extrication from Vietnam. While Australia and New Zealand were listening to this argument, the second shock came. This was the fall of Saigon in 1975 and the subsequent end of US combat presence in Southeast Asia.37
Later Stage (1976-83)

The later alliance stage covered 1976 to 1983. Conservative governments came into power in the mid-1970s: Malcolm Fraser’s Liberal Party in Australia and Robert Muldoon’s National Party in New Zealand. In white papers on defense (Australia in 1976 and New Zealand in 1978 and 1983), both governments pushed for greater efforts for self-reliant defense forces. Yet, in Australia especially, their attempts to devise new, credible, and self-reliant policies led in many respects back to the need for continued close military, technical, and intelligence ties with the United States.

Increasing inflationary and other economic problems began to impose restrictions upon the relatively modest defense spending of both Australia and New Zealand. Although initially enthusiastic about substantial increases for defense, the Fraser government had trouble devoting more than 2.5 percent of the gross domestic product (GDP—the national income) to it. New Zealand’s very modest defense establishment used only about 1.8 percent of its GDP for defense. When adjusted to the country’s population and resources, this was one of the world’s lowest figures.

By the mid-1980s two opposing viewpoints concerning ANZUS alliance management began to emerge. The American position was fairly consistent and advocated no drastically new approaches to collective security. It stressed burden-sharing responsibilities within a successful defense alliance. Each active partner needed to make expected and reasonable contributions. For the alliance to be effective and worthwhile, a spirit of cooperation that involved military, political, and economic aspects had to prevail.38

Antipodean positions differed from American ones at times. Active support or defense by the United States was no longer a guarantee. To some, provisions in the ANZUS Treaty were not binding. The region, especially in the South Pacific, was a no-threat environment. The ANZUS nuclear umbrella reportedly caused some installations in Australia and New Zealand—particularly the joint defense facilities in Australia—to become targets on a Soviet nuclear hit list. Public officials emphasized that nuclear arms control commitments had priority over alliance commitments. As a result both Australia and New Zealand
recognized an increasing need for more self-reliance in defense and greater regional considerations for security stability.\textsuperscript{39}

\section*{Current Conditions (1984 to Present)}

The ANZUS alliance reached a point of disarray in the mid-1980s. While such a low point was never the expressed goal of national leaders on any side, some observers have called for changes in policy and emphasis. Since much of the disagreement now centered on fundamental issues, the current crisis could not be viewed as light or temporary.

\section*{Australian Support}

Significant political changes came with the election of Labor Party governments in Australia in 1983 and in New Zealand in 1984. Many believed that the Australian Labor Party, headed by the charismatic Bob Hawke, would take the lead in changing Australian relations with the United States concerning ANZUS and many other bilateral agreements. Yet Hawke and his government surprised most observers by attempting to improve upon the already strong ties with the United States. The most obvious example of this approach was the comprehensive review of the entire ANZUS arrangement the ALP conducted immediately after entering office. The new government concluded that the treaty supported Australian security in current and prospective strategic circumstances. Hawke clearly stated that, "we will maintain Australia's commitment to the ANZUS Treaty. . . . The ANZUS alliance will not only be adhered to by my Government, but it will be strengthened in the sense of frank discussions with the US about whether in any way it may be improved."\textsuperscript{40}

\section*{New Zealand Turning Point}

If the ALP's position on ANZUS gave the United States a slight degree of comfort, the New Zealand Labour Party's stance the following
year certainly did not. The 1984 election of 43-year-old David Lange as New Zealand’s youngest prime minister represented a turning point, although not a new one, in New Zealand’s approach to foreign and defense policies. Lange inherited a well-supported NZLP government policy that contained two essential elements. The first, seemingly contradictory, denied entry to New Zealand ports of foreign warships (primarily American, but also others, including the British) that were nuclear powered, nuclear armed, or, in light of the official US neither-confirm-nor-deny stance, nuclear capable. Yet, at the same time, the policy wanted New Zealand to remain an active member of ANZUS and continue to participate in joint military exercises with the other two member countries. The second element called for a nuclear weapons free environment established throughout the South Pacific maritime region—the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone, or SPNFZ. As far as New Zealand officials were concerned, ANZUS was a conventional defensive alliance. Ambassador Rowling, the former NZLP leader who initially helped propose these positions, wrote, “New Zealand has never formed part of a nuclear strategy. We have not asked nor do we expect to be defended by nuclear weapons. From our perspective, ANZUS has always been a conventional defence relationship.”

Port access quickly became a nonnegotiable issue for both sides and culminated in the banning of the USS Buchanan in February 1985. To state their government’s position, American officials, along with those from Australia and the outgoing New Zealand conservative government, released a communique shortly after Lange’s election saying it was essential that allied warships continue to have access to New Zealand facilities just as they had in the past. During the five-year period from 1980 to 1984, almost 40 US naval vessels, at least six of which were nuclear powered, had called on New Zealand ports.

New Zealand’s leaders countered by stating they resented the implication that their only contribution to ANZUS was provision of port facilities for US Navy ships. Supporting their point was the fact that only four American ships visited in 1981 and two in 1982, during a time the United States said such port visits were vital. From the New Zealand perspective, that was a “pretty thin relationship.” The impasse on the port access began to dominate and cloud all other discussions.
Two points stood out regarding the dispute. First, the ANZUS difficulties underscored the need for greater American alertness to allies’ domestic political trends before an impasse point was reached. Second, the United States (and other Western nations) overlooked the fact that New Zealand had been making important contributions to South Pacific stability and development for decades and that its closeness to Polynesia was unmatched.43

If Prime Minister Lange did not totally believe in the NZLP position before his election, he quickly became a convert and strong advocate of his small country’s determined stance to speak out on nuclear weapons and the escalating arms race between the superpowers. For months after the election, the international news media and the public paid an inordinate amount of attention to the young leader and his quest for nuclear weapons “sanity.” He was even nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize. Although he did not win the peace prize, Lange was still able to present his case to the world.

Regardless of future New Zealand security policies, Lange spoke of the following imperatives he planned to push for. He wanted:

- to provide for the conventional defense of New Zealand (most important obligation);
- to contribute toward South Pacific security in all its aspects;
- to promote economic interests of New Zealand;
- to pay regard to defense arrangements of its closest and most important partner, Australia; and
- to take into account the attitude of the United States toward New Zealand when thinking about the security relationship.

The New Zealand prime minister highlighted several other fundamental points in the dispute. In their rejection of the ship visits, New Zealanders were not anti-American, only antinuclear. They were offended by comments that they were not pulling their weight in the alliance. As far as New Zealand was concerned, they knew much about proper burden sharing. New Zealand did not offer itself as an example for others to follow. Its strategic circumstances were unique. The government excluded nuclear weapons and power because having them
there was not in the country’s interests. While the United States saw ANZUS in the context of its global East-West strategy of nuclear deterrence, New Zealand viewed its own role and common interest to be that of a regional conventional deterrent promoting international security. If the United States continued to insist upon having nuclear weapons in the region, then maybe that was too high a price for New Zealand to pay. The final main point Lange and others wanted to make with the United States was that by punishing and disengaging itself from New Zealand on defense issues, the superpower was going to lose a loyal ally and a true friend.  

**United States Response**

The US response was predictably one of measured frustration. New Zealand’s actions were a “matter of grave concern, which goes to the core of our mutual obligation of allies.” The United States worried that neutralist or isolationist thinking was beginning to enter several realms of allied foreign policy. Evidence that this was happening was the Lange government’s nonnegotiable no-nuclear-weapons policy asserted in “tones of moral righteousness.” Paul Wolfowitz perhaps best explained the Department of State’s position and subsequent actions at a 1985 symposium on Pacific security.

For an ally to insist on that kind of disclosure [NCND] as a condition for port access is just not responsible. . . .

With words, New Zealand assures us it remains committed to ANZUS. But by its deeds, New Zealand has effectively curtailed its operational role in the alliance. . . . A military alliance has little meaning without military cooperation. . . . New Zealand can’t have it both ways.

Regardless of the number of vessels that actually visited, the ship ban, according to American officials, put the US Navy at a considerable disadvantage and weakened its ability to help the ANZUS partners. The Navy saw negative effects spreading throughout the various Pacific maritime areas. Adm Ronald Hays, commander in chief of the US Pacific Command, spoke of “the US having lost New Zealand when it
formally passed [antinuclear ship ban] legislation.” The United States was being forced to take “appropriate measures” to show that such action was not acceptable conduct by an ally. To indicate the seriousness of the banning issue, the United States ended in 1986 a two-year period of negotiations and considerable effort with New Zealand by “parting company . . . as friends.”

Several side effects resulted from the ANZUS controversy. One was the perception that the United States was being an inflexible superpower trying to impose its will on the smaller members of a Western security arrangement. Another was the volatile issue of economic trade restrictions. This was most readily apparent when raised as a major agenda item at the bilateral American-Australian security meeting held in San Francisco in August 1986. The cause for concern was the unexpected severity of the Australian backlash against the American government due to its offer to subsidize export wheat sales from the United States to the Soviet Union. Although the Australian government resisted pressures to link “unfair” US trade practices and joint defense facilities, the Australian public did not. For the first time, many Australian citizens interlocked the separate issues and questioned the value of the American-Australian defense alliance relationship. Australians found it ironic that while loyalty to the United States in the ANZUS antinuclear dispute was reportedly causing their country to lose a potential $A 700-900 million in export earnings, American-New Zealand trade increased marginally during the same period. The most unusual Australian political combination of the traditionally conservative rural farmers and the radical leftist urban and trade union groups was very critical of American trade policies for a while. Even though the furor over trade issues and alliance linkage subsided, it was indicative of still unresolved problems, which might have explained Prime Minister Hawke’s comment that in many respects ANZUS had become by the mid-1980s a “treaty in name only.”

**Future Status**

The future of ANZUS as a trilateral defense alliance is unknown. Fundamental questions that still require answers are many. How can the
situations be salvaged and the damage limited? Where does New Zealand go from here? How strong will the bilateral defense relationships be that exist between Australia and the United States and between Australia and New Zealand? Can and should Australia assume a middle-partner bridging role? Will ANZUS ever return to the way it was? Was the Western security arrangement for the region impaired by all these disturbances? Few easy answers exist for these and other questions. If satisfactory answers had been available, negotiations would have been successful and grievances on all sides would have been redressed, and discussion of the 35-year-old showcase alliance being in crisis and at a major crossroads of its existence would not be ongoing. The best way to think about the ANZUS alliance status in the years ahead is to discuss some of the major factors that will influence events and policies.

**United States Position**

The official US position on alliance goals and responsibilities is clear and uncompromising. Secretary of State George P. Shultz expressly stated that the purpose of defense alliances will continue to be to deter aggression and preserve peace by making it clear that allied nations will unite to oppose aggressors. The real deterrent will continue to be allies working together to ensure that capabilities exist to fight and win conflicts. The supporting part of the deterrent will be that any potential aggressor will know it. According to Shultz, ANZUS as an alliance is not finished. It remains fully operational between the United States and Australia today. With some adjustments by New Zealand, the United States will welcome the former partner’s full participation in the treaty again. While it does not expect New Zealand to endorse a strategic nuclear policy, the United States expects New Zealand to do its fair share in maintaining stability and deterrence in the region. For the Americans this includes unqualified access of their ships to New Zealand ports. The issue is not one of numbers or type. The demonstrative effect of New Zealand acceptance and participation is important for a fully functioning ANZUS. When New Zealand policies and actions change accordingly, the United States will restore its security arrangements with New Zealand to include joint exercises,
intelligence information sharing, logistics supply, and support. Each of the allies, America included, will then need greater regional security roles.  

**New Zealand Posture**

New Zealand, at least as long as the Lange Labour government was in control, remained unwilling to negotiate its position on nuclear weapons. It did not accept the American view of what New Zealand obligations should be under ANZUS. Its policies were for New Zealand only, and the country’s stance was antinuclear and not anti-American. The small country did not think that its policies justified the actions the United States was taking against it. According to Bryce Harland, the former New Zealand permanent representative to the United Nations and then high commissioner in London, there were several key points to remember about his country’s policies. New Zealand, isolated and remote, did not set its policy as an example to any other country. In fact, no other member of the Western alliance was following New Zealand’s actions. Its case was unique and not relevant to others. American reactions worried other small countries and had possibly more negative effects on the alliance than New Zealand’s own actions. New Zealand was taking steps to compensate for the US suspension of military cooperation. What remained unknown was the long-term ability of New Zealand’s own small armed forces to contribute to the security of the region outside of an ANZUS structure.

**Australian Perspective**

Australia’s perspective was more positive. It felt its bilateral relations with the United States had increased and thus had improved its position and status not only with America but also with the other countries in the region. The Australian public, despite some trade issue dissatisfaction, still overwhelmingly supported ANZUS. In 1985, 73 percent agreed that Australia needed a defense alliance with the United States. If New Zealand were no longer in ANZUS, an even greater total of 75 percent
favored a separate mutual defense alliance with the United States. Security cooperation remained close, and it was difficult to see this situation changing significantly in the near future. When all factors were considered, Australia would attempt to fulfill its regional security obligations under ANZUS. An unknown factor was a growing and potent antinuclear element in its own country. As yet that faction did not appear to be as strong as similar ones in New Zealand and elsewhere in the areas covered by the proposed South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone.

Summary

The basic ANZUS alliance and the many security and defense arrangements that resulted from it directly or indirectly have undergone many shifts during the treaty's existence. Although ANZUS was thought to be a showcase alliance in a low-threat part of the world, recent events have shown it to be in trouble. Part of the problem may be the imbalance caused by the special asymmetrical relationship between three similar but different partners. Perhaps the national security objectives and political aspirations of each were in fact far enough apart to mean ANZUS could no longer continue as it had in the past. The split between the United States and New Zealand over the nuclear ship ban issue reflected some long-standing beliefs that reached a crisis point in the mid-1980s. Australia, which stood to benefit in some ways from the dispute, also found itself caught in the middle and was disturbed by overall developments.

To be effective any defense alliance must be at least a two-way street. If a member does not pull a fair load, then that member may be more hindrance than help. In this case, new arrangements are at least conceivable, if not essential. The viability, indeed the survivability, of ANZUS as an alliance is not inevitable. National self-interest alone can never replace common interest and a spirit of cooperation as fundamental components of an alliance like ANZUS.52

Along with the former solid alliance being at a crossroads of at least its usefulness, if not its existence, other recent and projected changes under way in the Southwest Pacific promise to reshape the way Western collective security is provided to the vast region. Both Australia and
New Zealand are rethinking the roles, missions, and structures of their conventional defense forces. One result has been a marked variation in the way these forces relate to their long-time partner, the United States, to include the military, government, and industrial sectors. Each of the smaller countries has a stated goal to be more independent, self-reliant, and realistic with its defense features, whether within or without a revised ANZUS framework. The altering defense features of Australia and New Zealand require detailed examination to determine their origins, directions headed, and means planned to see them through. The first ANZUS partner to be reviewed is Australia—a key Western security link to the South Pacific, Southeast Asia, and the Indian Ocean.
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Chapter 3

Australian Defense Features

Australia regards its relationship with the United States as of fundamental importance. . . . We will be together forever.

—Bob Hawke, Prime Minister of Australia

We [plan to] shape [limited defence capabilities] primarily to defend Australia and Australian interests in very large areas which are our immediate defence environment.

—F. Rawdon Dalrymple, Australian Ambassador to the United States

The images of the Australian fighting man at war have often been those of rugged individualism, fierce courage, unswerving loyalty to his “mates,” and staunch self-reliance. These representations have formed a large part of the myth and the national self-image that Australians and others, including Americans, have when thinking about the defense forces of the land “down under.” The truth is that Australians at war generally have proved themselves well. Fighting under the British and then with the United States, they have shown through deeds their worthiness as valued comrades in arms.

In peacetime the Australian military forces have not always earned as many accolades from foreigners or even from their own countrymen. In the mid-1980s Minister of Defence Kim Beazley described the Australian Defence Force (ADF) as “capable, well-trained, well-equipped, and well-led.”1 At the same time defense critics considered the ADF to have “little bits of lots” of capabilities.2 To help address this issue, Beazley commissioned a one-year in-depth study of the situation by Paul Dibb, a recognized authority on Australian policy and defense matters.
The resulting report, *Review of Australia's Defence Capabilities: Report to the Minister for Defence* (the Dibb report), published in 1986, was hailed as the most significant review of Australian defense capabilities, force structure, and related aspects since the Second World War. This report formed the basis for the 1987 government white paper on defense policy, considered by many to be a landmark document. Both the Dibb report and the white paper were important parts of the story of a country on the brink of a major restructuring of defense policy and military force structure. Australia was trying to address its shortcomings while remaining committed to policies and practices supporting allied interests and self-reliance. Were these diverse objectives achievable? This chapter examines the multitude of issues involved with the changing Australian defense features. It considers Australia's current defense posture, then examines how it came about. For a chronological framework, it looks at two general settings: before and after 1986, the year of the Dibb report. Other areas are then discussed prior to a final section on the growing bilateral Australian and American defense relationship.

### The Role of the Australian Defence Force

Australia, a Western country with fairly diverse economic and political structures, considers itself as a regional middle power within the Western global alliance system. With a mostly Caucasian population of 16.4 million, more than 70,500 people serve on active duty as volunteer members of the ADF. The reserve military is more than 26,000, mostly in the army, and the civilian force working full time in the Department of Defence exceeds 40,000. Consequently, there are almost 137,000 (less than 1 percent of the population) Australians directly associated with some aspect of the peacetime defense force. The ADF strives to support a pro-Western and pro-ANZUS governmental policy that revolves around a high-technology, conventional military force. Although the Australian public until recently has not been particularly involved in public debate on defense issues, it has been supportive of both an effective and a capable ADF and the ANZUS
arrangement. In 1984 *The Bulletin* magazine’s special survey of Australians disclosed that:

- 74 percent favored increased defense spending;
- 62 percent favored compulsory military training for all young men
  - (39 percent for young women);
- 57 percent believed some countries threatened Australia’s security; and
- 68 percent believed its defense treaties with its close ally, the United States, were of great value to Australia.5

Yet manpower figures and public samplings did not answer all the questions needed for debate on the ADF and defense policy. A concerted effort for informed debate was required to determine whether Australia had the appropriate mix of a reasonably self-reliant defense capability and a certain degree of dependence on overseas support (primarily the United States) to meet its defense objectives. The Dibb report and the follow-on government white paper, *The Defence of Australia* 1987, were steps in the right direction for addressing the changing Australian defense features. Comments on earlier features of the ADF are necessary to put a discussion of an ANZUS chronology into proper context.

US-Australian Historical Defense Ties

In the past the United States has been a factor in Australian defense thinking as a means to help protect the country and its interests. According to some observers, the idea began in the late nineteenth century, and it was expressed in the White Australia policy that was a function of the newly federated country’s fear of an industrious and formidable Japan. For this reason, Australia’s Prime Minister Alfred Deakin in 1908 engineered a visit to Australia by US President Theodore Roosevelt’s Great White Fleet. Deakin also tried but failed to
see enunciated an American (and British) "Monroe Doctrine of the Pacific."

The Australian fear of the original Japanese threat dominated their political thinking for almost 40 years. The widespread belief that America saved Australia from the Japanese (and the Germans in the South Pacific) during the darkest days of World War II remained an important source for much of the lasting pro-US sentiment and high-level popular support for ANZUS. The idea of a special Monroe Doctrine has not gone away. Current Minister of Defence Beazley has spoken of an assertion of Australian regional leadership, with American backing, reflected in a modern Monroe Doctrine in the South Pacific. Beazley's comments were indicative of the general attitude about the necessary and continuing strong defense ties with America.  

Wartime Performance of Australian Forces

Despite close association with the American military during wartime, the ADF (and incidentally the New Zealand Defence Forces) accomplished and contributed enough to stand out on their own. The combined exploits of Australia and New Zealand (ANZ) in both world wars were well known. The military had a proven reputation and high standard of performance in battle. Their tradition based itself on maintaining top-quality volunteer forces capable of rapid movement in regional contingencies and on serving as the professional cadre of much larger defense forces in times of wider need.  

Considering its population base and other requirements, the efforts of the ADF in both global wars were significant. In the First World War, Australia was not threatened by any adversary. Nevertheless, the country of then only five million citizens rose to the occasion and sent approximately 330,000 volunteers overseas, primarily to be subordinate to and fight for British military leaders under the auspices of a British Empire effort. An incredible total of 60,000 servicemen, almost one out of every five, died during the war. Australia, in its "coming of age," had more men killed in combat in that conflict than did the much larger United States.
World War II witnessed an equally impressive effort, initially associated with the British in North Africa and then later with the Americans in the Pacific. At the start of the war in September 1939, Australia had in all three services about 10,000 regulars and 90,000 reservists. By the end of 1941 the total was 230,000. Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) strength alone reached 160,000 personnel and 6,000 aircraft, and the RAAF became temporarily the world’s fourth largest air force. The ADF peaked at almost two-thirds of a million in uniform by mid-1943 and fell off to 575,000 by war’s end in September 1945. (Australia sent 550,000 overseas and lost more than 34,000, including 8,000 in Japanese POW camps.) This total six-year experience affected almost everyone in a nation of about seven million people.

**Australian Defense before the Dibb Report**

From World War II up to the mid-1970s, Australian defense policy features were generally quite dependent on the United States. Not until the latter time period did any form of defense self-reliance begin to emerge and incorporate itself into a special arrangement of mutual dependency with the United States. In addition, until the middle of the 1970s, no Australian government had made defense the subject of “substantial intellectual analysis.” A discussion now follows of the Australian defense features associated first within the ANZUS alliance and then with the alliance aside.

**Full-House ANZUS**

The term most identified with Australian defense strategy within a full-house ANZUS was that of *forward defense*. The concept for the ADF was not a new one but was applicable prior to heavy commitment to the United States before and after the ANZUS alliance began functioning in the early 1950s. Support for forward defense initially went to the British and gradually shifted over to the Americans. Forward defense began with the dispatch of the Australian Regular Army’s 8th Division to Malaysia in mid-1941 and did not end until the final
Australian combat forces withdrew from Vietnam in early 1972. Some argued that a residual forward defense presence (i.e., use of Butterworth Air Base in Malaysia and similar small-scale arrangements) and forms of obligation (i.e., Five Power Defence Arrangement or FPDA) remained in the area. However, most agreed that forward defense in the old sense was unworkable after the last British and US military units withdrew from mainland Southeast Asia in 1975. Apart from World War II there was some discussion that Australian contributions to forward defense and reactions to crises threatening its security interests were not appropriate. A few commentators likened them to "tokenism" and "defense on cheap."  
If the above critical or demeaning comments were debatable, indisputable was the traditional Australian insistence about the need to ally with great and powerful friends. Australian ideas about security needs and requirements were slow to change. Factors of geographic location, history, politics, allegiances, and perceived threats all combined to make Australia, at least until recently, willing to accept the role of a junior partner. Although Australians, according to a recent ambassador to the United States, "are not . . . and never will be prepared to adopt a supine and uncritical posture towards their major ally," they have been known to bend and oblige. Australia realized that it had complex and difficult problems in adequately defending its own continent and interests, which covered an area equivalent to the continental United States but with less than 7 percent of the latter's human resources and 4 percent of its wealth.  
Despite the difficulties inherent in defending such a vast area, the ADF organization in the past gave low priority to home defense. During the years before 1986, the primary objective was organization for overseas deployment as part of an integrated allied force. The ADF only recently began slowly adjusting to the policy of first preparing to defend the Australian mainland (three million square miles) and the surrounding maritime environment (another three million square miles). At the same time, the ADF wanted to be capable of contributing to ANZUS and its share of the Western security network.  
The first instance of ADF units performing forward defense roles under ANZUS was in the Korean War. Although United Nations
collective security actions were used to solicit allied military cooperation against the aggressors, the sending of reliable allied Australian forces to fight alongside American ones was an important factor in the United States agreeing to create ANZUS. Australia’s immediate readiness to assist the American forces in Korea and the fact that they were the first actually to get into combat made deep impressions.\(^{13}\)

Australia also participated in forward defense in the Vietnam War. As Australian Ambassador to the United States F. Rawdon Dalrymple pointed out to an American audience in Washington, D.C., “Australia and New Zealand were the only Western allies of the US to join you in the Vietnam campaign.”\(^{14}\) At its height of commitment, the Australian military presence in Southeast Asia reached 8,000, which was a considerable number of servicemen at that time. The costs in casualties and financial expenditure were high. But an even greater cost was the deep division the Vietnam War involvement brought to Australian society. Similar in many ways to dissent and protest against the war in the United States and elsewhere, the Australian connection had another element. For many Australians “the Vietnam debacle effectively killed forward defense.”\(^{15}\)

Australians had not really questioned Sir Robert Menzies’ announcement in 1965 of an ADF commitment to the allied cause in Vietnam. Nor had they disputed Prime Minister Harold Holt’s famous promise in 1966 to President Lyndon B. Johnson that “you have an admiring friend, a staunch friend, that will be all the way with LBJ.”\(^{16}\) However, after Holt’s drowning in late 1967, that particular intuitive understanding between the two governments ended.

By 1968 the questions began with a basic one as of yet never satisfactorily answered: Did the Australian government send troops to Vietnam because of a request from Saigon or because of American pressure to be a reliable ally and support forward defense and ANZUS Treaty obligations?\(^{17}\) Some Australian observers were critical of this role and considered it one more example of their experiences with the United States in the war with Japan and in the conflicts in Korea and Vietnam. For support, they pointed to several problems in the American record on consultation and cooperation with respective Australian
governments. While US officials might have responded differently to the above comments, the views were indicative of past imbalances and disturbances in the bilateral relationship.\(^{18}\)

Major dependence on US government and private American defense industries for support and equipment has been and will continue to be a basic tenet of Australian defense features. Although proponents of Australian defense self-reliance admitted this was not synonymous with Australian self-sufficiency, there was no contradiction seen in this policy. The ANZUS alliance and its related arrangements were regarded as substantially improving Australia’s technical capacities and equipment acquisition processes. The mechanism to provide uninterrupted supply and other logistics support for the substantial range of weapon systems, high-technology equipment, and other defense material of US origin was a memorandum of understanding (MOU) between the United States and Australia. The latest MOU with a series of appendages on logistics support was dated April 1985. Reviewed each year and preceded by a similar MOU in 1982 and a logistics arrangement in 1965, the MOU set out effective policies and guidelines for logistics support arrangements in peacetime and during periods of emergency. The MOU was the workable cornerstone of equipment support between the two countries. It helped ensure Australia’s status as a first-class ally, at least as far as logistics and procurement were concerned.\(^{19}\)

Table 1 lists ADF aircraft purchased from the United States and illustrates the dominance of American-sourced defense equipment and material in ADF overseas defense expenditure. Primary purchasers of capital equipment have been air, then naval, and lastly ground services of the ADF. The starting point was 1951, when Australia placed with the United States its first large defense order in the post-World War II era. That time also marked both the beginning of the decline in defense equipment acquisition from Great Britain, Australia’s traditional supplier, and the formation of the ANZUS defense alliance.
### Table 1

**Aircraft Purchases (1951 to Present)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
<th>US Producer</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>North American</td>
<td>Sabre</td>
<td>fighter</td>
<td>redesign (construction under license)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Lockheed</td>
<td>P2V-5</td>
<td>maritime</td>
<td>Neptune (surveillance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Lockheed</td>
<td>C-130</td>
<td>transport</td>
<td>Hercules (still in service)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Lockheed</td>
<td>P-3 Orion</td>
<td>maritime</td>
<td>Orion (surveillance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>McDonnell-Douglas</td>
<td>A-4G</td>
<td>fighters</td>
<td>Skyhawk (Royal Australian Navy sold)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S-2E</td>
<td>coastal</td>
<td>Tracker (still in service)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Grumman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200+</td>
<td>Bell, Boeing, Sikorsky, Vertal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>helicopters (many still in service)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>General Dynamics</td>
<td>F-111C</td>
<td>strike aircraft</td>
<td>still in service/varioust configurations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>McDonnell-Douglas</td>
<td>F/A-18</td>
<td>fighter/</td>
<td>Hornet (most to be assembled in Australia)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most analysts agreed that the 1963 decision to purchase the F-111C strike aircraft at the design stage signaled a significant change in Australian policy and a commitment to bring the ADF into much closer association with the United States. The "Americanization" of the RAAF has become all but complete.\textsuperscript{20} The bulk of the major equipment purchases falls within the government-to-government foreign military sales (FMS) program. For Australian purposes especially, this arrangement is extensive and important.\textsuperscript{21}

Naval equipment purchases, while not as standardized with US systems as the aircraft, are still significant in quality and quantity. The Royal Australian Navy (RAN) formerly used the HMAS \textit{Melbourne}, World War II British \textit{Illustrious}-class aircraft carrier, as its flagship. However, the carrier capability along with its American-sourced, fixed-wing elements of the Fleet Air Arm ended with the \textit{Melbourne}'s "retirement" in 1983.\textsuperscript{22} The current process started in the early 1960s, when the RAN purchased three US-built \textit{Adams}-class guided missile destroyers. In the 1970s Australia decided to buy four \textit{Perry}-class guided missiles frigates from the United States and then placed orders for two more such ships, now designated \textit{Adelaide}-class, to be built in Australia. When we combine the number of ships purchased, they make up more than one-half of the RAN's present surface combatant force. The RAAF depends more on US support than the RAN, even though the latter still counts on the United States for quality and quantity.

The Australian Regular Army (ARA), by its nature, does not have big weapons platforms like its sister services. Even so, some of its major equipment, such as armored personnel carriers and two types of howitzer artillery, are of American origin.\textsuperscript{23} (See appendix C for equipment details on ADF service branches.)

From the above discussion it is clear that the close relationship with the United States and dependence upon this country for much of its equipment and logistics support make it hard for Australia to be truly self-reliant in defense matters. Unless carefully controlled, the US-sourced equipment, although good for standardization and interoperability, could channelize defense capabilities. It also could limit Australian defense industry involvement and production capacity. These are the reasons Australian leaders in recent times have
emphasized an Australian ability to modify and adapt much of this equipment to meet their own security requirements. For a country like Australia this would still never mean complete self-sufficiency in defense effort. But it could mean, over time, a lessening of dependence on foreign sources—such as the United States—for weapons, supplies, spare parts, ammunition, and so on.24

Within a full-house ANZUS, Australia and the ADF continue to play important roles in several other areas. The fact that Australia hosted three joint defense facilities (because of its strategic location as a continent) was probably a noneconomic factor of overwhelming importance to the United States. Although some argued that this arrangement was outside ANZUS, Americans in position of authority generally considered it “within the spirit” of Article II of the ANZUS Treaty (appendix B). The facility hosting and some of the other sensitive military, technical, and scientific agreements between the two countries remained important indicators of close defense cooperation.25

More narrowly, Australian security posture necessitates close links with the US intelligence community and access to its relevant raw and finished intelligence and surveillance information. The information flow is a two-way street in which the United States also benefits from Australian-sourced intelligence materials. The Dibb report unequivocally stated that the contribution being made by Australia and the United States to each other’s core interests (as in critical intelligence) was a “vital element of symmetry in the security relationship.”26

There were two other examples during this period of maintaining a commitment to the American alliance through ANZUS. First was the consistent provision of port and air facilities, which supported transiting US nuclear and conventional military forces. The Australian government still has a clear policy to welcome such visits because of alliance responsibility and substantial benefits for its own security. Second was the Radford-Collins agreement of 1951, which also gave justification for combined naval operations.27

A final worthwhile element for the ADF in an operative ANZUS was the particular value associated with regular bilateral, trilateral, and participative combined military exercises conducted with full US participation. (For example, appendix D lists the variety of regional
exercises ANZUS members had from mid-1982 to mid-1983.) Such extensive and comprehensive exercises as the biennial Kangaroo series in Australia and the Rimpac series off Hawaii have helped to maintain operational skills, evaluate techniques, improve competence, and compare performances. According to Kim Beazley combined exercises with the United States also have familiarized American forces with ADF military capabilities and the operational environment of the region. For instance, each year up to 60,000 US sailors and marines (usually in conjunction with port visits) actively participate with their ANZUS colleagues in exercise operations on and off the Western Australia coast. Improved effectiveness of all forces resulted. Australian officials also know that if the United States does not play in such combined exercises, the opportunity does not readily exist for the ADF, especially the RAAF and RAN, to find suitable replacements for such capable forces. \(^{28}\)

**ANZUS Aside**

The focus on Australian defense features is more ambiguous and limited in a setting with ANZUS aside. For years these features have reflected a strategic objective policy that was itself unclear, but was developed in the ANZUS Treaty to provide a type of security insurance guarantee. Yet a major point for many to ponder was the fact that the ANZUS Treaty has never come close to being “tested.” \(^{29}\)

To adjust the reliance and uncertainty, the Australian government’s white paper on defense policy in 1976—the year after Saigon fell—created the impression that Australia was trying to be more self-reliant and capable of independent operations. Yet the revised policies did not provide the necessary detailed direction nor ensure the required financial resource allocation to make this policy initiative a reality. Two divergent goals characterized Australian national security objectives at that time. First, the prime intention of the ADF was to support and assist the United States’ strategic deterrent and its defense umbrella. Second, ADF needed to have the capabilities to (1) assist in ensuring stability, independence, and strength of its regional neighbors; (2) assist and help protect newly independent South Pacific nations; and (3) continue to play appropriate roles in collective security under
ANZUS, the FPDA (Great Britain, Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia, and Singapore), and other agreements.

Although these were not new concepts, the question remained: Were they achievable? Critics of these defense policies felt then that basic strategic considerations were not the determining factors. What became decisive, however, was the political and bureaucratic contest for scarce funds. A prime example to prove this was the "fortress Australia" mentality shown by the Australian Labor Party (ALP) opposition during the early 1980s debate on funding an aircraft carrier replacement for the HMAS *Melbourne*. Proponents for a new carrier viewed this as a logical and relevant concept of RAN assets to protect vital sea trade routes and promote regional cooperation. The opponents prevailed, and the ADF saw a lessening of its already limited force projection capability.\(^{30}\)

The ADF had its own military assistance program. The portion dealing with regional cooperation was called the Defence Cooperation Programme (DCP). In recent years, it accounted for about $A 45 million per year, or less than 1 percent of Australia's total defense budget. Of that amount more than 40 percent went to providing nearby Papua New Guinea with military assistance. Whether the DCP was adequate or not depended more on the type of aid than the amount.

Generally, Australian aid in the absence of any single driving purpose (e.g., assistance to Papua New Guinea) was directed at two areas. First, it provided training facilities in Australia for regional members to attend. For example, in 1984 more than 1,000 military personnel from regional countries attended such training courses. Involved within this area were numerous combined exercises and exchanges. Second, the Defence Cooperation Programme allowed ADF serving members to conduct such civil aid missions as mapping, medical assistance, and disaster relief. The bulk of DCP efforts directed toward the South Pacific consisted of such civil aid support.\(^{31}\)

An extension of Australian military contribution in support of British forces, under the Anglo-Malaysian Defence Agreement of 1957, resulted in the still-in-effect Five Power Defence Arrangement. One aspect of FPDA that stood out was the RAAF's continued use of Butterworth Air Base in Malaysia. It was the largest military establishment used by the RAAF outside Australia. The Integrated Air
Defence System (IADS) was another aspect of the FPDA affecting the two regional members—Malaysia and Singapore. IADS was Australia’s contribution of a relatively sophisticated air defense radar network capable of aircraft detection as far out as the airspaces of Thailand and Indonesia. Although complaints recently have surfaced in Australia that the FPDA has not been effective and the costs to Australia are increasing, the arrangement still gives the ADF an opportunity to deploy and exercise outside the immediate area of Australia. It also provides—practically, politically, and symbolically—the remaining permanent Western military “forward base” presence on the Southeast Asian mainland.32

The ADF has been involved in other overseas operations. Most prominent were two long-term operations in Southeast Asia: the Malaysian insurgency from the late 1940s to 1960 and the Indonesian “confrontation” period from 1963 to 1965. Both campaigns supported British efforts and occurred prior to ADF participation with American forces in the Vietnam conflict. A more peaceful ADF function performed overseas was the recently ended operation in the Sinai Peninsula as members for almost four years in the Multinational Force of Observers (MFO). This particular arrangement had a helicopter unit composed of RAAF and Royal New Zealand Air Force (RNZAF) personnel and helicopters (110/8 and 35/3, respectively). It was a continuing example of equipment interoperability, common operational doctrine, and quasi-alliance benefits.33

The cornerstone of Australian-New Zealand defense cooperation and relations was considered by many to be the ANZAC pact (in recognition of the Australian and New Zealand Army Corps, the combined corps that served with distinction in World War I), the first formal treaty agreement entered into between the two Commonwealth countries. Negotiated during World War II and in effect since 1944, the pact’s purpose was twofold: to maintain and strengthen relations between the two countries and to provide a means to exchange views and information on matters of common concern, especially as they pertained to the Southwest and South Pacific areas. From a strictly defense point of view, paragraph 35 of the treaty provided for defense cooperation by means of consultation, common doctrine, equipment and training, staff
interchanges, and logistics support coordination. Over the years closer defense and logistics cooperation developed to a point which took into account that, although their defense needs were not quite the same, they were sufficiently parallel to permit a high degree of mutuality. Accordingly, in the spirit of strengthening both countries’ military capabilities, a memorandum of understanding was signed in 1983 to develop a common industrial support base.\(^{34}\)

When all these various factors came into play within and outside ANZUS, it was evident that the proper development of the ADF and a national defense infrastructure for operational deployment in defense of Australia and its several interests was not an easy matter. Australia also had a classic view that saw itself as always assisting larger powers to achieve their goals, being a middle power facilitator, and providing leadership to smaller countries that did not trust larger powers.\(^{35}\) Whether such a view of Australia’s role in international and regional relations was accurate or not, it carried over into discussion on defense policy, alliance relationships, and proper use and structure of the ADF in peacetime and during war. This discussion first started surfacing in the late 1960s to mid-1970s and was associated with several of the main turning points which affected ADF defense emphasis.

**Changes in Defense Emphasis**

Having considered an active defense alliance with the United States and participation in America’s wars to be the fundamental basis for Australian military planning, the Australian government was shocked by several significant events starting in the late 1960s. First was the 1969 Nixon Doctrine. Australian attitudes on security dependence were already changing by 1968 primarily due to disillusionment with the war in Southeast Asia. Enunciation of the Nixon Doctrine and its embellishment by subsequent American administrations, whether appropriately understood or not, sent tremors through the Australian political and military ranks. While not giving Australian defense planners clear-cut alternatives, the doctrine at least added impetus to reorienting defense strategy toward one of increased self-reliance but with continued support for American deterrence and ANZUS.\(^{36}\)
The Australian Labor Party government of Prime Minister Gough Whitlam in the early 1970s caused Washington to become more aware of Australia as a middle power of growing influence in the region. Whitlam had problems in dealing with the Nixon administration, even though he realized that his country’s relations with the United States were all-important. The Whitlam government’s cancellation of orders for several major defense capital equipment items, such as destroyers for the RAN, which were to have formed the nucleus of three independent naval task forces, eventually restricted ADF areas of operation.\textsuperscript{37} Attitudes and perceptions of powerful leftist groups within the Labor party were also forming, and they brought about, if not a distancing from, at least a readjustment of the close defense reliance on the United States. From roughly this time on, serious attempts to adopt a more self-reliant defense posture began to be made in Australia. Central to this posture was the belief that such future security requirements as low-level military contingencies were in fact national responsibilities and must have main priority in Australian defense policy and planning.

The next shocks came to Australia (and others) with the fall of Saigon, South Vietnam, to Communist forces in 1975 and the concurrent vast reduction of American combat and support forces stationed in Southeast Asia. For Australia, which for years had organized its ADF integration with a larger allied force, the confusion was great. These events combined helped force Australians to contemplate changing the ADF, albeit slowly and hesitantly, through a major restructure.\textsuperscript{38} In a partial reflection of this changed defense orientation, the ADF has taken measures especially in recent times to reduce gradually its already limited involvement overseas. The MFO operation in the Sinai has ended. There have been slow reductions of forces from the permanent assignments at Butterworth Air Base and temporary duty attachments in Singapore. The Dibb report stated that the Five Power Defence Arrangement, including Australian presence at Butterworth, represented the concerns of a previous era. While still useful as a basis for practical cooperation, these overseas arrangements were based on political as well as military considerations.\textsuperscript{39} Despite Dibb’s opinions,
Australia planned to continue deployments (but at reduced levels) to Butterworth and to military exercises with friends and allies in the area.

Another turning point on defense emphasis started with the election of the Labor government to federal office in 1983. This government, aware of a growing level of public comment on issues of defense and security and armed with thoughts of creating sound and effective defense policy and forces, undertook several important steps. Accepting the fact that a linkage existed between support for an active alliance with the United States and a positive policy on arms control, the ALP new government’s initial step was to review ANZUS completely. Second, and almost in parallel, it stepped up diplomatic efforts on arms control issues. Third, Labor party leaders decided to review the ADF with the objective of improving the military’s capacity for self-reliance with concentration on the region of direct security concern to Australia.

This latter step was not easily accomplished and, in fact, is still under way. Yet it was a step in the right direction. Momentum for conducting such a thorough review had been building to a decision point in the early 1980s. The trend in defense thinking slowly shifted to the idea that procuring ADF weapon systems and fixing priorities for new equipments, many of which were to have multipurpose roles, needed to focus more appropriately on Australia’s own defense needs. Previous determining circumstances for much of Australian weapon system acquisition, use, and planning were governed by the ability to fight wars in distant theaters. That was no longer going to be the deciding factor. What was gradually emerging from the civilian branch of the Defence Department as a guiding theme for ADF emphasis was the balanced requirement for versatility, mobility, and endurance in defense of Australia and its several primary interests.

The means to achieve these objectives found partial attainment in the approach of Paul Dibb’s report on defense capabilities done under Defence Minister Kim Beazley’s guidance, direction, and authority. Beazley and Prime Minister Bob Hawke (both of whom were Rhodes scholars in their postgraduate days) occupied powerful positions in the right division of the Australian Labor Party and reflected the traditional rightist view of ANZUS and defense: pro-American, fairly conservative, and pragmatic. A native of Western Australia, Beazley was a
relatively young (less than 40 years old) and ambitious member of Parliament; some political observers thought he would eventually rise to the top of his country’s political structure. He has gained recent prominence by using his academic training in international relations and defense policy to make the minister of defence portfolio appointment highly visible and important in the Labor government. In 1985 Beazley asked Dibb to “examine the content, priorities, and rationale of defence forward planning and to advise which capabilities are appropriate for Australia’s present and future defence requirements.”

The result was the 1986 Review of Australia’s Defence Capabilities, which the government incidentally stressed was not a statement of official policy but an independent analysis of defense policy issues. Regardless, it marked the final turning point in defense emphasis prior to publication of the 1987 white paper on defense policy.

The Defense Setting after 1986

The Australian defense features associated with ANZUS in a post-1986 setting—after the Dibb report was published—are not much different from those present in the years just prior to the Dibb report. The larger change is in the approach to defense beyond the purview of the ANZUS Treaty.

Revised ANZUS

ANZUS, or more appropriately the revised ANZUS bilateral defense relationship between Australia and the United States, continues to affect most segments of ADF either directly or indirectly. Although Australia has changed significantly the nature of its strategic perspectives and defense priorities, ANZUS remains important to Australia for its role in the global Western alliance network and, perhaps more critically, for its practical benefits for Australian independent defense.

These benefits cover a wide range of important subjects. For Australia, an ANZUS framework means that it keeps intact a firm relationship with a strong and close ally and will work toward fulfilling
basic obligations within that relationship. The joint defense facilities are to remain fully functioning, and Australia feels the facilities contribute to the avoidance of global conflict. More germane to ADF are the following issues:

- combined exercises and training;
- high-technology transfer;
- force interoperability;
- material acquisition and support;
- equipment and weapon systems standardization;
- common operational doctrine;
- logistics support arrangements; and
- intelligence and surveillance resources.

Australia also will continue to purchase substantial defense arms and supplies from the United States. Over the next decade, it plans to spend $A 15-20 billion in America. The extensive bilateral agreements and arrangements, coupled with an ongoing series of useful and productive meetings and sessions at several levels, aided much in the effective interaction and improved defense relations. These are all positive aspects of a healthy bilateral relationship.

The United States is willing to continue these cooperative defense endeavors, because it realizes that a capable conventional ADF contributes not only to regional security but also to US security interests and global deterrence. In return, the costs for Australia (excluding the financial aspects) are not high. In light of the problems with New Zealand, this relationship is expected to grow even stronger and more significant in the Pacific region.

ANZUS Aside

ANZUS aside, the ADF is trying to use the strategic lessons taught by the Pacific War portion of World War II and other events to shape its self-reliant capabilities to suit the Australian strategic environment. It expects to go well beyond specific area defense and be involved with
aid, cooperation, training, and a host of other defense-related issues. The current defense policy, according to Beazley, is to pursue "a disciplined relationship between strategy and force structure within the constraints of limited financial means. Australia’s first priority must be defense self-reliance."  

One area of intended expansion is in military assistance programs. These programs reflect a governmental objective to increase activity substantially in the South Pacific region. The government wants to improve its long-standing defense cooperation with Papua New Guinea. The RAAF is increasing the number of long-range maritime patrol (LRMP) aircraft deployments to the South Pacific from five to 10 each year. When planning the RAN fleet program, the navy was endeavoring to have its ships make regular visits to independent countries in the region. Perhaps the most opportunistic area for defense cooperation is upgrading the small island countries' abilities to manage and protect their important exclusive economic zones (EEZ) and land areas, as shown on the accompanying map. Australia has offered to assist several countries in developing the Pacific patrol boat, specifically designed to meet their 200 nautical mile EEZ surveillance needs. A total of 12 boats at an estimated cost of $A 61.7 million are on order. This entire project is far larger than any previous Australian defense cooperation project in the South Pacific region or in Southeast Asia.

Internally Australia plans to adjust to a shift of defense resources from the traditional populated regions of its south and east to the sparsely inhabited north and northwest areas of the continent. It has become clear that the ADF needs to defend many vulnerable installations and resources in these latter more remote areas. Yet the defense (and civil) infrastructure is minimal.

Australia is also trying to improve its defense and logistics support structure. Minister Beazley has made limited headway in setting out some new ground rules for the defense industry. First among the changes is that defense spending, either at home or overseas, must have relevance to the nation’s strategic priorities. Second is that defense industry should become commercial in its approach and compete for various projects. Although Beazley’s efforts are not revolutionary, they
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signaled the likelihood, for the first time in a generation, of a balanced and consistent government policy for the defense industry.\textsuperscript{48}

To a lesser degree than before, the ADF will continue to support and to participate in the Five Power Defence Arrangement and the Integrated Air Defence System on the Malay Peninsula. It will increase slightly a defense effort in the Southeast Asia region that focuses on the development of associations and military relationships based on shared concerns. The ADF military assistance program, by means of exercises and training, appears to be more promising than strict adherence to the dated and more formal FPDA.\textsuperscript{49}

Finally, ANZUS aside, the Australian-New Zealand bilateral defense relationship will keep on being one of "substance," according to Beazley. Substantive issues include:

- an extensive program of combined exercises;
- high-level consultations;
- cooperative defense procurement;
- logistics and supply cooperation;
- staff and training exchanges; and
- defense science and communications cooperation.

Even though the Australian Labor government recognizes its defense relationship with New Zealand is strong and important, Canberra appears to regard the alliance relationship with the United States as being even more important for security purposes. In a forceful December 1986 speech given in New Zealand, Australian Foreign Minister Bill Hayden said that Australia disagrees completely with New Zealand’s nuclear ship ban policy, and he flatly rejected the prospect of being the replacement for the former US role in a defense understanding with New Zealand. Australia is incurring additional and unacceptable expense due to the need to duplicate military exercises and other arrangements with its ally across the Tasman Sea. In this arrangement it remains to be seen over the long term how much the ADF can contribute to and work with the New Zealand Defence Forces.\textsuperscript{50}
Review of Australia’s Defence Capabilities (1986)

Paul Dibb’s independent Review of Australia’s Defence Capabilities: Report to the Minister for Defence focused on the capability and force structure requirements of the ADF. Dibb admitted that his report contained little new in the way of redirection themes. Instead, for the first time, it brought together the major themes in Australian defense policy that had been under way for the past decade and a half, ever since “forward defense” ended and calls for “defense self-reliance” began. The report created an interesting and informed public debate on defense issues that was both refreshing and necessary for a democracy like Australia. In short, Dibb’s study brought about a major shift in Australia’s approach to defense.

The basic thrust of the report was to move Australian defense policy in the direction of a more self-reliant posture. Dibb’s approach to narrow down the area of judgment relied on two principles. The first one required an understanding of Australia’s unique geographical circumstances since the ADF needed to plan on defending the country and national interests on its own. The second principle called for more preciseness in defining the threats Australia faced, with intelligence and warning time figured in. The defense strategy that was needed for these tasks was one of “denial,” which in turn would become associated with “layered defence.” According to Dibb, this would ensure that an enemy would have substantial difficulty in crossing the sea and air gaps around Australia. The doctrine of “layered defence” and the extended warning time (up to 10 years) for development of a regional assault threat of substance became two of the main sources of contention and misinterpretation about the report.

Another significant aspect concerned definition of the main areas of operation for the ADF. An important and recurring theme was the need to concentrate force-structure priorities in the area of direct military interest to Australia. This was where Australia should seek to exert independent military power. The area represented about 10 percent of the earth’s surface. It stretched more than 4,000 nautical miles east to west from New Zealand and the Southwest Pacific islands to Australia’s Cocos Islands in the Indian Ocean. It was more than 3,000 nautical miles north to south from the archipelagoes of Indonesia and New Guinea to
the Southern Ocean bordering Antarctica. The report also recognized a sphere of primary strategic interest generally encompassing Southeast Asia and the South Pacific. Dibb felt that this area could affect Australian national security but did not pose any direct military threat. Therefore, ADF structure and priorities should not be oriented toward this greater area. Likewise, being part of ANZUS was important but not a requirement for allied Australia to become involved in US contingency planning for global war.

While there was considerable emphasis on defense strategy and policy, the Dibb report was first and foremost a force-structure document. Minister Beazley directed Dibb to determine what the ADF and its support structure needed for capabilities and requirements as Australia planned for entry into the next century. Dibb held that his report as presented provided a central theme of Australia’s being a defensible continent. With some adjusting of ADF structure and priorities, the military would be able to carry out well this national task in the 1990s and beyond. Beazley, as expected, was very supportive of the report since it closely mirrored his thoughts and ambitions. One of the defense minister’s major objectives was to convince Australians that they could defend themselves and establish the necessary force structure and organization to make self-reliance a reality. Dibb had assumed a 3 percent annual real growth in defense spending. In that regard his report was of little help to Beazley, who now had the more difficult task of starting the slow but consistent long-term process of logical force development within the strained financial resources of Australia. The Review was an important step in laying the groundwork for other developments, such as the white paper on defense policy, to follow.

Dibb brought out several interesting aspects of Australian defense features that were critical if Australia wanted to have some type of effective self-reliance and best use of limited resources. The first dealt with the recently altered ADF senior command structure. With that change much more central power and authority were given to the Chief of the Defence Force (CDF) and the Headquarters Australian Defence Force, similar to the US chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff organization. The functional command structure was showing improvement. The individual service chiefs were shifting from former roles of
being sole commanders of their components to being more a part of the three operational commands centered on the Headquarters Australian Defence Force. The CDF was using direct responsibility to delegate aspects to those functional commanders handling maritime defense, air defense, and land defense. The RAN, RAAF, and ARA remained as separate services, but they ideally were working more closely together than in the recent past. Although individual services were unwilling to lose their separate planning functions, each service realized that most functions would eventually rest with a central and pivotal coordinating body. Joint planning and operations were expected to show improvement over the current arrangements.  

Other parts of the Dibb report dealt with the very important and often-neglected areas of defense industry and logistics support—the "tail of the dragon." Concerning defense industry, Dibb criticized the relative inefficiency of most government defense factories and encouraged future defense industry growth in the private sector. He established three capability guidelines for the Australian defense industry. They included the need to:

- repair, maintain, and modify most defense force equipments, especially those associated with low-level contingencies (e.g., the type Australia would face);
- produce high-usage spare and ammunition items, if not excessive in cost; and
- design and produce in those areas of unique national requirements or where domestic capacities were clearly competitive on an international basis.

Even though government policy, the requirement for an improved defense industry policy as spelled out in Dibb’s comments needed to receive increased attention. This seemed especially worthwhile because current ADF defense expenditure within Australian industry represented only one-half of 1 percent of the gross national product (GNP). Most knowledgeable commentators agreed that Australian defense requirements would still need considerable support and supply from overseas, mainly from the United States. Absolute self-sufficiency
was neither realistic, justified, nor sought under present and future circumstances.

Dibb's coverage of logistics support requirements was good. Excluding manpower costs, logistics support activities in Australia accounted for more than one-quarter of defense outlays each year. The extensive inventory totaled more than 1.6 million line items, was worth several billion Australian dollars, and was managed by more than 30,000 military and civilian personnel. Additionally, ADF logistics support involved more than 15 million transactions annually, which was an important part of defense requirements that had to be flexible, sustainable, and economical. One of Dibb's recommendations was to shift more defense resources to the northern and northwestern portions of Australia. But implementing that recommendation would exacerbate the logistics problem since the infrastructure in that part of the continent was poor and the majority of support and supply bases were located thousands of miles away.

Many prominent and influential Australians praised the Dibb report because it provided for the first time a positive and identifiable task for the ADF. One of its more enthusiastic supporters was Air Chief Marshal Sir Neville McNamara, who had recently retired as CDF. To Sir Neville, the report was a "serious and well-reasoned attempt to bring together all major considerations relating to development of a self-sufficient ADF although there is nothing glaringly new in the report." He went on to say,

Drawing together of Australia's interests, strategic circumstances and defence priorities should greatly assist in promoting greater understanding of need for appropriate measure of defence capability. Definition of area of direct military interest and sphere of primary strategic interest, together with proposals for meaningful strategy, layered defence concept and recommendations for relevant capabilities should provide a most useful working basis for development of the Government White Paper and more positive guidelines for benefit of defence planners.

Although the air chief marshal was generous in praising the report, his predecessor as CDF, Adm Sir Anthony Synnot, was not. Admitting the report was well researched and credible, Sir Anthony found fault with the strategy of denial. He saw it as being too defensive and reacting
only to what an enemy might do first. His alternative was a strategy of
deterrence, which rested on the existence of a believable threat of
unacceptable counteraction. It implied offensive capabilities that had to
be seen at all times to be able to hit a potential enemy where it was going
to hurt most severely. Sir Anthony still found truth in the adage,
“Offence is the best form of defence.”

Air Vice Marshal Tony Mason,
a Royal Air Force representative to a mid-1986 Australian conference
on air power, said the same in a slightly different way:

It is a truism of war that a good defence can avert defeat, but seldom if ever
impose a political solution upon an enemy or, more simply, secure a victory.

Others were even more critical of the report. Peter Henderson, the
immediate past permanent head of the Australian Department of
Foreign Affairs, perceived isolationist trends. He feared that in trying
to attain the overdue and totally commendable degree of independence
and self-reliance in defense, Australia might find itself disengaged from
the close and necessary ties now enjoyed with the Western alliance in
general and the United States in particular. Henderson wanted more
attention paid to military power projection capability into the sphere of
prime strategic interest and more effective “integration with allied (that
is US) forces.”

Another critic was Michael O'Connor, executive director of the
Australia Defence Association, who found Dibb guilty of “situating the
appreciation,” and making “facts” fit a set of preconceptions. Feeling
that there was a complete rejection of the idea that Australia should
make contributions to the defense of allies and friends, O'Connor
thought strongly that Dibb proposed a classical fortress strategy.
Despite Kim Beazley's protests to the contrary, in O'Connor's mind
this approach was wrong since “no such fortress has ever yet survived
a siege.”

A criticism of strategic naval aspects came from A. W. Grazebrook,
an Australian who has written often on naval matters affecting his
country. It was clear to Grazebrook that the Dibb report, perhaps using
the Strategic Basis as guidance, substantially underestimated the
importance of overseas trade to Australia’s economy and thus the need
for a capable navy to defend that trade. Since Australia directly traded
some 30 percent of its gross domestic product (GDP) with other nations, disruption of maritime trade would become significant in the long term.  

As a final example of Australians being upset with the Dibb report, Peter Samuel, a Washington-based journalist, provided some pessimistic comments. Writing in *Strategic Review*, he envisioned Australia’s meaningful and active participation in Western defense planning and operations ending if recommendations in the report were taken. Consequently, there would be a drastic redefinition downward of Australia’s defense alliance obligations. To counter this, Samuel urged the United States to “reject Dibb [before] it becomes part of Australia’s conventional wisdom about defense.”  

What were the official and unofficial American reactions to the Dibb report? Perhaps the most concern about the report’s implications came from the US Navy. It appeared to be no accident that Adm James Lyons, then commander of the large US Pacific Fleet, was the first American official to criticize the report publicly.

Former government officials were also willing to speak out. Former US Assistant Secretary of State for East Asia and Pacific Affairs and later US ambassador to Indonesia John Holdridge said that it was a mistaken strategy for the Australians to zero in on defending northern Australia from low-level to midlevel forays by northern neighbors. “Who is going to attack from island-nations in the north?” Holdridge also worried about increasing Soviet pressures and threats to Western influence generally in the Pacific. He questioned Australia’s intentions to contribute to an “all for one, one for all” concept of Western security.

Richard Armitage, US assistant secretary of defense for international security affairs, issued a more moderate official public reaction. In a statement prepared for broadcast to Australia, he said the Dibb report “appears to be a serious attempt ‘to fit’ defense policy, forces, and strategy into a ‘rational mix.’” As he diplomatically put it, the report was an attempt to harmonize the very difficult problems of working out defense policy, force strategy, and the final objectives.

The most significant American response was seen at the extra session between Defence Minister Beazley and US Secretary of Defense Caspar...
Weinberger during the August 1986 bilateral American-Australian meeting in San Francisco. Subsequent to the meeting, Beazley and other Australian officials stressed that the Dibb report essentially was only a force-structure document and not official Australian policy. It would be an important influence, but not the only influence, on the upcoming government white paper on defense policy. Australia would take into consideration a number of factors, to include Dibb's recommendations and US concerns as the government formulated its positions in the white paper.65

Government White Paper

Australia's long-awaited defense white paper, *The Defence of Australia 1987*, was released in March. As expected, it picked up the main thrust of the 1986 Dibb report, yet still satisfied the Americans, conservative commentators, and the Australian military, who had found objectionable certain aspects of the Dibb report. Despite little emphasis on protecting sea lines of communication, the policy paper did tone down suggestions arising from Dibb that a "fortress Australia" was opting out of regional responsibilities and out of the Western strategic community. To show that some of the earlier American concerns were now at rest, Adm Ronald J. Hays, United States commander in chief, Pacific Command, wrote in an advance release that

> Australia is developing a comprehensive strategy for structuring, equipping, and training its defense forces. Australian strategic studies, force modernization, and reorganization stressing joint operations will improve Australia's military capability and therefore promote regional stability.66

What was in the white paper to make Admiral Hays think this way? The tone of it was set early in the preface. Defence Minister Beazley started out strongly by stating that the Australian people expected Australia to provide for its own security. Defense self-reliance in depth still had to be achieved within a framework of alliances and regional associations. It was a multiple-way arrangement in which the support of alliance and associations made such self-reliance attainable. In turn,
a self-reliant Australia gave them support since it would be able to better meet Australian responsibilities within its own strategic region.

According to Beazley, the concept of self-reliance being used to set the course for a decade of development achieved the four basic objectives of Australia’s national and international defense policy. The objectives were to (1) develop and maintain a capacity for independent defense; (2) promote regional strategic security and stability; (3) strengthen the ability to meet mutual obligations shared with its primary allies, the United States and New Zealand; and (4) improve Australia’s ability as an active member of the West to contribute to strategic stability at the global level. These were not new fundamental objectives. The 1976 defense white paper identified self-reliance and its objectives as a primary requirement. Yet that white paper failed to give appropriate substantive direction to the concept. Beazley’s *Defence of Australia* 1987 intended to correct those deficiencies by setting clear goals and by providing the comprehensive overall approach to Australian security that would result in responsible defense planning.

The white paper then defined Australia’s present and future defense interests as follows:

- defense of Australian territory and people from military attack threat;
- protection of Australian interests in surrounding maritime areas, offshore islands, and close-by ocean areas and vital choke points;
- avoidance of global war;
- maintenance of a strong defense relationship with the United States;
- furtherance of a favorable strategic situation in Southeast Asia and Southwest Pacific;
- promotion of a sense of strategic community between Australia and other countries in areas of direct military interests; and
- maintenance of Antarctic Treaty provisions.

These interests fell naturally in line with the basic defense policy objectives.
As outlined in the white paper, the primary tasks of the ADF were to carry out the first two interests above: defense of Australia and protection of its interests in the area of direct military concern to the nation. Accordingly, Australia planned to make a number of changes. Chief among them were proposed efforts to strengthen northern defenses, create a two-ocean navy, get a credible mine countermeasures capability, and develop an integrated air defense capability. In addition, Australia wanted to continue to cooperate closely with allies. The new-look ADF would have improvements in range, endurance, mobility, and independent logistics support.

To budget for all these requirements, Australia was going to devote more than 33 percent of the defense budget over the long term to the largest capital investment in the country’s peacetime history. This intended allocation amounted to more than $A 25 billion (approximately $US 17 billion at 1986 exchange rates) spread over 15 years. What remained uncertain was how Australia could accomplish all these objectives within a budget allocation of 2.6 to 3 percent of GDP, which corresponded to slightly less than 10 percent of governmental outlays. As Karl Jackson, the US deputy assistant secretary of defense for East Asia and Pacific Affairs, pointed out in a congressional hearing, the present government of Australia was indeed showing a strong commitment to defense and alliance with the United States. Since one of its keystones of security was a strong economy, Australia’s future defense posture would require steady and consistent budget allocations, based on a strong economic structure, to be effective. Although his program is ongoing, only time will tell if Beazley’s ambitious ADF improvement and development program will stay on schedule and within resource constraints.

The overall thrusts of the white paper were to meet the governmental requirements for basic competence and preparation in matters of national defense and to provide for Australia’s own security and for its defense activities and influence. The country’s policymakers believed that the planned development of the ADF, as discussed in the 1987 white paper, was in step with Australia’s security needs. Planned ADF development, if properly carried out (e.g., funded), would accomplish first and foremost the priority task of defending the nation. The
important secondary tasks of ensuring that an enemy would find it difficult to use force against Australia and allowing for Australia to make realistic contributions to regional security and alliance activities also would be achieved. As Thomas-Durell Young, an astute American observer of ANZ defense matters, pointed out, “Overall, the 1987 Australian defense review must be assessed favorably from the viewpoint of Western interests. . . . in positive terms.”

**Present and Future Service Capabilities**

For discussing the present and future ADF service capabilities, a logical starting point is the new concept of a central command and control organization embodied in the Chief of the Defence Force, the Vice Chief of the Defence Force (VCDF), and Headquarters Australian Defence Force. More authority and control formerly resided in the individual air force, navy, and army services. Since its 1984 redesignation, the top military officer no longer is Chief of the Defence Force Staff (CDFS) but heads a newly created Headquarters Australian Defence Force. The CDF now commands the ADF, with direct staff support being provided by Headquarters ADF, which in turn and, in conjunction with the service offices, undertakes operational military planning for the CDF. Under these arrangements single service chiefs of staff retain their command responsibilities and also provide combat-ready force elements to joint force commanders.

The ADF now emphasizes the areas of joint operations and planning. In 1986 the government created the appointive office of VCDF. That same year the ADF appointed air, maritime, and land force commanders and started to develop supporting operational headquarters and doctrine. The joint force commanders report directly to the CDF and have responsibility for the conduct of designated joint ADF exercises and operations. As an example of the new arrangements, the ADF is beginning to set up a separate joint-force command, headquartered in Darwin, Northern Territory, to support increased ADF activity and basing in remote northern and northwestern Australia.

Institutions already in place and others in various stages of development have facilitated increased ADF joint planning, operations,
support, instruction, and training. To improve in the joint arena, the ADF has for instance the joint theater command structure (of which Darwin is a proposed test bed), the Joint Intelligence Organization, and the Joint Warfare Establishment. In the instruction and training areas, the ADF maintains the Joint Services Staff College for senior-level officers (of which there is usually an American field grade officer on each six-month course), and the recently opened Australian Defence Force Academy. The ADF Academy, on the grounds of the Royal Military College Duntroon in Canberra, trains officer candidates for each of the military services.

**Air Force**

The easiest way to look at the service components is to start with the air force, because it is the military branch most satisfied with the current and planned ADF development. With 22,800 airmen on active duty, the RAAF is capable, improving, and arguably the most effective air force in the region. Under the white paper statement of policy, the RAAF would mainly be concerned with activities involving air and maritime warfare.

By far the most significant recent event affecting the RAAF was the introduction of the F/A-18 Hornet multirole tactical fighter aircraft into the inventory. Labeled by Gordon Scholes, Beazley's predecessor as defence minister, as the "largest single defence project ever managed in Australia," the F/A-18 program has dominated ADF's equipment planning for several years. The reason is that Australia assembled in-country, at a rate of 18 aircraft per year, a total of 73 of the 75 advanced high-technology fighters, designed and produced by the US-based McDonnell-Douglas Corporation. The arrangement called for Australia, under its Australian industry participation (AIP) program, to form an integral part of the Hornet aircraft modification and assembly. The program has gone well. The state-of-the-art, high-technology Hornets replaced the French-designed and Australian-built Mirage III-0 all-weather interceptors, first introduced into the RAAF more than 20 years ago. The Hornets are now operational, with three squadrons (two at RAAF Base Williamstown in New South Wales with several aircraft,
aircrews, and support on temporary duty at Butterworth Air Base in Malaysia, and one at the new RAAF Base Tindal in the Northern Territory).

Two other RAAF aircraft programs are also important. F-111 aircraft are the only legitimate long-range aircraft the RAAF has for strike and interdiction, since the F/A-18 is used primarily for air defense. Australia’s 23 F-111s are being refurbished, at minimum cost, to reduce operating costs and maintain the aircraft in service. The government feels that more F/A-18s, configured as dual seaters for attack, can be purchased later to replace F-111s lost through attrition. Critics argue that F-111s, and not F/A-18s, need to undergo expensive upgrading because they, along with the RAN’s submarine force, are the only real ADF elements with primary strike and interdiction missions and capabilities. A second major aircraft program is the continued capabilities improvement, by acquiring modern electronic support measures, of the 20 US-produced P-3C Orion long-range maritime patrol aircraft.

Despite the healthy picture of capital equipment gains, RAAF leaders still feel they have some real shortcomings affecting the air power portion of the ADF. To perform its role as a first-line defense, the RAAF requires several additional enhancements. According to retired Chief of Air Staff David Evans, the most serious problems are the lack of “force multipliers” like inflight aerial refueling and airborne early warning and control aircraft, inadequate contingency stocks of munitions, and the continuing severe shortage of trained pilots and aircrews. To this list is added the need for new tactical airfields in the north. To correct some of the problems, the Australian government plans to modify its four Boeing 707 aircraft for inflight refueling and is building a chain of northern air bases, as highlighted by the new RAAF Tindal Air Base—the designated home for one of the new F/A-18 squadrons. Yet progress is slow and expensive. One of the most serious issues as yet uncorrected is the permanent departure of skilled manpower resources from the RAAF.74
Navy

The Royal Australian Navy is also undergoing changes. Partly due to the 1983 decommissioning of Australia's only aircraft carrier, HMAS *Melbourne*, and the demise of the fixed-wing element of fleet air arm, the RAN was down to an active strength of 15,700 personnel. In terms of maritime security the white paper proposed several RAN upgrades. It would divide the navy into two fleets, one deployed in the Pacific and the other in the Indian Ocean. To support the eastern-based fleet, the RAN possibly planned to relocate certain fleet facilities from Sydney to Jervis Bay, farther south on the coast. For the Indian Ocean-focused forces homeported in the west, the RAN would expand its naval base at Stirling, south of Perth, Western Australia.

The RAN intends to improve its limited mine countermeasure (MCM) force, as long neglected in Australia as in Western navies elsewhere. In Australia's case, it has the option to procure the new Australian-designed *Bay*-class catamaran inshore minehunter, assuming that its first of class trials proves operationally successful. The expressed need for more MCM capabilities is a step in the right direction.

In the area of surface combatants, the present government wants to expand the existing major surface combatant force of 12 destroyers—three guided missile destroyers (DDG), four guided missile frigates (FFG), and five destroyer escorts (DE)—to an operational force of 16 to 17 major surface combatants. Planning calls for a naval force able to respond to three broad levels of capability. The DDG and FFG high-capability surface combatants comprise the top level. A new class of vessel, the light patrol frigate (also known as the new surface combatant), would provide the second level of capability. That new class of eight frigates would represent the largest peacetime ship-building program ever in Australia and would replace the DE class currently in RAN. Patrol boats suitable for coastal operations would maintain the third level. Assuming that all the planned developments for the surface combatants occur, the allied fears sparked by the Dibb report of lack of commitment for ADF maritime elements should be eased.
To be a meaningful and effective deterrent, a fully implemented maritime strategy for Australia needs mobility and afloat support; versatility; interoperability with other ADF components, allies, and regional friends; and offensive and defensive capabilities. An expanded RAN surface force able to deploy on a regular and consistent basis to the outer maritime areas is essential for this strategy.

The RAN also plans to replace its submarine force of six Oberon-class, diesel-powered submarines with a newer class of diesel submarines in the 1990s. The submarines were selected to have Swedish-designed Kochum's A Type 471 external hulls and would be built and fitted out in Australia. They would homeport on both coasts. The new submarine construction project will be costly (more than $A 3.3 billion) and complicated. Yet there are many Australians who see the submarine project as a logical extension of an Australian capability to master increasingly complex programs and as the type of project to be encouraged in Australian industry. In addition, it would help ensure greater ADF independence and self-reliance.\(^75\) As the RAN project director, RAdm Oscar Hughes, analyzed it, the submarine program is taking Australian industry “three or four rungs up the ladder.”\(^76\) Hughes said that

> Australia has never before attempted a project of this magnitude and scope. To make it all work, we are looking for four to five fold increase in the numbers of companies achieving acceptable levels of quality assurance and the Navy has already embarked upon a national quality control familiarization program for industry.\(^77\)

Unlike the F/A-18 program, which consisted of modifications and assembly of already designed parts, the submarine program requires that 60 to 70 percent of the content, including the design work, be carried out in Australia.

The RAN is not without problems. One of these concerns diminished antisubmarine warfare (ASW) capabilities. With the retirement of the RAN’s sole aircraft carrier, the navy lost the ability to send to sea its Sea King helicopters, which supplied medium-range ASW capabilities. The RAAF now has the responsibility to provide fixed-wing air support to the fleet at sea. Included within this arrangement is the need for the RAAF P-3C Orions to conduct ASW operations. Yet the P-3C aircrew
force is grossly undermanned. The RAAF's 20 Orions are expected not only to support the fleet but to fly maritime surveillance along Australia's 11,000 nautical mile coastline and out into its maritime areas of strategic interest. The ASW problem needs attention and correction soon.

While there remains a blue ocean capability for fleet operations despite the Melbourne's departure, it is different from what it used to be. The Australian government appears to be indicating a partial shift of strategic interests from Southeast Asia to the South Pacific. Evidence is seen in the RAN port visits in 1987 in which 27 port calls were planned for the general South and Southwest Pacific region and only five to specific Southeast Asian ports. Concurrently there was an almost complete pullback of RAN ships providing support to US Navy task forces in the northwest Indian Ocean and Persian Gulf areas. The RAN said such deployments were using 11 percent of its annual fuel commitment. Those deployments to the far Indian Ocean are now over. The policy instead is to show a greater presence in the near eastern Indian Ocean. When the US Navy is in that area, the RAN will try to conduct combined exercises with it at sea. Yet even this reduced-presence plan is doubtful. For example, the RAN announced a plan to send a six-ship task force to the South China Sea in 1986, first for an FPDA exercise and then to a follow-on exercise with the US Navy. One month later, the Australians canceled all plans due to lack of funds. Some observers saw this as a sign of things to come.

Finally, like the RAAF, the RAN has a continuing problem of retaining skilled personnel after training. There is already a chronic shortage of personnel to effectively man the Oberon-class submarine squadron with its six boats. Combined with the overall RAN cutback in authorized personnel, the sea-going service has a serious manning problem. One wonders, given the present circumstances, how the RAN expects to man a fleet that will expand significantly in the 1990s.  

Army

According to the white paper, the Australian Regular Army will put more emphasis on highly mobile forces capable of rapid deployment.
This shift appears to bode well for soldiers serving in the infantry or helicopter support and somewhat less so for those in armor or artillery. Despite a reduction of almost 700 men, the army has the largest manpower component, with an active force of more than 32,000 and a reserve complement of around 25,000 of various levels of skill and proficiency. The white paper contained several changes of emphasis for the ground force. The government’s policy is that, in response to the wide range of credible contingencies, the army structure must have highly mobile forces capable of rapid deployment anywhere within Australia and its territories. This force structure requires no major organizational changes from the current army one based on the 1st Division (mostly regular), two reserve divisions (2d and 3d), and Training and Logistics Commands.

The mainstay for army rapid deployment in low-intensity operations will continue to be the 3,000-man-strong Operational Deployment Force (ODF), based in Townsville, northern Queensland. The ODF formed itself from the army’s 3d Brigade, 1st (Infantry) Division. This unit is really the only organization in the land force ready to go into real combat with just a few weeks’ warning. Organized with a rough 5:4 ratio of combat soldiers to support (including light artillery, communications, and so on), the ODF receives priority in army allocations.

An area that is getting increased attention is the important one of support. The consolidation of all ADF helicopters into the army partially addressed the issue of direct combat support. This consolidation included both battlefield and utility helicopters, some of which over time were to be transferred with personnel from the RAAF. To increase lift capability, the army intends to acquire at least 36, and possibly more, American-built Blackhawk helicopters. They would supplement the 30 UH-1H helicopters (also American-built) already in ADF service.

Part of the army’s problem is to ensure it has an adequate base capable for quick, sufficient expansion when a military threat becomes apparent. The army wants to improve the state of its reserve forces to fill this need. To increase reserve participation, some of the armored and mechanized formations are being shifted to the reserves. Critics of this move stress the importance of such formations in any major land operations in
defense of Australia, and thus the need for state-of-the-art capability to be maintained in a core (e.g., regular) ground force. This issue requires further resolution.

Finally, it is necessary to stress another problem area for the Australian ground forces which is possibly the most serious of all. The problem is the same as that bothering the RAAF and RAN, loss of skilled manpower. Some refer to it as a "crisis of confidence." Others say the problem is discontent caused by low pay and poor living and family conditions. Figures from the first half of 1986 illustrate the high number of qualified officers resigning from the ADF. In the first quarter of 1986 the resignation rate jumped by 46 percent from the year prior and in the second quarter 47 percent. More than 1,000 officers left the active service in an 18-month period. At a time when the ADF is undergoing major restructuring for the future, a high loss rate of skilled professionals—due to low morale, poor pay, and so on—becomes even more serious. Not just in Australia's but in any country's effective defense force, the foundation rests on having good, qualified, and dedicated career personnel.79

Logistics Support and Defense Industry

An adequate defense logistics support structure and a capable defense industry are unglamorous but important factors that Australia must accept and deal with if defense self-reliance is to be achieved. The Labor government realized this and used the 1986 Dibb report and the 1987 white paper to highlight such special challenging areas inherent in defense of Australia.

Some commentators on the present logistics support system have been free with their criticisms. Maj Gen J. D. Stevenson, head of the Australian army's logistics operations in the early 1980s, doubts that adequate logistics support for even a modest force with a limited operational commitment can be provided without bringing the rest of the ADF to a standstill. This "worst case" even allows for time to develop an operational capability. Stevenson believes that the ADF faces the following logistics problems in meeting modest requirements:
remoteness of possible operation areas from the main support areas in southeast Australia;
- limited civil-logistics infrastructure in the operational areas;
- inadequate transportation infrastructure in or along the route to the possible operational areas;
- inadequate major repair facilities and limited availability of spare parts and component replacements; and
- inadequate operational logistics organization.\textsuperscript{80}

Despite this unpromising outlook, all is not lost. Government officials and others are at least trying to address some of these difficult and long-standing challenges. One example is the recently published series of articles in a book titled,\textit{A Vulnerable Country? Civil Resources in the Defence of Australia}. The editors were Dr Desmond Ball and Col J. O. Langtry of the Australian National University's Strategic and Defence Studies Center in Canberra, Australian Capitol Territory. Prime Minister Hawke provided a foreword. The book rightly notes that the sheer size of Australia poses enormous defense planning and logistics problems that are compounded by limited and concentrated resources. A way to help alleviate these problems is to have a national railroad system. Especially important for defense of northern Australia to a medium-level military threat is completion of the 1,000-mile Alice Springs-Darwin rail link. It would directly benefit national development and defense, including the new F/A-18 facility at Tindal Air Base. Nevertheless, the rail network limitation is just one of many serious logistics problems. Australia must keep on trying to solve these involved and expensive (estimated $A 1 billion for the rail link alone) logistics support challenges.\textsuperscript{81}

The continued vitality of the defense relationship with the United States is the most important element of the external realities affecting Australian defense logistics support and industry. The United States is the major source, and in many instances the only source, for much of the ADF's advanced defense equipment and technology. The memorandum of understanding on logistics support renegotiated in 1985 contributed substantially to Australian defense support capabilities. It formed a fundamental part of the strong alliance
relationship that promoted favorable terms and improvements for both countries. An example of benefits derived from such an arrangement was the successful Nulka project, which was a major collaborative equipment effort between the two countries. Nulka was a joint project established between Australian defense science and technology organizations and the US Navy to design and produce an antiship missile defense system.

The defense industry itself has room for improvement. On the government's side the science and technology capability of the Department of Defence is concentrated in the Defence Science and Technology Organization (DSTO). With a total staff of 4,300, DSTO has more than 16 principal locations scattered throughout Australia, and it contributes to the development and implementation of Australian defense policy by the direct application of science and technology. DSTO provides assistance to the ADF, Department of Defence, other defense agencies, and even private industry.

DSTO's current and future programs include many activities specifically designed to increase Australia's self-reliance on defense. One of the most interesting and expensive DSTO projects is the indigenous development of an over-the-horizon (OTH) radar system known as Jindalee, an aboriginal word meaning bare bones. Originally begun as a proposal from the Australian Weapons Research Establishment in 1969 and approved in 1974 with the first long-term allocation of funds, Jindalee now consists of one large radar facility near Alice Springs providing broad area air surveillance. Eventually, a Jindalee network, if feasible and affordable, of up to three radars will be a basic element of a national air defense and control system. Current planning is for one or two to be sited in north or northeast Australia and one in the west or southwest. Whatever its final outcome, Jindalee promises to enhance Australia's air defense alert and early warning capabilities.82

Private defense industry plays an important role in meeting the government requirement for defense self-reliance. Paul Dibb was correct in dismissing complete self-reliance since Australian requirements for complex systems and weapons (e.g., tactical fighter aircraft and air-to-air, air-to-ground, and ground-to-air missiles) dictate
a need for overseas suppliers. To make this workable some primary overseas sources are building branch offices in Australia. For instance, the American Raytheon Corporation established an air-to-air missile facility near Sydney that began operations in 1987. Yet Australian defense industry could still get a significant share of the internal market. In 1985-86 the ADF spent more than $A 2.8 billion on activities directly relevant to defense industry. Of that amount, almost one-half, or $A 1.3 billion, was spent in Australia. The potential is there for increasing that figure over time.

One means to improve internal involvement is the Australian industry participation program. The AIP is an integral part of the F/A-18 modification and assembly project for the RAAF. The AIP program structure provides Australian industry the capability to work with military resources to enable self-reliance in engineering, maintenance, and spares provision. The AIP and an effective defense offsets program are important for a viable defense industry, especially when working with US corporations involved in long-term projects like the F/A-18 Hornet acquisition program.\(^{83}\)

While there is promise—some already demonstrated and some still being talked about—in the important areas of logistics support and defense industry, much more needs to be done. One area demanding attention and action is to build and retain a skilled manpower resource in-country. Government and private policies, backed by consistent investments and flexibility, are also necessities for long-term improvement. The present government apparently understands these basics and is attempting to correct some deficiencies and achieve a more balanced approach.

**Federal Budget Requirements**

The provision of adequate resources for the defense of Australia is essential. However, defense spending cannot be determined in isolation from Australia's other national priorities and economic circumstances. The 1986-87 federal budget cut real growth in defense expenditure to 1 percent, with funds increasing by $A 743 million to a total of $A 7.415 billion (about $US 4.9 billion). This represented 9.9 percent of
government outlays and 2.9 percent of GDP. It was in keeping with the government’s plan to spend approximately 3 percent GDP per year on defense.

Defense outlays have gone up and down in past years. The outlay peaked at well over 4 percent of GDP during Australia’s heavy involvement in the Vietnam War. Since then the outlay has been from 2.6 to 2.9 percent. As related to government expenditures, the annual outlay rose from a low of about 8.4 percent in the mid-1970s, following the end of Australia’s “forward defense” participation in Southeast Asia, to about 9.5 percent in the early 1980s and to 9.9 percent now. If applied steadily and evenly, these figures appear correct for ADF defense features in peacetime. The fact that Australia is spending on defense about 319 US dollars per capita is just a fair measure of the political process that was behind the defense expenditure proportion of the federal budget.

In the 1986 financial year, the defense expenditure breakout was as follows:

- capital equipment, 28 percent;
- capital facilities, 5 percent;
- personnel, 40 percent; and
- operating costs, 27 percent.

As far as major capital equipment expenditure goes, the high costs for the F/A-18 aircraft and FFG-class frigates will wind down on program completions. Yet expenditures should remain considerable since other major capital equipment projects will then begin, such as new submarines, mine countermeasure vessels, light patrol frigates, more helicopters, and OTH radars. One expenditure must remain the highest—that for personnel. Despite such outlays the problems associated with low pay and benefits persist. They in turn create the single biggest problem for the ADF: the continued loss of skilled manpower from the three military services, the reserve, and the civilian defense work force. Any lessening of this allocation could produce very serious results for the Australian Department of Defence.
Australian and New Zealand Defense Relationship

Australia and New Zealand share a defense relationship that has a degree of importance to the security of both countries. Concerns include a common history, proximity, and shared strategic interests. New Zealand has an important role to play in the South Pacific. In some cases it has been more substantial than or at least equal to Australia’s. Australian and New Zealand defense forces need to develop and maintain their ability to operate together. Where practical, affordable, and on its own terms, Australia plans to continue defense cooperation with New Zealand and improve operational capability.

In the unresolved dispute between New Zealand and the United States over visits by ships, understanding the present problems is not enough. Australia officially is not a party to the disputes and is on record as saying that New Zealand’s political policy on nuclear bans is wrong. Australia will continue working with New Zealand on defense and other issues of mutuality in a revised ANZUS period. Yet there is only so much the ADF can do for and with the New Zealand Defence Forces. A return to the ANZUS security situation that existed before the dispute is desirable but doubtful. Accordingly, the defense relationship between the antipodean neighbors will neither suffer greatly nor improve significantly in the present political and economic environment.

Growing Australian and US Defense Relationship

To the surprise of almost no one, the 1987 white paper came out very positively for a strong bilateral defense relationship with the United States. Australia accepted its roles as part of the Western community of nations, as an active member in the ANZUS defense alliance, and as a provider for its own defense self-reliance. This mature, modern approach coming from such a close ally was one which the United States readily welcomed. Australia purposely tried in its white paper to accommodate some of the American concerns evident with the earlier Dibb report. Both countries acknowledged the considerable benefits enjoyed by each in a special security relationship.
The ANZUS Treaty and its related agreements, such as the joint defense facilities, all remain in effect. Australia is more than willing to work with the United States on a variety of defense matters as a demonstration of its commitment to deterrence and self-reliance with close cooperation. Australia's alliance with the United States is and should remain a genuinely equal partnership. Their solid bilateral defense relationship is expected to continue and most likely grow even more.85

Summary

The Australian Defence Force has earned a reputation for being capable and dependable, especially during wartime conditions. Its peacetime performances have fluctuated. These shifts have been evident both inside and outside the prevailing ANZUS security structure. Partly due to an expressed need to be more self-reliant in defense matters and to a revised policy of more regional security orientation—versus the former one of forward defense—Australia has in recent years attempted to change its defense features.

Several major events have shaped these adjustments. One of the most significant was the notable Review of Australia's Defence Capabilities (the Dibb report of 1986), which basically examined future ADF structure. Following this was the comprehensive government white paper, The Defence of Australia 1987, which laid out defense policy by incorporating not only key points of the Review but also American concerns and desires for collective security. The end result was an Australian position which sought and was likely to attain an even stronger and closer bilateral defense relationship with its close ally, the United States, regardless of what form the future ANZUS alliance had. Unknown, however, were factors affecting Australian ability to provide for its considerable program of defense improvements and enhancements. Among the most serious problem areas were service operational capabilities, federal funding, logistics support, relations with New Zealand, and probably most important, departure of skilled military personnel.
The overall Australian effort has potential and is generally moving in the right direction as far as Australian—and American—political and military leaders are concerned. However, much more disturbing are the changes that the former third partner in ANZUS—New Zealand—is going through. Alliance problems concerning defense and security issues are serious and have gone beyond the divisive nuclear ship ban issue. The next chapter looks at New Zealand, the main Western security influence in the South Pacific region, in the context of its many changing defense features.
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Chapter 4

New Zealand Defense Features

For New Zealand then, the aim in the future will be to have flexible, highly professional [defence] forces capable of operating in our own [South Pacific] region . . . we do not propose to militarize the Pacific.

—Frank O’Flynn, New Zealand Labour Minister of Defence, 1985

Our [New Zealand] armed forces are . . . small . . . but they can hold their heads up in any company in the world . . . effective . . . professional . . . we mean to keep them that way; we must.

—D. Ewan Jamieson, Air Marshal, Royal New Zealand Air Force ex-chief defence force staff, 1986

Military isolation imposed on New Zealand by United States in reaction to Wellington’s anti-nuclear stance has hurt defence forces and would continue to affect them.

—New Zealand defence ministry written statement to parliamentary committee, 1986

For years, many Americans were not very informed about New Zealand. Those who did know something about the South Pacific nation often had only a vague idea of what the country was like. They knew New Zealanders were friendly, spoke English, and were allies in the Australia, New Zealand, and the United States (ANZUS) defense alliance, which provided collective security in the Southwest Pacific region. Some even knew that the New Zealand military man was usually referred to in a nonderogatory manner by his Western alliance partners as a “Kiwi,” just as he considered his Australian counterpart an “Aussie” and his American one a “Yank.” Although the New Zealand defense
contributions to ANZUS and to Western security might have been small, they were proportionate. New Zealand gave its fair share and in return received benefits from the arrangement.

But in the past 15 years, New Zealand has been going through a transition in most of the fundamental aspects of its national security and well-being. It has created what Dr Dalton West, a Canadian-born New Zealander now living in Washington, D.C., has called the “general security dilemma.” Simply stated, the dilemma meant that the greater success New Zealand had in deterring potential aggressors, the greater difficulty it had in defining the need to do so. In the pursuit of national security, the paradox became evident. The more New Zealand chased it, the more elusive it appeared. As Dr West viewed it, the fewer obligations New Zealand was willing to accept in its pursuit of national security today, the more commitments the country assumed in its name.

The dilemma caused New Zealand to undergo many significant changes in its defense features and conditions. This chapter looks at the changes in two settings. First is the one that takes into account New Zealand defense contributions inside and outside an ANZUS alliance prior to the David Lange Labour government election in 1984. Second is the period after that election, from 1984 to the present, which considers New Zealand’s defense conditions outside ANZUS only. Australia’s middle role comes into focus here. Next comes a review of the extensive two-year cycle of defense debate—beginning with the interim defense review in 1985 and ending with the government’s white paper on defense policy in 1987—followed by the current and projected New Zealand Defence Forces’ (NZDF) capabilities and shortfalls. Finally, American perspectives on recent New Zealand defense features and conditions are given.

**The Historic Role of New Zealand Defence Forces**

New Zealand is a small subregional power and leader in the South Pacific community. It is insulated and isolated by oceans, and it was one of the world’s first social welfare states. While the present population of 3.3 million is predominantly white, the racial composition is quickly
changing. Indigenous Maoris of Polynesian origin comprise almost 12 percent of the population. The growing influx of thousands of Pacific islanders—Samoans, Tongans, Fijians, and others—is becoming so significant that by the year 2000 every third or fourth New Zealander will likely have a Polynesian ancestor.

Agriculture is the backbone of New Zealand’s economy, and international trade is an important part of it. With upwards of 70 million sheep, New Zealand is the world’s largest exporter of wool. Despite the direct or support nature of the agriculture-based economy, New Zealand is very urbanized. More than 80 percent of its people live in the few major metropolitan areas, the largest by far being the greater Auckland area at the tip of the North Island.³ (See accompanying map of New Zealand.)

NZDF, with its several elements, totals more than 25,000 military and civilian personnel. Of this aggregate, 12,600 comprise the active duty force. The military reserves include 2,900 regulars and 6,400 territorials. The civilian portion consists of almost 3,200 government employees connected with the Department of Defence. The defense forces’ present size, composition, and capabilities make it a medium-technology conventional force in the South Pacific region.⁴ (See appendix E.)

To really comprehend the traditions and history of the NZDF prior to the country’s 1951 entry into ANZUS and even afterward, one must understand New Zealand’s strong ties with Great Britain. Most of the white New Zealanders were of British origin. Only a generation ago the country still served as “England’s farm.” More so than neighboring Australia, many in New Zealand fondly called England “home,” whether they had ever been there or not. Consequently, for years, NZDF committed itself to a supportive approach to collective security that was distinctively British in nature. New Zealanders demonstrated their unswerving support in wartime by not thinking about their own defense and strategic situation but only of service to the mother country.⁵

Wartime experiences in the twentieth century illustrate this allegiance. In the First World War tiny New Zealand called up 124,000 military members for overseas and home service. Almost 92,000 were volunteers. Of the total, 100,000 went overseas to Europe. In the Second
New Zealand

World War almost 194,000 men and 10,000 women served in the military between 1939 and 1945. The male equivalent was 67 percent of the population of men aged between 18 and 45 years. Over 140,000 served overseas. In the 1950-53 Korean War, a total of 3,200 Army personnel, all volunteers, served in the Commonwealth Division in Korea. Another 1,300 sailors were continuously afloat in Korean waters. Even during the Vietnam conflict from 1964 to 1972, more than 3,800 NZDF personnel had active service in Vietnam. Although this military involvement was ostensibly in response to American requests, it still was representative of the past proven performances of the NZDF in overseas conflicts, mostly in support of British interests.6

Following the gradual lessening of British influence in the Pacific after World War II and the withdrawal in the late 1960s of British forces stationed east of Suez, New Zealand (like Australia) switched its supporting defense role. No longer was the role directed toward Great Britain. Defense relations with the United States took on greater importance. For years the defense efforts were sufficient for New Zealanders to know that they were one of the few genuinely liberal democracies totally committed to the Western alliance. As Air Marshal Sir D. Ewan Jamieson, former chief of the NZDF, pointed out, “We have no history of neutralism.”7 Others might have disagreed with the air marshal’s comments being applied to present and future national security policies of the Lange Labour government. Few could argue, however, that New Zealand defense efforts in the past were definitely supportive of British defense needs and objectives.

Pre-Lange Labour Government Setting (1952-84)

Like the Australian Defence Force 1,500 nautical miles away, much of the NZDF efforts in the early and middle years of the ANZUS alliance was geared to satisfying the objectives of forward defense. New Zealand’s defense strategy, like Australia’s, proceeded from the basic assumption that its military operations would be conducted as part of an allied effort under the leadership of a major power. In the 1950s and 1960s, forward defense was a concept that made sense. Accordingly the
NZDF provided a supporting role within ANZUS that closely followed the dictates of preparing to fight away from its own territory.8 This approach led to a commitment for NZDF either to be deployed overseas or to be ready to go if the situation required. During US congressional hearings on the American-New Zealand dispute, American government officials emphasized how the two allies had fought side by side in four major wars. New Zealand leaders commented that the overseas involvements were generally due not to the United States but to British Empire-Commonwealth commitments. The fact remained that there was American-New Zealand defense cooperation during times of conflict before and during the ANZUS years.9

A number of specific areas were indicative of the considerable involvement New Zealand had in a full-house ANZUS. From its beginnings in the early 1950s, the ANZUS Treaty grew to represent a defense relationship much broader than that provided by the treaty itself. On a functional basis for New Zealand, ANZUS included intelligence-sharing, combined military exercises, training courses, seminars, staging facilities for military aircraft, and port access for ships. These aspects were similar to those of Australia but at a proportionately reduced level. The end result was an easy familiarity that characterized the military-to-military relationship among partners. As Karl Jackson, the US deputy assistant secretary of defense for East Asia and Pacific Affairs, noted, it was a “remarkably integrated trilateral relationship.”10 ANZUS for years remained the cornerstone of New Zealand foreign policy with a security guarantee that was inherent not with the “promise of the ANZUS Treaty but with the premise of the alliance.”11

The close intelligence relationship between the United States and New Zealand (and also Australia) was one of the most solid fundamentals of a full-house ANZUS. In fact, the small but professional New Zealand intelligence community was and still is for the most part one of the country’s strongest supporters of the United States.12 The intelligence flow went in both directions. The United States was willing to send large amounts of first-rate intelligence information and materials to its ally in the South Pacific. The amounts were significant. NZDF senior military leaders responded in 1986 to a parliamentary select
committee that the 80 percent drop in US-provided intelligence, since the 1984 Lange Labour election, severely hampered the military’s ability to give up-to-date military information. In return for the heavy American flow, New Zealand provided very useful intelligence and assessments on South Pacific regional issues not available otherwise to the United States. Both sides benefited from the involved and accepted arrangement.\textsuperscript{13}

Another important aspect of strong bilateral and trilateral defense cooperation in the ANZUS framework was interoperability, or the ability of the NZDF to operate within and alongside allied formations. Interoperability enabled the modest NZDF to maintain higher standards and operational efficiency than otherwise possible. The NZDF was able to gain access to and be a part of military doctrine formulation, communications, standardization of procedures, logistics, training, defense cooperation, exercises, and the like. These all constituted practical manifestations growing out of the ANZUS alliance relationship which was at times more important than the treaty itself. The New Zealand military was able to develop and maintain its professional competence by working closely with larger partners. The defence force leaders were aware and appreciative of this special situation.\textsuperscript{14}

Perhaps the greatest peacetime area in which the NZDF contributed positively was in their small but important support of the 1951 Radford-Collins agreement. As Thomas-Durell Young has consistently pointed out, Radford-Collins is still relevant in maintaining effective maritime control and protecting shipping interests in the region. The agreement, probably more than any other, had a fundamental impact on the NZDF structure, since it required New Zealand to maintain a certain level of forces in peacetime to carry out its maritime obligations and responsibilities.\textsuperscript{15}

Since New Zealand’s regional defense environment was primarily maritime, the country devoted resources during this period to obtain an interoperable capability to maintain effective maritime control primarily in New Zealand waters and in the South Pacific. The results were seen in the naval and air branches of the NZDF. The Royal New Zealand Navy (RNZN) acquired from Great Britain \textit{Leander}-class frigates to satisfy this objective, and the Royal New Zealand Air Force
(RNZAF) flew American-built A-4 Skyhawks and P-3 Orions to provide maritime strike and surveillance capabilities, respectively.\textsuperscript{16} These approaches were in line with later remarks by an NZDF senior military leader on the important role small countries as well as large ones had in keeping a security balance. There was an obvious security role for New Zealand in the South Pacific region.

New Zealand had some workable arrangements for defense logistics support and supply. It had both a memorandum of understanding (MOU) on logistics support with the US Department of Defense (renewed in 1982 but not in 1987) and mutual development of logistics and defense industrial infrastructures with Australia. These were important allied arrangements which would enable New Zealand to obtain needed equipment and supplies, especially during times of sustained operations.\textsuperscript{17}

Of particular value was the MOU with the United States. It was an example of a defense cooperation program established in the context of broader alliance activities. In the MOU the US Department of Defense wanted to ensure uninterrupted supply to New Zealand of numerous American weapon systems and other logistics support. In return, New Zealand agreed to provide assistance such as maintenance and refit of transiting American military ships, aircraft, and related equipment. This type of MOU was one of only a few offered by the United States to close allies. Its ending in 1987 meant that New Zealand would no longer receive the special preference reserved for allies in buying weapon systems and parts. The NZDF would still be able to buy the same directly from American manufacturers and through the foreign military sales system but without preference. Although this arrangement was workable, it made such acquisition more difficult for the NZDF. Especially affected was the air force, which was the most “Americanized” among the services in terms of equipment and systems. To emphasize the extent of this dependence, approximately 60 percent of all RNZAF purchases in 1981 were from US sources. The MOU’s demise affected the more British-equipped navy less and the army—equipped and supplied mostly by Australian and local sources—least of all.\textsuperscript{18}
Full-House ANZUS

New Zealand’s contribution to a full-house ANZUS took several forms. From an official perspective, its most obvious symbolic contribution to the alliance was in allowing allied warships continued access to New Zealand’s port facilities. On a larger strategic deterrence dimension, Adm Ronald J. Hays, US commander in chief, Pacific Command, stated that New Zealand for years played a role by actively contributing in the policy formulation of the Western security alliance and the ANZUS alliance. Some people observed that the number of US Navy vessels which visited New Zealand (at a rate of seven to eight per year in the early 1980s) was small. Others, especially in New Zealand, argued that the smallest partner’s contributions to ANZUS were more than just hosting ships. 19

New Zealand’s perspective on the benefits derived from partnership in ANZUS had a different tilt from the US one. By having close defense cooperation with the United States in ANZUS asymmetrical relations, New Zealand was able to realize two important advantages. As a “special” ally it had a degree of access to a global superpower that allowed more influence on certain security issues. New Zealand also was able to “play the American card” to maintain that country’s freedom of action in security and foreign policy matters with Australia. 20

Additionally New Zealand’s participation in ANZUS allowed the small country to put less money into its own defense effort. It helped complement a national objective of greater defense force self-reliance and interdependence in facing Pacific security problems. However, as Air Marshal Jamieson appropriately noted, New Zealanders deluded themselves if they thought their nation was capable of complete self-reliance in defense. The nation’s security, whether in or out of ANZUS, was still bound up with global security and the wider community of nations with whom it had trade and interaction. 21

Lastly, before discussing a setting of New Zealand defense features outside ANZUS in the pre-Lange government years, it is necessary to place into proper context the country’s two professional communities that contributed the most and received the greatest number of benefits from a full-house ANZUS: the military and intelligence communities. Subsequent New Zealand Labour government policies and fallout from
ANZUS punished principally these communities and virtually no others.\textsuperscript{22}

ANZUS Aside

New Zealand’s defense features with ANZUS aside from the early 1950s to the early 1980s had three main aspects: a continuing British connection, several assistance programs in the South Pacific region, and close cooperation with Australia. All three were overshadowed by defense policies which revealed limited independent capabilities, excessive reliance on a larger ally, and few clear-cut objectives outside of support to ANZUS.

Although Great Britain’s presence was considerably diminished, part of the directed thrust of New Zealand (and Australian) security efforts in the 1950s and 1960s still went toward supporting that presence. One task, related to the slow process of decolonization and the establishment of a viable independent government, was the defeat of Communist insurgents on the Malay Peninsula. Another task was the containment of the “confrontation” of Malaysia by Indonesia. Both New Zealand and Australia had significant defense force commitments. For instance, at the height of confrontation, New Zealand had 3,000 servicemen, from all services, committed to the support of Malaysia.

One lasting low-key reminder of the former British presence was the Five Power Defence Arrangement (FPDA). Irreverently dubbed the “five horsepower arrangement” by an Australian high commissioner, FPDA gave the most advantages to Malaysia and Singapore, enabling them to build their own defense capabilities while strengthening the economies needed for effective security maintenance.\textsuperscript{23}

The New Zealand Army, partly in response to the requirement for continued stationing of an ANZUK (Australia, New Zealand, and United Kingdom) force in Singapore and Malaysia, kept a battalion in Singapore at considerable cost to New Zealand. British forces withdrew by 1974 and most of the Australian ground contingent did the same. Called the New Zealand Force Southeast Asia (NZFORSEA), the New Zealand unit was the 1st Battalion, Royal New Zealand Infantry Regiment. Numbering more than 700 troops it performed several
functions, including being a positive demonstration of external support to a once unsettled area. Singapore and Malaysia found some comfort in a shadow linkage to the United States by way of New Zealand and Australian military presence in the region. This was especially important in the first years after the mid-1970s withdrawal of American ground combat forces from Southeast Asia. As far as New Zealand was concerned, despite the expense, NZFORSEA service assisted their small army’s volunteer recruiting and eased the problem of accommodating the battalion personnel (and their dependents) back home in New Zealand.

There have been few other long-term overseas involvements of the NZDF in peacetime. The most obvious recent example was the New Zealand contingent to the multinational force of observers (MFO) in the Sinai. As mentioned in the previous chapter, New Zealand integrated its helicopters and personnel with a larger Australian air force unit in a Middle East peacekeeping operation that lasted more than four years.²⁴

New Zealand maintained a fairly active series of mutual assistance defense programs directed at both selected South Pacific nations and members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). These programs consisted of bilateral agreements with Malaysia and Singapore (under the FPDA), Indonesia, Thailand, the Philippines, Papua New Guinea, Fiji, and Tonga. Recently there has been a gradual shift in emphasis to the South Pacific area of more direct strategic concern to New Zealand. Types of activities there included provision of training facilities, personnel exchanges, and joint exercises. New Zealand used defense force assets to provide natural disaster relief and assistance to those countries throughout the region in times of need.²⁵

A very significant feature of NZDF outside ANZUS was the trans-Tasman Sea relationship with the Australian Defence Force (ADF). There were differences in orientation, such as Australia’s closeness to the Asian mainland, Indonesia, and the Indian Ocean in contrast to New Zealand’s more pronounced orientation toward the South Pacific. Nevertheless, much of New Zealand’s defense was predicated on an integrated response with Australia to any external threat.²⁶ As Prime Minister David Lange carefully wrote in a 1985 article,
ANZUS IN REVISION

If Australian forces were engaged in combat in defence of Australian interests it is almost unthinkable that New Zealand defence forces would not assist, whether or not New Zealand interests were directly involved.27

This was an important point emphasizing how the Australian-New Zealand connection, at least defense-wise, was strong during times of stress. Even though each country had its own orientation and wanted to be independent and self-reliant in a qualified sense, the bonds between their armed forces, forged in wartime, had an important influence on political decisions concerning security in peacetime.

The 1944 Australia-New Zealand agreement, also called the ANZAC pact, was still used in the mid-1980s by some to justify the bilateral defense relationship outside of ANZUS. Political management was formalized in the 1970s by the establishment of such annual meetings as the Australia-New Zealand Consultative Committee on Defence Cooperation (ANZCCDC) and the Australia-New Zealand Defence Policy Group. The ANZAC relationship built up long-standing arrangements between the two close allies for training, exercising, exchanges, technical cooperation, logistics support, and intelligence-sharing.28 Overall, the bilateral defense relationship was useful to both, especially to New Zealand. Yet the security problems between the United States and New Zealand that began in the 1970s and intensified to a “crisis” point in the mid-1980s also strained and created tension between Australia and New Zealand.

Turning Points in Defense Emphasis

Several turning points changed the traditional approach New Zealanders took on defense issues. One was the antinuclear attitude that has become so prevalent in New Zealand society today. While the foundations for the antinuclear movement go back to the 1950s, a turning point really began in the early 1970s during the third Labour government of Norman Kirk and Sir Wallace Rowling. The “nuclear” issue then dealt with attempts to make the entire South Pacific a nuclear weapons free zone. The New Zealand Labour Party (NZLP) mainstream’s principal target for the antinuclear push was France, due
to its active program of nuclear weapons testing in French Polynesia, and not the United States with its nuclear-powered and nuclear-capable navy. But left-wing fringes of the NZLP long had been vocal on all aspects of the nuclear issue. Consequently, these more extreme political groups extended their protests to include New Zealand withdrawal from military alliances with any nuclear power—which meant ANZUS and the United States.

When David Lange’s fourth Labour government entered office in 1984, his “conservative” handling of the national economy meant some concessions to leftist NZLP elements were necessary if he wanted their support. So Lange gave them much of the foreign policy they wanted. That is one reason the subsequent port ban on nuclear ships became for political reasons “nonnegotiable.”

Prime Minister Lange was quick to point out that the nuclear ship ban policy was antinuclear only and not anti-ANZUS or anti-American. New Zealand has always been committed to the ANZUS alliance. But as Ambassador Rowling stated to a US congressional subcommittee in 1985, the NZLP interpreted the alliance to be a conventional defense partnership, not a nuclear one. Thus, the party saw no need for the United States to send nuclear-propelled or nuclear-armed vessels and aircraft to New Zealand. Lange did not believe a positive antinuclear attitude equated to negative feelings against the United States. In his words, “Anti-Americanism is not popular in New Zealand . . . [It] simply doesn’t catch on.”

Close connections with the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone (SPNFZ) treaty further strengthened antinuclear feelings in New Zealand. Both Australia and New Zealand saw SPNFZ as important and necessary. The fact that the United States did not sign the protocols meant to many New Zealanders that America was supporting French nuclear policy and that the Soviet Union (which agreed to protocol parts) was the major global power pursuing regional peace. The entire SPNFZ issue soon transcended politics and became very emotional and perhaps oversensationalized.

While antinuclear sentiment is now reflected among all New Zealand political parties, many observers believe that it was former Prime Minister Robert Muldoon of the National Party who politicized the issue
in the late 1970s. Muldoon's government hosted several US nuclear-powered ship visits. Media attention on the protests and disturbances during the visits created a situation which Muldoon neither satisfactorily explained nor justified. His actions and comments in fact boosted the momentum of growing antinuclear attitudes. At the 1981 NZLP conference, leaders set a policy which directed that the "next Labour Government, in accordance with its desire to promote a SPNFZ, continue to oppose visits by nuclear-powered and nuclear weapon-carrying craft." At the same time NZLP continued to pass resolutions calling for withdrawal from ANZUS. These were the types of major political issues on which David Lange sought middle-ground consensus when he became the NZLP leader in February 1983. Once elected, Lange found that the majority of his people remained committed to an antinuclear stance.

Another turning point for the NZDF was the need to be more self-reliant and to have an independent capability to satisfy defense needs in the South Pacific region. Vietnam War involvement and subsequent disillusionment were critical early catalysts in leading many New Zealanders away from the role of a "faithful and unthinking ally" to a greater power.

Lange himself was one of the early protesters against the war. In July 1964 the young law student made his first public speech against involvement in Vietnam. His political activism then must have come to the attention of American authorities. Upon completing his law degree and preparing to embark for several years of legal work in Great Britain, Lange was refused an American visa when he requested travel through the United States.

The post-Vietnam War period saw a continuation of New Zealand's defense efforts to be more self-reliant. In December 1983 the conservative government of Muldoon published Defence Review, a white paper that proposed restructuring the NZDF to be more self-reliant and planned for a wider role in the South Pacific. As listed in the Defence Review, the official defense policy objectives were to:

- preserve security and integrity of New Zealand and its 200 nautical-mile exclusive economic zone;
promote security and stable development in South Pacific by providing, on request, practical assistance in defense matters to countries of the region;

- be able to respond militarily to low-level emergencies within South Pacific;
- maintain and strengthen defense relationships with ANZUS partners;
- develop further defense cooperation with Australia; and
- demonstrate commitment to maintain peace and stability in Southeast Asia.\(^{36}\)

Additionally the *Defence Review* identified a South Pacific regional role for the army by creating a ready reaction force as well as maintaining an ongoing force structure capable of expansion in case of need. It also highlighted a need for another maritime surveillance aircraft.\(^ {37}\)

The *Defence Review* was a forward-looking document based on close association with partners in a functioning ANZUS alliance. Yet even before the government changed and a new shift in defense policy emerged, the 1983 white paper had a fundamental problem. Increased self-reliance required a greater budget allocation for defense, and this was not evident in the early 1980s.

The final major turning point concerned these economic circumstances. For years, effective deterrence provided by collective security allowed progressive New Zealand governments, regardless of party, to capitalize on external ties and keep defense expenditures to a minimum. Only in fiscal year 1981-82 did defense expenditures exceed 2 percent of the gross national product (GNP)—and that was for the first time since FY 1970. By comparison Australia spent almost 3 percent and the United States almost 8 percent of their respective GNPs on defense.\(^ {38}\)

Successive New Zealand governments, faced with domestic economic problems, deferred numerous defense equipment purchases. The 1984 devaluation by 22 percent of the New Zealand dollar against international currencies created a further problem, especially since more than 80 percent of NZDF equipment came from overseas sources.

The economic situation has become more serious, in light of the general agreement that the NZDF’s primary emphasis is maritime
defense. Past governments were willing to purchase and maintain capital equipment in this area. Unfortunately, primary assets, especially those belonging to the navy, are fast approaching the obsolescence stage and require replacement. Yet such items are expensive, and the annual NZDF budget for capital expenditures is limited to only about 15 percent, divided among all three service components.\(^{39}\)

The country’s budget problems neither started nor ended with the NZDF. The New Zealand foreign debt is more than US $11 billion, one of the world’s largest for a nation that size. Although unemployment in 1970 was almost zero, it had grown to nearly 6 percent by the mid-1980s. Annual inflation rates have varied in recent years but hovered around 6 percent at the time of Lange’s election in 1984. The current split with the United States is costing the New Zealand defense budget an estimated extra $NZ 50 million per year. Yet New Zealand still planned to budget a scarce $1 billion on defense in FY 1986. This caused one former NZDF chief to lament, “We can do no less if we wish to maintain any real combat capability of our own.”\(^{40}\) Unknown is where the peacetime defense allocations fit into an already strained national budget. These problems are not new; they have been avoided or pushed aside by former governments. The Lange government’s top priority was a major economic restructuring of New Zealand to a more market-based economy to help correct its financial woes. Just how the long-term increased allocations for defense self-reliance in an antinuclear atmosphere are supposed to fit in is anyone’s guess.\(^{41}\)

**Lange Labour Government Setting**

The election of the fourth Labour government headed by David Lange in July 1984 marked a visible change in New Zealand’s official defense policy and relationship in ANZUS. The rapid ascent of Lange onto the national scene represented a shift in New Zealand’s defense and foreign relations. Perhaps the meaning of this change was best shown in the statements issued by Lange and US Secretary of State George P. Shultz, who coincidentally was in Wellington, New Zealand, to attend the annual ANZUS Council meeting taking place at the same time as that country’s federal election.
The new Prime Minister-designate Lange met privately with Shultz for a 40-minute discussion. After that meeting Lange announced that New Zealand’s ties with the United States were “a very basic part of . . . our heritage” and cited his nation’s “huge dependency” on the American market for its trade. Yet at the same time he stated an often-repeated theme that “it is simply inconceivable to me” that the military strategy of the United States and its allies “would be frustrated” by banning US Navy warship visits to New Zealand ports. Lange furthered the cause of antinuclear righteousness by proclaiming that it was a “very significant concern within New Zealand that we ought not be seen to be buying into a nuclear defensive capacity. . . . People in this country are saying in increasing numbers they don’t want to be defended by nuclear weapons.”

For his part Shultz made a concerted effort to remain calm, collected, and reasonable with Lange. It was then still possible to hope that Lange’s pronouncements reflected more the euphoria of political victory than deep-seated and unswerving convictions. Shultz emphasized the importance of port calls to the Western alliance. He asked rhetorically, “What kind of alliance is it if military forces are not able to be in concert with one another?”

The above statements set in motion a series of official events highlighted by quiet, eleventh-hour, behind-the-scenes negotiations that attempted to break the growing deadlock between the close allies. The issue came to a head in February 1985 with the banning of the USS Buchanan from New Zealand. The American reaction was uncharacteristically strong and swift against New Zealand. To avoid New Zealand’s antinuclear stance starting a trend which other countries might follow, the United States suspended its security guarantee extended to New Zealand under ANZUS. As Secretary Shultz later said, “We part as friends but we part company as far as the Alliance is concerned.”

Lange and his following in New Zealand outwardly appeared unperturbed and proceeded to press for antinuclear policies and defense independence. Lange started the political process to create antinuclear legislation in New Zealand. He advanced this with the formal introduction in February 1987 of a bill in Parliament to ban all nuclear weapons from New Zealand, saying it would be a “real measure of arms
control.” Only then would there be a “willingness to replace nuclear defence with conventional defence and . . . hope of an end to the arms race.” Political opponents in New Zealand said the nuclear free bill as presented was the “formal opting-out legislation from the Western alliance” and the “end of ANZUS in New Zealand.” Nevertheless, the bill’s passage in the summer of 1987 and Labour Party’s return to government in the federal elections in September 1987 culminated the process.

The New Zealand Ministry of Defence maintained a consistent position in wanting independence and effective forces, whether in or out of a revised ANZUS alliance. Defence Minister Frank O’Flynn talked of New Zealand’s intentions to provide means that permitted NZDF to carry out a regional role in association with neighbors (Australia primarily) but with a gradually increasing degree of self-reliance. O’Flynn admitted that a small professional armed force like New Zealand’s had to maintain effective interaction with larger partners. Only in this way would there be confidence in its own defense capabilities. While this apparently became more difficult to do in light of New Zealand’s strained relations with the United States and differences with Australia, the minister was publicly optimistic in the beginning that New Zealand could meet the “formidable challenges for all.” Soon after the 1984 NZLP election, he defined the essential interests behind New Zealand’s foreign and security policies:

- a secure and prosperous South Pacific region free as far as possible from confrontation;
- sound and growing bilateral relations with Australia, United States, and Japan;
- important interests with ASEAN and the European Economic Community (EEC);
- a continued East-West balance of power to ensure secure and peaceful worldwide trading and political environments; and
- a demilitarized Antarctic continent and region not subject to political or economic dispute.
Within ANZUS

Considering these political aspects, what is the status of New Zealand defense features within ANZUS in a Lange government? As expected there is very little to discuss about present New Zealand defense contributions to the alliance. It is more appropriate to mention what is no longer occurring. Most of the prior bilateral defense arrangements between the United States and New Zealand are now suspended. There are no more combined training and exercises, intelligence and surveillance support, logistics and supply support, personnel exchanges, or defense conferences and consultations.

While no one knows for sure what the long-term effects will be on the NZDF, several developments are predictable. Without the US defense connection, New Zealand’s military forces, in spite of increased contacts with the Australian Defence Force, will become progressively removed from developments in modern military doctrines and procedures. To be sure, such a modern approach has only limited application to the South Pacific security environment. Yet the NZDF, to remain professional and current, requires some exposure to the latest Western defense thinking and policies to adapt them to the NZDF’s own needs. New Zealand’s senior military leaders were already saying in 1986 there had been a significant loss by having access closed to American tactical doctrine, particularly in maritime and antisubmarine warfare systems.49

In the area of logistics and supply support, the effect of the nonrenewal of the memorandum of understanding was unclear. Perhaps there will be little effect since New Zealand in the past paid cash for most of its military purchases. However, although New Zealand can buy such supplies from American sources, the procedure of doing so could be more difficult and the costs higher since the country will no longer be treated in arms sales as an ally but rather as a “friendly government.” Several US congressmen wanted to punish New Zealand even more in this area. Bill Broomfield (R-Michigan) introduced a bill that would officially strip New Zealand of any preferential treatment it received in arms sales and security assistance. Had it passed, the Broomfield amendment would have ended for a long time any chance of effective defense cooperation between the two countries.50
The virtual elimination of official association with the United States has led to an "unofficial" reaction that affects most critically the New Zealand defense community. The US position in essence denies high-level New Zealand access to American officials in Washington. Since the former ally once enjoyed such special arrangements, it is that much harder to function without them. This factor and the others present difficult problems for the NZDF. As US Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for East Asia and Pacific Affairs Karl Jackson testified, loss of such access to US military and political circles means hard times for New Zealand in terms of defense force structure, modernization, sustainability, and worthwhile training. If the New Zealand government decides to provide for an adequate, self-reliant conventional defense, it has to require the New Zealand people to assume more burdensome contributions to replace those assets previously provided by the United States through the ANZUS alliance relationship.\textsuperscript{51}

One approach New Zealand is trying in an effort to ease the loss of the defense arrangement with the United States is to increase its interaction with Australia on a bilateral basis. This became a main feature of New Zealand's defense contributions outside of ANZUS after the 1984 election period. Undeterred by finding itself in the middle, Australia continues to set priorities for its own defense features. These include a definite determination to strengthen bilateral relations with the United States, as reflected in the recent series of ministerial meetings (i.e., July 1985 in Canberra, August 1986 in San Francisco, June 1987 in Sydney, July 1988 in Washington, and November 1989 in Sydney) between the two which replaced the temporarily defunct ANZUS Council sessions. Australia still acknowledges its long-standing relationship with New Zealand. It is willing, within reason, to encourage better defense cooperation and operational compatibility in such areas as central defense planning, expanded bilateral exercises, intelligence collection, and shared security interests. But as Australian Foreign Minister Bill Hayden told Lange in December 1986, Australia is not a defense substitute for the United States and will do only what is feasible regarding an increased Australian-New Zealand defense relationship.\textsuperscript{52}
Without ANZUS

ANZUS aside, New Zealand has a strong regional relationship with the islands of the South Pacific. The Labour government emphasizes the importance of New Zealand’s key role in furthering Western interests in the area. According to Graham Ansell, the New Zealand high commissioner for Australia, his government understands the “Pacific way” of the islands. New Zealand wants to gear its economic assistance and defense cooperation programs in a South Pacific context to give the appearance that it already has an impressive understanding of and is more influential than the United States and even Australia at times.53

New Zealand leaders also have attempted to convince their own citizens and others that New Zealand’s national interests are well along in the focus shift from a provision of forces to larger allied formations far away to a more self-reliant capability directed toward the South Pacific region. They point to several ongoing and proposed developments to support such a line of thinking. New Zealand already has extensive links through its military assistance program—the defense equivalent to civil aid—with Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Tonga, Western Samoa, and the Solomon Islands (more than $NZ 68 million in 1986-87). New Zealand has a special defense concern for the Cook Islands, Niue, and Tokelau. As part of this involvement, New Zealand in cooperation with Australia provides maritime surveillance for the region. It also holds its own joint military exercises there (Western Samoa in 1985 and the Cook Islands in 1986, with 1,000 NZDF personnel) to demonstrate in Prime Minister Lange’s words, “New Zealand’s firm commitment to regional security.”54

Further evidence of the regional shift was found in Lange’s December 1986 announcement that most of the NZFORSEA troops stationed in Singapore under the FPDA umbrella would return home by 1989. Singapore supposedly was “comfortable” with New Zealand’s decision to transfer its token military force after a 30-year presence. The end result would be a beefed up military capability focused not even partially on Southeast Asia but mainly on the South Pacific—New Zealand’s stated region of primary strategic concern.55
These changes in national defense policy and strategy did not occur in an atmosphere devoid of internal resistance. Lange refused to take seriously into account the experience of his senior military professionals. When he announced that a panel of independent experts would be appointed to undertake a defense review (i.e., the Corner Committee of Enquiry—to be discussed later), he turned down suggestions to include any of the 17 former defense chiefs. This was primarily due to some of the retired officers issuing a public statement on defense which called on the Labour government to abandon its antinuclear stance. Lange’s reaction was to refer to this collective group of retired professionals as “geriatric generals.” Defence Minister O’Flynn did little better in winning friends among the NZDF members. When he publicly called some officers “disloyal” for trying to discredit the government’s defense policy, he created a political embarrassment that almost turned into a crisis. The opposition called on the prime minister to fire his minister of defence. Even though Lange did not, this incident and the prior one revealed considerable tension and turmoil within the ranks and in the public service in New Zealand.

Two major implications arise from a review of the recent changes and shifts in New Zealand’s defense policy outside ANZUS. The first concerns the very real negative impact on the NZDF due to the downgrading of its military relationship with the United States. The small but well-trained and professional force can easily integrate itself into larger allied formations; it cannot hope to achieve high levels of proficiency by exercising and training alone. The NZDF felt immediately the loss caused by the American cancellation of planned exercises and exchanges. For example, in 1985 the NZLP had 22 programmed exercises either canceled or restructured, resulting in approximately 6,000 man-days of training being taken away. The Royal New Zealand Navy was probably hurt the most, as it saw 106 exercise days reduced to 34 due to the ending of joint exercises involving the United States. One former NZDF chief said that lack of frequent exercises and exchanges with larger allied services would cause within five years (by about 1990) a marked decrease in the existing standards of the NZDF.
The second implication concerns the government's attempt to relieve the impact of US action by increasing defense expenditures to improve self-reliance in security matters. To give a clear signal of intent, the government announced a proposed increase in defense allocation from $NZ 761 million in 1984-85 to $NZ 900 million in fiscal year 1985 to almost $NZ 1 billion (about 550 million in US dollars) the next year. These increases appeared impressive, especially since the New Zealand government traditionally devoted less than 2 percent of its GNP to defense.

While the long-term results were unknown, many defense analysts believe that New Zealand's attempts to increase defense budgets and self-reliance will have little real effect on its security posture. In fact the likely course of events could make the worst fears come true. With ANZUS aside the NZDF will lose its recent level of proficiency in modern medium-intensity warfare and its interoperability with other Western defense forces.\(^7\)

**New Direction in Defense Objectives**

The New Zealand Labour government persists in its efforts to provide a new direction in defense objectives. In a display of determination, Lange directed a complete cycle of defense review and debate to find the best defense policy and force structure required for New Zealand and regional security. At the beginning of the cycle in 1985 were the Defence Interim Review and the government discussion paper, *The Defence Question: A Discussion Paper Issued as Background to Public Submissions on Future New Zealand Strategic and Security Policies*. Following were several significant inquiries and studies, chief among them was an examination of the defense situation by the independent Defence Committee of Enquiry (the Corner committee). The cycle concluded with the release of a government white paper in early 1987. As the Dibb report and the subsequent defense white paper were the most important discussions on defense policies for Australia since World War II, this two-year defense review cycle was likewise for New Zealand.
Government Discussion Paper on Defense

The government’s comprehensive review of defense policy began with the May 1985 Defence Interim Review. This preliminary document was followed in December 1985 by publication of the government discussion paper, The Defence Question. The latter was presented as a background to the subsequent public submissions on future New Zealand strategic and security policies.

The concept of The Defence Question was unique. The government rightly felt that since defense and security were everyone’s concern, it was important in a democracy for these issues to be brought into the open. Consultation with the people was of fundamental importance. Therefore, the intent was for this discussion paper, as a first real step in the cycle process, to stimulate coherent debate on defense and security issues. The paper was not a statement of government policy but an attempt to set the scene for public consultation. If properly done, this would be a preparation for the new government’s white paper on defense in 1987, designed to end the review cycle and officially replace the 1983 white paper. The whole purpose of the 1985 report was to raise the correct follow-on questions that the public inquiry and subsequent white paper would then seek to answer.

The discussion paper’s aims were:

- to provide a framework for thinking about defense issues and a reference point for those wishing to make submissions to the Corner committee;
- to outline and invite comments on the available options;
- to attempt an analysis of the more central provisions; and
- to set out the broad thrust of the government’s own defense thinking with the goal of generating focused comment.

Before the discussion paper raised some fundamental questions, the Labour government made sure that its key elements of defense policy were known. The first element was that the policy had to consider how best to provide for the defense of New Zealand. Next, New Zealand’s security was linked by its South Pacific focus to stability in that region.
This in turn had linkage to wider regional and even global considerations when relevant. Third, the government intended to have greater self-reliance founded on the principle of self-help. Finally, New Zealand had to be free of nuclear weapons and not a participant in any nuclear strategy (e.g., ANZUS as a nuclear alliance) for its defense. The Labour government’s nonnuclear policy thus became a basic starting point in defining the country’s defense posture in the future.

The paper concluded by highlighting the following key security and defense issues for public discussion:

- kinds of defense policies appropriate to New Zealand’s (nonnuclear) stance and geographical position;
- military capabilities required to uphold national interests;
- degree able to stand alone in pursuit of more independent policies;
- importance of defense cooperation, especially with Australia and South Pacific partners;
- role of NZDF in contributing to regional stability in peacetime through resource protection, civic action, and disaster relief; and
- appropriate commitment level to continuing investment in maintaining effective NZDF.58


The independent Defence Committee of Enquiry, chaired by Frank Corner, was established by the New Zealand Labour government in early 1986 to facilitate debate on defense and security issues. It was the second stage of the cyclical process of public consultation. The committee’s terms of reference were:

- to receive and hear public submissions on the discussion paper, The Defence Question, on the future defense policy of New Zealand;
- to question groups and individuals making submissions;
- to commission polling to provide objective data on public attitudes to defense and security; and
to prepare for Lange and his government a report, based on public hearings and poll data, which would be considered in preparation of the white paper on defense policy.59

Over a six-month period more than 4,100 New Zealanders provided submissions and the National Research Bureau conducted a comprehensive public opinion poll. The results underwent analysis and discussion by the four distinguished key members of the Corner Committee of Enquiry:

- Frank Corner, chairman, foreign affairs secretary (1973-80), ambassador to the United States (1967-72), permanent representative to the United Nations (1962-67);
- Maj Gen Brian M. Poananga, New Zealand Army, chief of General Staff (1978-81), high commissioner of Papua New Guinea (1974-76);
- Ms Diane Hunt, director of the Policy Research Unit, Commission for the Future (1978-79); and
- Dr Kevin Clements, senior lecturer in sociology at the University of Canterbury, director of the Quaker UN office in Geneva (1982-84), nongovernment representative with the New Zealand delegation to the Non-Proliferation Treaty Review Conference in Geneva (1985).

It was Lange’s intention to choose these four people for the committee based not only on their knowledge and expertise but also on their broad range of backgrounds and differing viewpoints. By so doing he hoped the committee’s conclusions would reflect a valid consensus of opinion.60

The Corner committee’s results, published in July of 1986, were not satisfactory as far as Lange was concerned. Using the submissions, opinion poll, and other sources of information, Corner’s group found the country deeply divided on defense. More than 72 percent of the community desired to be in an alliance with larger countries. Yet 73 percent, most of them the same concerned citizens, wanted their defense requirements arranged in a way that ensured New Zealand was nuclear free. According to the opinion polls, “the single most preferred defence
option overall was for New Zealand to be allied to the United States and Australia but separate from any nuclear aspects.” Forty-two percent wanted it. Viewing this option as not achievable, based on the government’s unconditional antinuclear stance, the committee saw enhancement of the bilateral ANZUS relationship with Australia as the most promising option left open. Its bottom line was that the Lange government was wrong in having a defense and security inquiry follow, instead of precede, major policy changes (i.e., antinuclear stance and ANZUS withdrawal).

In a series of letters between Lange and Corner, both sides were unwilling to compromise. In an 18 August 1986 final letter, the prime minister thanked Corner and his committee for their work but ended by criticizing some essential points, especially those on the protracted American-New Zealand negotiations from 1984 to then. In Lange’s words, “The comments on negotiating mistakes are superficial, misleading, and far outside the Committee’s terms of reference.”

**Templeton Study on Defence and Security: What New Zealand Needs**

Partly due to the ambiguities and problems associated with the Corner report, Malcolm Templeton, director of the Institute of Policy Studies at Victoria University in Wellington and a former deputy secretary of foreign affairs, produced in October 1986 an independent study titled *Defence and Security: What New Zealand Needs*. Its terms of reference required (1) an independent commentary on the political and strategic background for a review of New Zealand’s defense structure and capability; (2) a clarification of the country’s role in the South Pacific; and (3) use as a possible starting point for a full examination of New Zealand’s strategic and defense requirements during the rest of the century. Templeton emphasized that his study was not commissioned by the Labour government or any private organization. Since the Institute of Policy Studies received financial support on a continuing basis from a number of national government departments, including the ministries of foreign affairs and defense, Templeton’s study indirectly
received some support from these areas, but it was “independent of outside direction.”

Templeton summed up his study by stating New Zealand should work to promote its national security by:

- cultivating a growing sense of common security;
- developing mutually supportive defense and foreign policies; and
- intensifying its participation in the search for effective measures of disarmament, with special emphasis on nuclear arms.

Additionally, a closer defense relationship with Australia would operate to New Zealand’s advantage, provided that the latter was seen to be doing its fair share. The sooner a greater bilateral defense with Australia became part of New Zealand’s policy the better, as far as Templeton was concerned. Lange was more receptive to the conclusions of this independent study and unofficially incorporated it as a third stage of the defense cycle.

**Government White Paper**

The white paper completed the government’s review of defense policy and was set aside in Parliament in February 1987. As finally incorporated in the white paper, the government stated there were two prime reasons for its defense review. The first was the need to examine defense arrangements which took into account the Labour government’s nonnegotiable policy of nuclear weapon exclusion from New Zealand and the resulting important consequences for the bilateral relationship with the United States under ANZUS. The second was the continuing requirement to adjust resources to meet defense needs.

In the white paper the central objective of the New Zealand defense policy was to preserve its security and that of the island-states for which it was responsible. The policy also focused on the need for a greater South Pacific orientation for the NZDF. The main question thus became: What is required to defend New Zealand and its regional interests?
Six fundamental issues were raised in response to the main question. The white paper contained separate sections addressed to each of the following issues:

- Against what threats must New Zealand be defended?
- What should New Zealand's security relationship be with its neighbors?
- What wider security obligations and interests does New Zealand have?
- What domestic environment factors affect its ability to meet its defense needs?
- What are the defense objectives on the basis of the strategic environment and resource limitations? and
- What military capabilities are required to meet these defense objectives?

Underlying the answers to these six key questions were two principles guiding New Zealand's defense strategy. First, the country had to exercise greater self-reliance, and, when possible, maintain the ability to meet or deter with its own resources credible threats to its security or interests. The second principle was complementary to the first. New Zealand recognized its part in an international community. Should circumstances warrant, New Zealand would work with others in collective security. The focus would still be both on Australia and especially on the South Pacific, New Zealand's area of "direct strategic concern."

The Lange government felt the white paper and the preceding review cycle represented the most fundamental change in New Zealand defense policies since World War II. Although previous white papers also stressed the need for greater emphasis on New Zealand's defense role in the South Pacific, few decisions on force structure were taken to give practical effect to this shift. According to the government, for the first time, New Zealand was adopting in formal policy terms the concept of an NZDF capability to operate independently and self-reliantly in countering low-level threats in its region of direct strategic concern. It clarified that by saying the country more probably would operate in
concert with Australia. New Zealand officials, at least in some circles, were confident with its defense policies, backed up by the right resource allocations, would “place the defence of New Zealand and its interests on a secure basis for the future.”

While Lange and his followers hailed the white paper as being just what New Zealand and the NZDF needed, others had concerns. One worry was that New Zealand wanted to remain committed to Western global security and planned to help by maintaining peace and promoting collective security in its region. Yet protecting Western security interests in a vast region without a superpower’s support (i.e., collective security using both nuclear and conventional deterrence) was an awesome task. What made it even harder were the factors of New Zealand’s isolation, small population, fragile agricultural economy, limited resources, and protection by a full-time defense force of 12,500 people.

Another worry was New Zealand’s requirement for a strong bilateral defense link with Australia, which reflected greater self-reliance but not full self-sufficiency. Despite the ANZUS rift, New Zealand placed paramount importance on a nondependent but substantial defense relationship with Australia. Whether Australia could fulfill this and still meet its own significant defense requirements was uncertain. What was certain was Australia’s refusal to replace the United States in meeting New Zealand’s defense and security needs.

Perhaps the greatest concern was about the Labour government’s strong control over all aspects of New Zealand defense policy. The Australian white paper of March 1987 contained encouraging signs for Western collective security in the greater Southwest Pacific region. Australia intended to meet its allied security commitments and national defense needs. Regrettably, the New Zealand white paper did not invoke the same positive feelings. There was no deviation from the government’s antinuclear policies and ship bans. Unlike its Australian counterpart, the concentration was generally on defense policy issues as opposed to the NZDF capabilities and equipment requirements. Perhaps the explanation for this was the fact that the New Zealand white paper was a political document. According to informed sources in Washington, it was the first defense review to be coordinated out of the
prime minister’s office by a political appointee instead of a career civil servant. In the past these procedures were left to the ministries of defense and foreign affairs. While the white paper officially was called *Defence of New Zealand—Review of Defence Policy 1987*, some unofficially thought of it as “Defence of New Zealand—David Lange’s Review of Defence Policy 1987.”

Service Capabilities (Present and Future)

Until recently the NZDF has performed well despite being limited in resources. Yet problems have begun to appear and affect the state of readiness and the generally proficient capabilities once associated with the three services. The forces are in need of upgrading and modernization to remain capable and self-reliant in the region, but such improvements are part of a slow and expensive process. One problem is common to all three NZDF services: the need to replace existing material with costly, technologically sophisticated, modern equipment. The most serious aspect of this problem deals with equipment obsolescence of several capital weapon systems.

Navy

The Royal New Zealand Navy has the most at stake in the current round of defense procurement deliberations. The naval force has only 2,600 active duty members, and a blue-water offensive capability centered on four *Leander*-class antisubmarine warfare frigates. All four vessels are due to be decommissioned for obsolescence at about the same time in the mid-1990s. Due to the long lead times required for replacing such capital assets, decisions need to be immediately made if the RNZN is going to have a frigate replacement ready to sail at the proper time. The government’s decision to fund a tanker ship capable of at-sea refueling will help increase the range effectiveness of the existing frigates. If in a few years, however, there are no frigates to refuel, then the tanker acquisition would be wasteful. The government realizes that a good naval capability is basic to its stated policy of
providing security and stability to a maritime South Pacific region. The unanswered question remains: How will it provide the necessary financial support to have and maintain such a capability?67

Air Force

The Royal New Zealand Air Force (RNZAF), with a service strength of 4,200, is a reasonably capable regional air force. Very “Americanized” in aircraft, it centers in the late-1980s on 22 A-4 Skyhawks (which replaced Canberras in 1970), and six maritime surveillance P-3 Orions. Many of the aircraft are either coming to an end in service life or have been modified and upgraded about as much as they can be. Well organized, disciplined, and professional, the RNZAF is fortunate in having quality personnel who keep the equipment in peak condition despite the aging problem. The air force maintains varying degrees of operational capabilities in five basic air roles expected in a modern air force: strike, maritime reconnaissance, transport, training, and helicopter operations. These achievements are to the RNZAF’s credit since it also has to deal with the perennial basic question of “where is the money coming from?” If the RNZN loses its blue-water capability or sees it diminished in the future, the air force will have to expand and improve its maritime elements by requiring more professionals, more funding, and new or upgraded aircraft. In an air force that is beginning to lose its recognized capabilities—due to the break with the United States, inability to have valid exercises, exchanges, and so on—the issues quickly multiply in number and impact. Like the RNZN, the RNZAF faces some serious problems.68

Army

Compared with the navy and air force, New Zealand’s army does not face the same critical problems since it does not have those kinds of major decisions on capital equipment that could affect the whole future of a small military service. However, the army cannot escape the need
for a reconsideration of its role in New Zealand’s revised area of strategic concern.

Two events are shaping the direction of the 5,800-man ground force. First is the impact of the gradual withdrawal of the 700-man battalion from Singapore to New Zealand, completed in the late 1980s. Second is the creation in late 1984 of an infantry battalion-sized force to be maintained at a high-readiness state to counter any low-intensity threats emerging within the South Pacific region. Called the Ready Reaction Force (RRF), it is similar to the Australian Army’s Operational Deployment Force (ODF). The RRF has been given priority in the Army’s portion of the defense budget for both its equipment and manpower requirements. In fact the Army’s manpower level has recently increased by 300 men to bring the RRF battalion up to a full regular strength of 1,200.69

**Defense Feature Shortfalls**

Despite the government’s plans to make the NZDF more self-reliant and capable in the region, the future does not look good for the once proud and professional military forces. Many believe the direction of the NZDF is downward. In a revised ANZUS era, part of this is due to the unclear roles of the forces where they are on the outside looking in, instead of the other way around. The limiting factors that already have started to affect capabilities include demoralization of personnel, lack of realistic exercising, economic and funding restrictions, and low public esteem. While the danger apparently is over in which New Zealand’s economic rationalists wanted to do away completely with the defense forces, many individuals remain who want to lessen the reach and power of the NZDF in the perceived “no-threat” environment. Unless the situation is closely monitored and controlled, the concern that the NZDF faces a situation of eventual “atrophy” appears justified.70

Among the existing and potential defense shortfalls discussed, there are three that appear likely to assume greater importance over time. The first concerns the perennial issue of keeping skilled personnel on active duty. Absolutely essential for the NZDF, small as it is, is retention of a
functioning core of true professional military officers and technicians. The defense budget allocates more than one-half of its amount (51.2 percent in 1982) to personnel. Yet pay and benefits are not the only issues. The government publicly must give high priority to correcting the serious outflow of valuable professionals from the services and to creating a desirable atmosphere in which young, enthusiastic, and bright New Zealanders will want to consider making a career in the NZDF. At the present time the perceptions within and without the military are not conducive to straightening out the serious personnel problem.

The second shortfall deals with capital equipment funding and replacements. Decisions are needed to plan and prepare for major weapon system changes, especially in the navy and air force. The government should increase its 15 percent defense allocation in this area. However, that seems unlikely due to the current political, economic, and moral climate in New Zealand.  

The third has to do with New Zealand’s efforts to increase defense cooperation with Australia. Australia can do only so much to help New Zealand, especially since its defense relationship with the United States is considered primary while that with New Zealand is secondary under the best of circumstances. Nevertheless, by virtue of the new bilateral relationship, it is Australia, and not New Zealand, that will be in a position to dictate many of the terms of such future defense relations. Such a situation does not appear to be in New Zealand’s best interests since that nation supposedly wants a degree of independent self-reliance in defense matters.

New Zealand Perspectives on Defense Features

Prime Minister Lange apparently harbored few illusions about his probable impact on the superpowers. He said, “Small nations (i.e., New Zealand) are like rabbits blinded by the headlights of two onrushing cars as they inexorably go and hit each other. We have no power to stop them.” Even if he believed that, Lange and his Labour party at least were sure they would be able to influence events in their own country and the South Pacific region. Concerning the defense relationship with the United States, he was pushing for a credible defense posture in the
context of effective military relationships with the *conventional* forces of other powers to promote global common security. If the United States acceded to that arrangement, New Zealand would accommodate. Failing that, New Zealand felt there was scope and promise in the relationships it maintained with the armed forces of other nations, particularly Australia.⁷⁴ (See appendix F.)

Although the collective voices of the active military establishment were downplayed and muffled, there were still others in New Zealand who continued to provide a much-needed alternative perspective on defense issues that rose above the political overtones. They highlighted a number of legitimate concerns. The former ANZUS connection, despite its problems, gave dimension and depth to many mutual defense interactions between the military of the three nations which went beyond that provided by the cooperative bilateral or multilateral arrangements. The trilateral structure allowed New Zealand a voice on defense issues and overcame isolationist tendencies. In the changed situation since the ANZUS demise, these problems were significant for New Zealand defense. A way to address them was to increase the level of defense expenditure to a consistent 2.5 percent gross domestic product for greater self-reliance. Additionally, many agreed, including Malcolm Templeton, that a substantial effort was promptly needed to bring American-New Zealand defense relations back to something approaching their previous normality and closeness. They believed the best place to begin was in behind-the-scenes, government-to-government exchanges and negotiations.⁷⁵

**United States Perspectives**

The official US government position on the break with New Zealand and the downgrading of the ANZUS alliance was well known. At the time of New Zealand’s banning of a US Navy ship from a port visit in February 1985, the US Assistant Secretary of State for the Far East and Pacific Paul D. Wolfowitz summarized the American view:

Our regional alliances are important in preventing small conflicts from even starting; and since it is from small conflicts that the greatest danger of big ones
arise, these alliances are important for preserving nuclear peace... With words, New Zealand assures us that it remains committed to ANZUS. But by its deeds, New Zealand has effectively curtailed its operational role in the alliance. A military alliance has little meaning without military co-operation, New Zealand can’t have it both ways.

Several years later the American perspective had not changed but was even firmer. The United States reluctantly suspended its security obligations to New Zealand and reaffirmed its conviction that access for allied ships and aircraft was essential to the effectiveness of the ANZUS alliance in particular and to global security in general. The Americans would not tolerate deviation from this well-established defense policy. New Zealand’s current port access policies detracted from individual and collective capacity to resist armed attack and constituted a material breach of its obligations to the United States under Article II of the ANZUS Treaty.

The United States was upset with this downgrading of relations, especially considering New Zealand’s former tradition of full and vigorous cooperation with the United States and other Western democracies. The Americans also realized that the tough issues now facing the NZDF in force structure, training, sustainability, and modernization were made even more difficult by the ongoing dispute. While Secretary of Defense Weinberger stated, “We would welcome New Zealand’s return... anytime,” the fact remained that the differences between the United States and New Zealand were far from being resolved. The differences were even more pronounced when contrasted with other official American positions, as evidenced by Weinberger’s often quoted comment, “The way you keep the peace is to be strong enough through mutual action to deter war.” Meanwhile, US military members regretted especially the problems the NZDF were going through, but could do little to assist.

Summary

Although by far the smallest of the three ANZUS partners, New Zealand has certainly had a substantial impact on alliance and regional affairs in recent years. Few could argue that past New Zealand
contributions for collective security and regional stability inside and outside ANZUS were not proportionate and useful. The nation took seriously its responsibilities for burden-sharing, first under the British and then the Americans.

A changing political climate, influenced by sustained and encompassing antinuclear attitudes evident in New Zealand and other parts of the entire region, has greatly changed the way New Zealand approaches its security and defense needs. Driven by a committed Prime Minister David Lange and encouraged by growing popular support, the country appears to have shifted its focus forever away from the earlier—and perhaps also from the revised—ANZUS formal and informal frameworks. As firm proof of the new emphasis on self-reliance and regional conventional focus, Lange organized an extensive two-year defense debate cycle. The public review was finalized with the government’s publication of a white paper on defense policy that was politicized in content and overtone. The capability and effectiveness of the once professional New Zealand Defence Forces seem to be steadily declining, despite the government’s official comments and the military’s efforts to control and correct them.

The next chapter covers several areas, to include general observations of the current state of affairs, assessments of what the future holds, and recommendations for some defense and policy option changes involving all three of the ANZUS countries.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The US security guarantee can be restored as soon as New Zealand undertakes adequate corrective measures to restore normal port and air access and return to alliance cooperation.

—James R. Lilley, US Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for East Asia and Pacific Affairs

The alliance between Australia and the US is an evolving one. . . . We can look forward to [a] robust alliance based on mutual advantage, mutual respect, and an increasing familiarity with each other.

—F. Rawdon Dalrymple, Australian Ambassador to the United States

We are determined that New Zealand will accept its responsibilities for the security of the South Pacific . . . acting not only in New Zealand's but all the US' and broader democratic interests. . . . Certainly, in any future trilateral defence cooperation, New Zealand will be a more independent, self-reliant, and valuable partner.

—David Lange, New Zealand Prime Minister

This study has considered and discussed many questions and issues dealing with changing defense and security conditions in the South and Southwest Pacific regions. Although its main purpose was not to provide recommendations for governmental decisions and policy changes, it has presented enough facts and supporting information to allow for considerable observations and assessments. They in turn suggest for the three countries concerned some areas for significant improvement in actions and policies. All of these relate in some way to
explaining and answering the original research question posed in the introductory section: What effects do the recent shifts in Australian and New Zealand defense features and security conditions have on those countries, the United States, and the region in the revised ANZUS era?

**Summary of Shifts**

The defense features and security conditions of the ANZUS showcase alliance and each of the partners have changed. Reflecting the American political leadership’s view of the basic Western connections, President Reagan said several years ago, “Our ties [with Australia and New Zealand] are a precious tradition, reflecting our many concerns and shared values.” Today, the ANZUS organization continues to provide a modified framework for such “ties” and allied cooperation in that particular region of the world, current differences with New Zealand’s Labour government notwithstanding. Yet the current differences are some of the main reasons the regional problems are growing. In addition, there remains the constant worry felt by many Australians and New Zealanders as to what extent US defense forces are really committed to protect regional security. Despite American leaders’ statements to the contrary, many believe that a general lack of real concern still exists in the United States for issues relating to the region. Whether justified or not, this perception—when added to the significantly altered defense features and security conditions and the increasing range of security-destabilizing factors—indicates a once secure region undergoing important shifts.

The United States is determined and committed to have a role in the Pacific and to be a great Pacific power. When it comes to providing military resources to the East Asia-Pacific region, the United States supports a defense strategy based on forward-deployed American forces, robust alliances, and self-sufficient nations with shared values and objectives. Because of the common interest among the United States and its East Asia-Pacific allies and friends in promoting peace and stability in the region, close defense cooperation and collective security arrangements are essential. However, like it or not, American defense assets are stretched thin. This point is particularly relevant for the
nuclear US Navy, since the vast region is so maritime in nature. That is why a full-house ANZUS, or something similar to it and with all partners assuming a fair and proportionate share of the defense burden, is so important and necessary for the South and Southwest Pacific regions.

Since many past defense practices no longer apply in this larger combined region, an obvious need for some sort of appropriate readjustment exists. The earlier willingness on the part of the Americans to let Australia and New Zealand provide most of the military presence in the region now appears unworkable and impractical.

As US Navy Adm William J. Crowe has said so often, "The US cannot, and should not, go it alone in the Asia and Pacific theater." Virtually no defense cooperation is now present between the United States and New Zealand. The result is increased bilateral cooperation between the United States and Australia to make up for the loss of the third ally's participation and to demonstrate continued strength and collective security, albeit with a different perspective. Yet it is unclear how much more extensive the US-Australian cooperative efforts can or should be. The question here becomes three-pronged for America. Are US objectives really complementary and achievable in wanting to show a greater interest in the region, pursue closer cooperative defense links with Australia, and encourage Australia to take greater responsibility for regional security? Whether ANZUS will continue to function as an operative alliance structure in these matters is still unknown.

Impact Assessments

Australia is the principal country on which will fall much of the defense responsibility for keeping the region stable. The present government in Canberra, and presumably any future one, appears willing to accept that leadership role. This position is in line with Australian policy to have a middle-power role in its region of strategic concern, which in turn allows it to make a positive contribution to Western global security. Australia is realistic in its position as a relatively small but close ally of the superpower United States. In its evolving security alliance relationship with America, Australia plans to
continue having an independent partner's say and influence. An important US concern is whether Australia's changing or new-look defense features can satisfy Australian, American, and other security objectives in the region.

The Australian government's white paper, *The Defence of Australia 1987*, is the current document that indicates future direction in Australian defense policy. For the Americans it is an important and satisfactory analysis and statement of Australian defense capabilities, requirements, and objectives in a Western security context. This white paper does much to ease US worries which were evident with the "strategy of denial" concept advocated in Paul Dibb's 1986 *Review of Australia's Defence Capabilities*. While incorporating many parts of the Dibb report, the white paper still adjusts its emphasis to demonstrate a resolve to contribute to the general Western security position.

A serious factor that remains incalculable and thus unclear is how well Australia will manage its intended self-reliance improvements. The country plans to require large amounts of constant national funds for an economic structure beset by financial problems and other pressing demands. Additionally, there must be a political will, backed up by public support, to see these many developments realized. The United States has an important interest in helping Australia have the necessary defense features to be the dominant Western force in the region. Yet America is limited by its resources, defense priorities, and other obligations. Therefore, what Australia accomplishes now and in the future requires both a strong and flexible relationship with the United States and, perhaps, a greater degree of self-improvement. Though well worth the expense and effort, fulfillment of this objective certainly will not be easy.

This security ambition will require Australia to contribute on a lasting and balanced basis even more than it is now doing for defense and security matters. In spite of problems such as lack of adequate funding and military personnel departures, extensive optimism and support remain for the changing Australian defense features. The Australian Defence Force (ADF) has the ability to improve on what is already a credible, capable, and professional military force. Within limits, Australian defense policy is forward looking and will make that country
a significant force in an overlapping region. Greater self-reliance and concurrent close alliance with the United States are essential features of this policy.

Unfortunately, a similar positive outlook is not applicable for the defense feature changes underway or likely to occur in New Zealand. Unlike its Australian counterpart, the 1987 New Zealand white paper focuses generally on the single issue of defense policy and does not address in depth the equally important issues of military capabilities and equipment requirements of the New Zealand Defence Forces (NZDF).

The New Zealand white paper is a very political statement that reflects the influence of Prime Minister David Lange and some of the more forceful antinuclear policy members in and around the ruling Labour government. To its credit, the white paper rightfully concentrates on the need for a greater and more effective South Pacific orientation for the NZDF. Such reasoning is sensible as New Zealand wants to achieve a degree of defense self-reliance, the South Pacific is its area of direct strategic concern, and its contributions there are necessary for Western security in that region. However, the political overtones and antinuclear sentiments of the government in power appear likely to override its stated objective to have and maintain a changed but capable small power, medium technology, conventional defense posture and force.

The New Zealand Labour government remains firm in its stance that ANZUS is not a nuclear alliance but a conventional one. It feels its antinuclear policies are not anti-American in any way. Consequently, the resulting dispute, impasse, and “bashing” by the United States are considered excessive by the standards of many New Zealanders (and others in the Pacific region). According to Lange, once the story is told of how hard New Zealand worked for a settlement with the United States on the issues under contention, many will be less critical of the former ally’s actions. He also points out that it was the United States, and not New Zealand, that called a halt to efforts to reach an acceptable accommodation.  

Regardless of who did what in recent diplomatic discussions, the end result appears harmful not only for the once proud NZDF but also for another security-related national asset: the New Zealand intelligence
community. Both are hurting in regards to resources, information, equipment, capabilities, and perhaps most important, skilled professionals. When security forces are relatively small, like the NZDF, the loss of good, qualified personnel is really felt. There is no cushion or room to absorb some of the departures.

The NZDF is beginning to suffer, and the trend indicates further decline is on the way. Despite the effort to increase defense cooperation with Australia, political and economic constraints limit this practical approach. Senior leaders in the NZDF, the ADF, and the US military are worried that any real drop in New Zealand defense capability and effectiveness could soon start to have serious and lasting negative impact. The downhill slide could become either permanent or very difficult (and expensive) to correct.

Suggestions for Policy-Option Improvements

When weighing the possibilities for future regional stability and security enhancement, one must think about what is or is not occurring in the South and Southwest Pacific. Fortunately for the United States, and especially the US Navy, the “Kiwi disease” of antinuclear fervor and actions has not yet effectively spread to other areas. But the antinuclear issue is far from over. New Zealand has finally passed its legislation into law. The South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone Treaty is still on the political agenda of many regional countries, including New Zealand and Australia. Although Australia officially disagrees now with New Zealand on its nuclear ship ban policy and agrees with the United States, this loyal ally could also one day assume a much greater antinuclear stance. For many Australians from a number of diverse backgrounds, the root causes of nuclear discontent remain unresolved.

The once venerable ANZUS alliance has been substantially modified. There continues to be strong US-Australian and satisfactory Australian-New Zealand bilateral defense relations, but the US-New Zealand defense cooperation link and the trilateral relationship are gone. If some sort of alliance accommodation occurs in the future and ANZUS becomes an operative full-house alliance again, it surely will not be a carbon copy of the effective arrangement that existed before.
Policy changes that could turn around negative aspects of Western security in the region are still possible. Demonstrable and workable improvements take several forms. One form requires the three ANZUS partners, represented by their political and diplomatic leaders, to reconvene their former trilateral negotiating arrangement at least once more to adjust policy and change the existing ANZUS Treaty. While a great amount of valuable time has already passed since the last get-together, it does not make sense for the Americans to delay in the hope of working with new political decisionmakers in Australia and New Zealand, since labor governments in both countries will be in power for several more years. Thus, the American leadership should undertake some sort of positive initiative as soon as possible.

How would the existing treaty be changed? The best way would be to consolidate treaty provisions to eliminate doubt and make a contractual arrangement among the members. The goal would be either to get rid of or at least acceptably compromise contentious issues. One issue would be the vagueness of the American security guarantee to come to the aid of the others and vice versa. More tangible evidence is needed of solid intent, realistic capability, and binding criteria for assistance as they affect all three countries.

Another irritant is port access. While the US Navy is entirely correct in advocating its policy of neither confirming nor denying regarding nuclear-capable ships, surely some flexibility is possible here. After all New Zealand was a rarity for US foreign relations in that it was a true, close, and trusted ally—until just a few years ago. Since the occasional American naval port calls to New Zealand were not that advantageous and were usually out of the way, the solution appears to lie in avoidance rather than confrontation during peacetime. Only during times of increased tensions or actual hostilities involving all three countries would the United States plan ship visits. New Zealand would be obligated under such circumstances to accept the ships in accordance with appropriate treaty provisions. As long as peacetime port calls are still available in more strategically located Australia, this revised position seems suitable.

The joint defense facilities in Australia need to remain functional and in place. The United States should continue operating them on an
acceptable and open basis with the host Australians. At all costs these facilities should not become bargaining chips in political and economic differences.

**New Zealand**

To be effective, any defense arrangement, whether conventional or nuclear, must be a two-way street. If a member is not sharing the burden fairly and shows no signs of changing its ways, then that member should leave that particular defense grouping, which would mean New Zealand should depart the wide-ranging alliance of ANZUS.

Yet New Zealand, by far the smallest and most narrowly focused of the three partners and now on the outside, still has a role to play—on the inside. Past performances offer proof and current regional security disturbances provide justification. New Zealand appears to be backed into a corner from which it cannot or will not emerge. As long as its political leaders insist on having the final say on these issues, the country's defense and intelligence forces are going to suffer. The expected end result, if the present course of events continues, will be advantageous to no one.

To correct this, New Zealand can improve its defense conditions and satisfy its security requirements in several ways. First, the national politicians—especially the prime and defense ministers—must listen to and heed the advice of their senior military and defense officials. Better balanced and more appropriate long-range defense policy and objectives will follow.

Second, a realistic approach to regional security issues is vital. Fundamental to this is an acceptance and understanding that the United States is neither the source of nor savior for all security problems. However, working closely with or alongside the Americans in a Western-oriented collective arrangement is better than being opposed or neutral.

Third, the country should not expect too much from Australia under the present conditions. Their bilateral defense relations have some promise in a capacity as complementary support but not as a substitute
for previous arrangements, like those found mostly within a full-house ANZUS.

Fourth, a suitable gesture of value and a desire for improved defense relations are needed. The most visible way, with the biggest impact, would be a repeal of the recently passed antinuclear legislation. While the basic components of governmental antinuclear policy will not go away—and the Americans need to realize and accept them for what they are—the symbolic removal of the law should do much to improve Australian and American receptiveness to compromise.

Finally, if New Zealand does repeal the antinuclear law, it should quickly yet quietly adopt a low profile, try to keep the defense forces’ capabilities from falling further, and wait for the other ANZUS partners to act.

Australia

Australia has a pivotal role in these policy-option improvements. That role is consistent with Australian wishes to have more security influence in their areas of strategic concern and proportionate importance in the greater Western security network.

Two arrangements are possible. If an operative full-house ANZUS returns in some revitalized form, Australia should have an increased central position. Going along with the added benefits will be greater responsibilities and obligations. On the other hand, if the ANZUS alliance ceases to exist, Australia should have a lead in pushing for stronger bilateral defense relations between America-Australia and Australia-New Zealand. The middle power will then need to function effectively as a defense-related bridge between the two smaller and revised security arrangements.

In addition Australia should continue its unique defense policy objective of greater self-reliance combined with support from the United States. Proper and sustained political and economic backing are critical for success in these areas. Australian leaders accept these responsibilities, professional military members want them, and the general public must be willing to support these and related efforts. Though Australia will not be able to have all it wants, do everything it
needs, and accomplish them all on time, the defense future is reasonably bright. What remains essential is Australia's ability to keep its defense objectives and policies steady and on track.

**United States**

While New Zealand still can have a productive security role and Australia needs to increase its value as a pivotal force, the United States has probably the primary role in seeing that these positive policy improvements occur. Such progress will take several forms.

First, the United States and Australia need to strive for even closer defense cooperation and security-related diplomatic coordination. This process, already well under way, has to go on whether in or out of an ANZUS structure. The United States, while benefiting some from the cross flow, must plan to continue providing the majority of the logistics and intelligence support that went into the former ANZUS arrangement.

Second, at the same time the United States must be willing to follow its expressed wishes and let Australia take a leading security role in the region. Since actions speak louder than words, America must be prepared to make some allowances and move the extra distance on certain issues. The United States might have to support or at least discuss more effectively, on a basis of equality with Australia, selected security and nonsecurity issues—such as the South Pacific nuclear free zone, wheat sales, and arms control—that are very important to Australia and the region. Failure to do these things and to give adequate support might force America to bring its own security and defense forces into the region in the absence of a viable security partner. This extreme measure is not acceptable, desirable, or achievable in either the short- or long-term for the United States.

Third, the superpower must be willing to allow its other contributing partners, be it Australia alone or together again with New Zealand, to have independent voices and to disagree when necessary. Like it or not, American political leaders cannot always expect to have their way—especially in a combined region not their own but still strategically important—and have others, whether allies or friends, blindly follow. Accordingly, America has to be sincerely willing to bend
a bit, become more flexible, and get closer to Australia now, and maybe to New Zealand eventually. The ultimate objective must be for the three countries to seek equal and fair partnership again in a special asymmetrical state of defense cooperation.

Fourth, America should have a more consistent and active presence in the region. This greater and more visible role does not have to be just along military lines. As the most powerful Western player, the United States must design an appropriate long-range defense policy to mesh with its own foreign, economic, and political objectives as well as with those of its friends and allies in the region. The United States has to be sensitive to the legitimate aspirations and requirements of others, including the small and vulnerable island-nations of the South Pacific community. Efforts to provide more support for regional political institutions, to increase economic assistance, and to take seriously the French nuclear testing issue should be priorities for American strategy in the region.

Fifth, the United States should examine the possibilities to reopen discussion with New Zealand on a variety of defense and security-related issues. Any further penalties or punishing of New Zealand by the United States would be excessive and should be discouraged. The defense forces and the intelligence community of that small nation are already suffering. Given time and some breathing room, New Zealand’s politicians might eventually try to work out arrangements acceptable to all sides. The improved defense and security relations should outweigh the perceived losses from compromising. To avoid again the spectacle of the world watching the superpower “bash” the smaller country, these future probes should be done in a low-key manner and with patience. Australia would be an ideal mediator.

Final Comment

The South and Southwest Pacific regions are still intact and Western oriented. Past experience has shown Australia and New Zealand to be exceptionally valued security partners for the United States. The former close allies were loyal, supportive, and friendly, especially since their common bonds were forged by fighting together during World War II.
Even though Australia needs to assume a true regional leadership role, the United States ultimately retains the power and resources to bring about real change, and it needs to take timely and meaningful action to keep the relationship from further deterioration.

At relatively slight political and economic costs, the United States can still provide the critical impetus in working out acceptable security arrangements. The most important requirements for the United States, Australia, and eventually New Zealand will be full support and cooperation on an equitable burden-sharing basis and with the right degrees of defense self-reliance and independence. The security partners have worked well together in the past. Hope exists that a revised ANZUS, or some other Western-style defense relationship, will be available to guarantee that genuine South and Southwest Pacific regional security extends well into the future.

Notes


It has been almost 40 years since ANZUS was created and more than five years since the “showcase” alliance began to unravel. (Appendix G lists significant events from 1983 to 1987.) By 1990, the alliance had undergone major revisions and most likely would never return to its former arrangement. Based on that reality, all parties concerned should focus on how the revised alliance structure and the related defense changes for Australia, New Zealand, and the United States can adjust and continue to contribute to the important security requirements of the region and, in turn, to Western collective security.

Security must be understood to be just one of several basic elements that influence the way each country, by itself or with others, conducts foreign and domestic policies. In fact, it is the complicated and powerful interaction of politics, economics, trade, and security that drives the entire process. While one element might dominate at any given time, they all exert constant pressures, constraints, and impulses.

Defense in peacetime, especially for Australia and New Zealand, occupies the “back burners” of government policies. Whoever determines the proper ways to achieve regional stability must pay heed to the reality of where defense fits into the overall scheme of things.

Another influencing factor is the changing threat environment, both external and internal. Providing adequate defense resources to meet the threats to regional stability is a primary justification for military forces. No one can deny that the changes in the world scene that began in the late 1980s are momentous and even frightening, since their final outcomes are so unknown and unpredictable.

Such uncertainty makes life for Western defense planners and strategists difficult as they try to maintain existing military capabilities and improve in those areas most relevant for the projected needs. Although the stability of the South and Southwest Pacific regions does not appear threatened by any major power (e.g., the Soviet Union), now is not the time to relax. The unknowns about possible external threats
in the future dictate that effective military forces must be capable and
in being today.

Internal threats and disturbances also are present in a region once
envied for its peace and stability. With the diminishing of the "Lake
ANZUS" concept, there is a wide variety of destabilizing factors, both
real and possible. Ethnic and racial unrest has appeared in several areas,
such as Fiji, Papua New Guinea, and Indonesia. Antinuclear protests
have become a way of life for many. Economic imbalances and lack of
hope cause potential vulnerabilities that could upset the "Pacific way"
of doing things and resolving differences.

In this regional atmosphere of change and turmoil, defense forces can
impact stability and security, which will affect both the short- and
long-term interests of the Western countries. The question is still
relevant: What present and future effects will the recent shifts of
Australian and New Zealand defense features and security conditions
have on those countries, the United States, and the region in the revised
ANZUS era? There is no crystal ball that will reveal the future of
regional security; but we can make several observations about the
direction in which Australian and New Zealand defense forces and
policies appear to be heading.

As the middle power that seeks to have a greater regional role and a
modified intermediary function, Australia feels both positive and
negative impacts associated with the ongoing changes. On the positive
side, it is trying to implement and sustain the forward-looking defense
policies spelled out in the 1987 defense white paper. Through training
and proper equipping, the Australian Defence Force (ADF) is perhaps
better prepared than ever before in peacetime to deploy elements at short
notice and then operate them effectively—whether as single service,
joint, or combined forces—in limited combat conditions.

The expanded Australian-American defense arrangement, made
stronger and more necessary due to the demise of the trilateral ANZUS
arrangement, is in good shape. There is a genuine cooperative
relationship that exhibits both flexibility and growth. A vivid example
of the two allies fighting side by side was seen in the 1989 Kangaroo
exercise held in northern Australia. In its largest warfighting exercise
ever conducted in peacetime, Australia had more than 23,000 military
members (almost one-third of the active force) participating with 2,300 Americans.\(^1\) This type of combined operations promotes better understanding and unity among military professionals and should continue.

A step in the right direction concerning equipping issues was the long-delayed decision to proceed with the Australian and New Zealand frigate-building program (10 West German-designed ships with the option for two more). Australia will coproduce eight frigates and New Zealand two in a binational program. Major construction will take place in Australia and extensive subcontracting in New Zealand. This program will help modernize both countries’ navies and cause a boost for defense industries. Additionally, a construction program for six Swedish-designed submarines (with an option for an additional two) to replace the ones now in the Australian navy will start soon. The continued development of the Australian-designed Jindalee over-the-horizon radar network for surveillance of Australia’s northern approaches shows great promise.\(^2\)

Despite these positive indicators, negative aspects make the apparently sound Australian defense program and buildup—argued consistently and well by long-serving Minister of Defence Kim Beazley—perhaps too ambitious and thus stretched out or even unachievable in certain areas.\(^3\) Two issues stand out.

First, Australia has major budgetary and resource constraints. There is the distinct possibility that the government, still led by practical Prime Minister Bob Hawke but faced with pressing fiscal priorities and economic shortfalls, will underfund its current and future defense programs. As a result, the ADF will develop a greater capability for some limited operational roles, but at the continued expense of having a self-reliant and independent force able to conduct sustained national operations.\(^4\)

Second, and more serious, is the high loss rate among active duty service members who leave the ADF, especially prevalent among midlevel officers, senior noncommissioned officers, and technicians (i.e., those most skilled and experienced). Manpower attrition has developed into a clear crisis. In the last four years of the 1980s, more than one-half of the ADF left the military. As Australia invests heavily
in a high-technology deterrent force, the ADF is not retaining the people needed to operate and maintain it.

The New Zealand Defence Forces (NZDF) have their own problems. While the new frigate build/acquisition is a positive aspect, it should be noted that the prolonged debate concerning the expense of replacing New Zealand’s fleet of aging frigates is one reason the decision to build took so long. As it now stands, by the time New Zealand’s navy gets its new ships in the late 1990s, its existing fleet will be obsolete.

Like the ADF, the NZDF is experiencing an excessively high loss rate of valuable personnel. Because of the NZDF’s small size, the problem is felt more profoundly when good people depart the military earlier than planned.

In addition, three important consequences have resulted from the estrangement of NZDF from those of the United States. The first two consequences are related. There has been a definite loss of access to subsidized US military equipment, and so New Zealand has been forced to place greater reliance on Australia for its military equipment and military exercise needs. The third consequence has spun off from the political debate surrounding defense issues and could acquire greater influence in and out of government. Political leftist groups have been greatly encouraged to pursue their policies further by reducing defense spending and introducing more isolationist tendencies.

The problems must be seen in the context of the politics and economics that occupy center stage in New Zealand life. In regards to politics, Prime Minister David Lange stepped down as leader in 1989. His controversial five-year rule was marked by a vigorous pursuit (albeit inherited from former Labour party platforms) of antinuclear policies and quarrels with Western nuclear powers, primarily the United States. He was adamant in his beliefs to the end. During a final visit as prime minister to the United States in early 1989—when he lectured at Yale University but was not invited to Washington—he was candid as usual. On whether New Zealand in its relationship with the United States might try to edge back to “business as usual,” he stated, “To ensure that there is no misunderstanding I think it best to say clearly that as between the US and New Zealand the security alliance is a dead letter.”
Lange's replacement, Geoffrey Palmer, represents the center of the Labour party, but it is still doubtful that there will be any reassessment of the antinuclear policies and addressing of the differences between the two former allies. Antinuclear sentiment runs throughout the entire Labour party, the political opposition, and the New Zealand people, despite their expressed pro-American feelings.

In the area of economics, New Zealand—a social welfare state among Western developed nations—is in the midst of a major restructuring that takes precedence over most other issues, including defense. When the Labour government assumed office in the mid-1980s, New Zealand had a small, vulnerable national economy that was oversheltered, overregulated, and living far beyond its means. In servicing its considerable domestic and overseas debt (which siphoned off almost $1 in every $10 of the gross national product), the country had undergone almost no growth. Lange and Minister of Finance Roger Douglas introduced some major long-term economic reforms which eventually should help New Zealand recover and be more competitive. In the meantime, there will be only limited funds available for back-burner defense forces.

The United States remains the final player in this revised ANZUS game. Its main participants in the Reagan administration, led by Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger and Secretary of State George P. Shultz, are gone. The George Bush administration is a new team operating in a new era.

Paul M. Cleveland, the US ambassador to New Zealand during the main period of change and troubles (1986-89), noted in a farewell speech that now was a good time to correct past problems. "We appear to be at the end of an old and the beginning of a new international-relations era, and the times call for extensive public discussion of alternative international goals and policies," he said. Concerning a return of New Zealand to full membership in the Western partnership, Cleveland said that "further repairs will be necessary in the security area. The operative questions are largely for [New Zealand] to address." He concluded on a somewhat positive note, "Because we live together on this globe, share a strategic interest in the region, and have much in
common, and because we care, we will be watching with interest how you proceed.”

This discussion returns to the suggested recommendations for both substantive and symbolic improvements contained in the concluding chapter. Nothing has changed. Consequently, the United States has a pivotal role in ensuring that collective security in some form exists in the South and Southwest Pacific regions. Both Australia and New Zealand need to pursue their own programs of greater defense self-reliance and increased independence. Yet, for these programs to be effective and practical, certain degrees of cooperative support, interaction, and dependence must occur between those two nations and the United States.

While the ANZUS security alliance as it was will not occur again, some other Western security arrangement should be in place. Now is the time for each country’s political and military leaders to firm up the modern foundation for lasting regional stability. Given the right conditions, it not only can but must be done, and the sooner the better.

Notes


# Appendix A

## Regional Country/Island Profiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country/Island</th>
<th>Political Status</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Defense Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Samoa</td>
<td>US Territory</td>
<td>36,000</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>16,200,000</td>
<td>(1) 70,000 Regulars (2) 31,000 Reserves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook Islands</td>
<td>Self-Governing State in Free Association with New Zealand</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>None (Defended by New Zealand)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>690,000</td>
<td>(A) 2,700 Regulars (B) 300 Reserves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Polynesia</td>
<td>French Territory</td>
<td>160,000</td>
<td>None (Defended by France)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiribati (Formerly Gilbert Islands)</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>62,000</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Caledonia</td>
<td>French Territory</td>
<td>145,000</td>
<td>None (Defended by France)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>3,300,000</td>
<td>(A) 12,500 Regulars (B) 9,500 Reserves (1) 3,000 Regulars (2) 6,500 Territorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niue</td>
<td>Self-Governing State in Free Association with New Zealand</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>None (Defended by New Zealand)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>3,400,000</td>
<td>3,200 (Some informal defense obligations from Australia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Islands</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>250,000</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokelau</td>
<td>New Zealand Territory</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>None (Defended by New Zealand)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonga</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>Several Hundreds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Samoa</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanuatu (Formerly New Hebrides)</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>130,000</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Partyesto thisTreaty,

Reaffirming their faith in the purpose and principles of the Charter of the United Nations and their desire to live in peace with all peoples and all Governments, and desiring to strengthen the fabric of peace in the Pacific Area,

Noting that the United States already has arrangements pursuant to which its armed forces are stationed in the Philippines, and has armed forces and administrative responsibilities in the Ryukyus, and upon the coming into force of Japanese Peace Treaty may also station armed forces in and about Japan to assist in the preservation of peace and security in the Japan Area,

Recognizing that Australia and New Zealand as members of the British Commonwealth of Nations have military obligations outside as well as within the Pacific Area,

Desiring to declare publicly and formally their sense of unity, so that no potential aggressor could be under the illusion that any of them stand alone in the Pacific Area, and

Desiring further to coordinate their efforts for collective defence for the preservation of peace and security pending the development of a more comprehensive system of regional security in the Pacific Area,

Therefore declare and agree as follows:

Article I

The Parties undertake, as set forth in the Charter of the United Nations, to settle any international disputes in which they may be involved by peaceful means in such a manner that international peace and security and justice are not
endangered and to refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force in any manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations.

Article II

In order more effectively to achieve the objective of this Treaty the Parties separately and jointly by means of continuous and effective self-help and mutual aid will maintain and develop their individual and collective capacity to resist armed attack.

Article III

The Parties will consult together whenever in the opinion of any of them the territorial integrity, political independence or security of any of the Parties is threatened in the Pacific.

Article IV

Each Party recognizes that an armed attack in the Pacific Area on any of the Parties would be dangerous to its own peace and safety and declares that it would act to meet the common danger in accordance with its constitutional processes.

Any such armed attack and all measures taken as a result thereof shall be immediately reported to the Security Council of the United Nations. Such measures shall be terminated when the Security Council has taken the measures necessary to restore and maintain international peace and security.

Article V

For the purpose of Article IV, an armed attack on any of the Parties is deemed to include an armed attack on the metropolitan territory of any of the Parties, or on the island territories under its jurisdiction in the Pacific or on its armed forces, public vessels or aircraft in the Pacific.
Article VI

This Treaty does not affect and shall not be interpreted as affecting in any way the rights and obligations of the Parties under the Charter of the United Nations or the responsibility of the United Nations for the maintenance of international peace and security.

Article VII

The parties hereby establish a Council, consisting of their Foreign Ministers or their Deputies, to consider matters concerning the implementation of this Treaty. The Council should be so organized as to be able to meet at any time.

Article VIII

Pending the development of a more comprehensive system of regional security in the Pacific Area and the development by the United Nations of more effective means to maintain international peace and security, the Council, established by Article VII, is authorized to maintain a consultative relationship with States, Regional Organizations, Associations of States or other authorities in the Pacific Area in a position to further the purposes of this Treaty and to contribute to the security of that Area.

Article IX

This Treaty shall be ratified by the Parties in accordance with their respective constitutional processes. The instruments of ratification shall be deposited as soon as possible with the Government of Australia, which will notify each of the other signatories of such deposit. The Treaty shall enter into force as soon as the ratifications of the signatories have been deposited.

Article X

This Treaty shall remain in force indefinitely. Any Party may cease to be a member of the Council established by Article VII one year after notice has been given to the Government of Australia, which will inform the Governments of the other Parties of the deposit of such notice.
Article XI

This Treaty in the English language shall be deposited in the Archives of the Government of Australia. Duly certified copies thereof will be transmitted by that Government to the Governments of each of the other signatories.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed this Treaty.

DONE at the city of San Francisco this first day of September, 1951.

For Australia: PERCY C. SPENDER

For New Zealand: C.A. BERENDSEN

For the United States of America: DEAN ACHESON

JOHN FOSTER DULLES

ALEXANDER WILEY

JOHN J. SPARKMAN

Appendix C

Defense Forces of Australia

GDP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>GDP (A$)</th>
<th>GDP ($US)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1984/5</td>
<td>209.54bn</td>
<td>162.48bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985/6</td>
<td>231.98bn</td>
<td>162.36bn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1984/5</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985/6</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inflation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Inflation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1985/6</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Debt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Debt ($US)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>54.3bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>68.2bn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Def budget

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Def budget (A$)</th>
<th>Def budget ($US)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1985/6</td>
<td>6.67bn</td>
<td>4.67bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986/7</td>
<td>7.42bn</td>
<td>4.80bn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$US 1 = A$:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Exchange Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1984/5</td>
<td>1.2896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985/6</td>
<td>1.4288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986/7</td>
<td>1.5461</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$A = Australian dollars

Population: 16,428,000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-30</td>
<td>1,735,000</td>
<td>1,677,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-45</td>
<td>1,775,000</td>
<td>1,723,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL ARMED FORCES:
Active: 70,500.

Terms of Service: voluntary.
Reserves: 26,112.

ARMY: 32,000.

1 field force command: 7 military districts.
1 infantry division w/3 brigades (1 mechanized, 2 infantry) each 2 battalions.
1 armored regiment (3 squadrons).
1 reconnaissance regiment.
1 armored personnel carrier (APC) regiment.
3 artillery regiments (1 medium, 2 field); 1 locating battery.
1 air defense (AD) regiment; 1 light AD battery.
1 field engineer, 1 construction, 1 field survey regiments.
2 signals regiments; 6 independent squadrons.
1 Special Air Service (SAS) regiment (3 squadrons).
3 transport regiments (1 air support).
ANZUS IN REVISION

7 supply battalions.
1 independent infantry company.

Army Aviation:
1 rgmt (2 recce, 1 command support, 1 utility sqdns).
5 independent squadrons (plus 9 reserve).
1 aviation school + base workshop battalion.

Logistics command HQ:
11 transport units, 6 supply, 4 workshop battalions; 9 supply, 7 workshop companies.

Training command.
RESERVES include: 2 division HQs, 1 Field Force Group HQ; 4 brigade HQs; 4 recce regiments, 3 independent squadrons; 16 infantry battalions, 5 independent companies; 5 artillery regiments (4 field, 1 medium), 3 independent field batteries, 2 locating batteries; 5 engineer regiments (3 field, 2 construction); 7 signals, 9 transport squadrons; 1 cdo regiment, 2 cdo companies; 3 surveillance units.

Equipment:
Tanks: 103 Leopard 1A3.
AFV: MICV: 63 M-113 with 76mm gun (48 with Scorpion, 15 with Saladin turrets).
APC: 725 M-113 (including variants).
Artillery: Howitzer: 105mm: 258; 155mm: 36 M-198.
Mortar: 81mm: 280.
ATK: RCL: 84mm: Carl Gustav; 106mm: 70 M-40.
ATGW: 10 Milan.
AD: SAM: Redeye, 20 Rapier, 18 RBS-70.
Aviation: Aircraft: 14 1PC-6 Turbo-Porter, 13 GAF N-22B Missionmaster.
Helicopter: 47 Bell 206B-1 Kiowa.
Marine: 16 LCM, 87 LARC-5 amphibious craft.
(On order: 105 105mm light guns, 42 RBS-70 SAM launchers; 25 2-70 helicopters).

NAVY: 15,700 (including Fleet Air Arm).
Fleet Command, Support Command, 6 Naval Area commands.
Bases: Sydney (HQ), Melbourne, Jervis Bay, Brisbane, Cairns, Darwin, Fremantle.

Submarines: 6 Oxley (modernized Oberon class).
Destroyers: 3 Perth (US Adams) ASW (being modernized) with 1 Standard SAM, 2 Ikara ASW.
Frigates: 9:
4 Adelaide (FFG-7) with 1 Harpoon SSM, 1 Standard SAM, 2 AS-350 helicopters;
5 River with 1 x 4 Seacat SAM/SSM, 1 Ikara ASW.

**Patrol craft**; large: 20: 15 PCF-420 Freemantle, 5 Attack (5 Reserve training).

**Minehunters**: 2:
- 1 modernized British Ton coastal;
- 1 Bay-class inshore catamaran.

**Amphibious**: LCT: 6 (1 Reserve training, 3 in reserve).

**Support**: LSH: 1 (heavy amphibious transport ship).
- 1 Fleet flagship/destroyer tender with 1 Wessex/Sea King helicopter.
- 1 ex-ocean ferry (training/logistics support).
- 1 replenishment tanker.
- 3 Marine Science Force survey ships.

**FLEET AIR ARM**: (1,200);
- no combat aircraft, 7 armed helicopters.

**ASW**: 1 helicopter squadron with 7 Sea King Mk 50.

**Utility/SAR**: 2 squadrons:
- 1 helicopter squadron with 10 Wessex 31 B;
- 1 composite squadron with 6 Bell (3 UH-1B, 3 206B),
  6 AS-350B Ecureuil (Squirrel) helicopters, 2 HS-748 Electronic Warfare training aircraft.

(On order: 2 FFG-7 frigates, 1 Bay-class MCM catamaran; 16 Sikorsky S-70B2 ASW helicopters).

**AIR FORCE**: 22,800:
- some 148 combat aircraft, no armed helicopters.

**FGA/rece**: 2 squadrons with 14 F-111C, 4 F-111A, 4 RF-111C.

**Interceptor/FGA**: 3 squadrons with 60 Mirage III O, 12 Mirage I I D.

**Maritime Recce**: 2 squadrons with 20 P-3C Orion.

**OCU**: 1 squadron with some 21 F/A-18, 13 MB-326H.

**Forward air control**: 1 flight with 4 CA-25 Winjeel.

**Transport**: 6 squadrons:
- 2 with 24 C-130E/H Hercules;
- 1 with 4 Boeing 707-338C (to be tanker aircraft);
- 2 with 20 CC-08 (DHC-4 Caribou);
- 1 VIP with 4 BAe (2 BAC-111, 2 HS-748), 3 Falcon 20.

**Helicopter**: Transport: 1 medium helicopter squadron with 8 CH-47 Chinook (3 in reserve).

**Utility**: 3 helicopter squadrons with 30 UH-1B/H Iroquois.

(All helicopters, except CH-47, to be transferred to Army 1987-97).

**Training**: 81 MB-326H (life-extended), 8 HS-748T2, 48 CT-4/4A Airtrainer aircraft, 18 AS-350 Ecureuil helicopters.

ANZUS IN REVISION

**ASM:** AGM-84 Harpoon.

**Air Defence:** Jindalee OTH-B radar: 1 on trials, 4 planned.

(On order: some 54 F/A-18 FGA/interceptor/training, 67 PC-9 training aircraft, 14 S-70 helicopters).

**Forces Abroad:**
Malaysia/Singapore: 1 infantry company, 1 squadron with Mirage IIIO, and 1 flight with CC-08 aircraft.
Papua New Guinea: 135 personnel and; 1 training unit, 1 engineer unit, and 100 advisors.
Indian Ocean: 2 destroyers 1 amphibious (Headquarters Perth).
Advisers in Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, Fiji, Tonga, and Western Samoa.

**Para-Military:**
Bureau of Customs; 10 GAF N-22B Searchmaster maritime recce aircraft; 6 small craft.

### Appendix D

**Major Military Exercises of ANZUS Members—Mid-1982 to Mid-1983**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPROXIMATE DATE</th>
<th>EXERCISE NAME</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>COUNTRIES</th>
<th>SERVICE COMPONENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JULY 1982</td>
<td>(A) FREEDOM PENNANT</td>
<td>MARITIME &amp; AMPHIBIOUS</td>
<td>US, AUS</td>
<td>NAVY, ARMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B) PACIFIC RESERVE</td>
<td>LAND WARFARE</td>
<td>US, AUS</td>
<td>ARMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C) PITCH BLACK</td>
<td>AIR DEFENSE AMPHIBIOUS</td>
<td>AUS</td>
<td>ALL SERVICES, NAVY, ARMY, JOINT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(D) DIAMOND DOLLAR</td>
<td></td>
<td>AUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCTOBER 1982</td>
<td>(A) THERMAL GALE</td>
<td>SPECIAL WARFARE &amp; COUNTER-TERRORIST</td>
<td>US, AUS</td>
<td>SPECIAL FORCES, OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B) BOMB COMP</td>
<td>AIR WARFARE</td>
<td>US, AUS</td>
<td>AIR FORCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C) RED FLAG</td>
<td>AIR WARFARE</td>
<td>US, AUS</td>
<td>AIR FORCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(D) FIVE POWER (IADS)</td>
<td>AIR DEFENCE</td>
<td>AUS, NZ, UK, MALAYSIA, SINGAPORE (FPDA)</td>
<td>AIR FORCE, NAVY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVEMBER 1982</td>
<td>(A) SAND-GROPER</td>
<td>MARITIME</td>
<td>US, AUS, NZ</td>
<td>AIR FORCE, ARMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B) COMMAND &amp; SIGNALS</td>
<td></td>
<td>US, AUS, NZ</td>
<td>ARMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C) FIN-CASTLE TROPHY</td>
<td>ASW</td>
<td>AUS, NZ, UK, CANADA</td>
<td>AIR FORCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JANUARY 1983</td>
<td>(A) TASMAN RESERVE</td>
<td>LAND WARFARE</td>
<td>AUS, NZ</td>
<td>ARMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B) PACIFIC RESERVE</td>
<td>LAND WARFARE</td>
<td>US, AUS</td>
<td>ARMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARCH 1983</td>
<td>(A) SEA EAGLE</td>
<td>ASW</td>
<td>US, AUS, NZ</td>
<td>AIR FORCE, NAVY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B) FIVE POWER IADS</td>
<td>AIR DEFENSE</td>
<td>FPDA</td>
<td>AIR FORCE, NAVY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C) TASMAN RESERVE</td>
<td>LAND WARFARE</td>
<td>AUS, NZ</td>
<td>ARMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRIL 1983</td>
<td>(A) FPDA</td>
<td>COMMAND POST</td>
<td>AUS, NZ, UK, MALAYSIA, SINGAPORE</td>
<td>ARMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B) COPY THUNDER</td>
<td>AIR SUPERIORITY</td>
<td>US, AUS, PHILLIPINES</td>
<td>AIR FORCE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix D (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPROXIMATE DATE</th>
<th>EXERCISE NAME</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>COUNTRIES</th>
<th>SERVICE COMPONENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAY 1983</td>
<td>(C) ROLL CALL</td>
<td>MARITIME</td>
<td>US, AUS, NZ, UK, CANADA</td>
<td>NAVY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(A) WANTOK WARRIOR</td>
<td>LAND WARFARE</td>
<td>AUS, PNG</td>
<td>ARMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B) NEW HORIZON</td>
<td>MARITIME</td>
<td>AUS, INDONESIA</td>
<td>NAVY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C) PACIFIC BOND</td>
<td>LAND WARFARE</td>
<td>US, AUS</td>
<td>ARMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(D) REINDEER</td>
<td>LAND WARFARE</td>
<td>AUS, UK</td>
<td>ARMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(E) BULLSEYE</td>
<td>AERIAL</td>
<td>CANADA, UK</td>
<td>AIR FORCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(F) PITCH BLACK</td>
<td>AERIAL</td>
<td>AUS</td>
<td>ALL SERVICES, JOINT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNE 1983</td>
<td>(A) VOLANT RODEO</td>
<td>AERIAL</td>
<td>US, AUS</td>
<td>AIR FORCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B) STARFISH</td>
<td>MARITIME</td>
<td>FPDA</td>
<td>AIR FORCE, NAVY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C) COBRA KING</td>
<td>LAND WARFARE</td>
<td>AUS, THAILAND</td>
<td>ARMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(D) NORTH STAR/ SOUTHERN CROSS</td>
<td>LAND WARFARE</td>
<td>AUS, UK</td>
<td>ARMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(E) TROPIC LIGHTNING</td>
<td>LAND WARFARE &amp; COMMAND POST</td>
<td>US, AUS</td>
<td>ARMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCTOBER 1983</td>
<td>(A) KANGAROO</td>
<td>COMBINED ARMS</td>
<td>US, AUS, NZ</td>
<td>ALL SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTINUOUS</td>
<td>(A) EXERCISE SERIES—ANZUS RELATED TO INCLUDE US 7TH FLEET</td>
<td>MARITIME &amp; AMPHIBIOUS</td>
<td>US, AUS</td>
<td>NAVY, ARMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B) EXERCISE SERIES</td>
<td>LAND WARFARE</td>
<td>AUS, MALAYSIA</td>
<td>ARMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C) TAMEX (5X)</td>
<td>ASW</td>
<td>US, AUS, NZ</td>
<td>AIR FORCE, NAVY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(D) WILLOH</td>
<td>AIR WARFARE</td>
<td>AUS, NZ</td>
<td>AIR FORCE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix E

Defense Forces of New Zealand

GDP  
1984/85: $NZ 40.40bn ($US 21.36bn)  
1985/86: $NZ 44.09bn ($US 22.70bn)

growth  
1985/86: 0.8%  
1986/87: -0.8%

Inflation  
1985: 6.3%  
1986: 10.4%

Debt  
1985: $US 14.7bn  
1986: $US 14.9bn

Def budget  
1985/86: $NZ 911.58m (US$ 469.35m)  
1986/87: $NZ 1.06bn (US$ 560.79m)

FMA  
1984: $US 1.2m  
1985: $US 1.4m

$US 1 = $NZ  
(1984/85): 1.8914  
(1985/86): 1.9422

$NZ = New Zealand dollars

Population: 3,317,000  
18-30  
31-45

Men:  
379,000  
339,000

Women:  
368,000  
340,000

TOTAL ARMED FORCES:
Active: 12,600.

Terms of service: voluntary, supplemented by Territorial Army service: 7 weeks basic, 20 days per year.


ARMY: 5,800.
2 infantry battalions.
1 artillery battery.
1 light armored squadron.
1 SAS squadron.
Reserves: Territorial Army: 6 infantry battalions, 4 field, 1 medium artillery batteries, 1 recce, 1 APC, 1 ATK sqdns.
ANZUS IN REVISION

**Equipment:**

**Tanks:** light: 26 *Scorpion.*

**APC:** 72 M-113.

**Artillery:** 57: Guns: 105mm: 8 Hamel; 140mm: 10 5.5-in. Howitzer: 105mm: 39 (including pack).

**Mortar:** 81mm: 74.

**ATK:** RL: LAW. RCL: 84mm: *Carl Gustav*; 106mm: 18 M-40.

(On order: 16 Hamel 105mm guns).

**NAVY:** 2,600.

*Base:* Auckland.

**Frigates:** 4 *Leander* with 1 *Wasp* helicopter:
- 3 have 1 x 4 *Seacat* SAM;
- 1 has 2 x 4 *Seacat*, 1 *Ikara* ASW.

**Patrol craft, large:** 4 *Lake*; **inshore:** 4 *Kiwi* (Reserves).

**Survey vessels:** 3.

**Miscellaneous:** 1 oceanographic vessel.

**Helicopter:** 7 Westland *Wasp* (see Air Force).


**AIR FORCE:** 4,200.

*43 combat aircraft, 7 armed helicopters.*

**Operations Group:**

*FGA:* 2 squadrons with 17 A-4K, 5 TA-4K *Skyhawk.*

*MR:* 1 squadron with 6 P-3K *Orion.*

*COIN:* 1 with 15 BAC-167 *Strikemaster.*

*ASW helicopters:* 7 *Wasp* (Navy-assigned).

**Transport:** 3 squadrons:

- **aircraft:** 1 with 5 C-130H *Hercules*, 1 with 7 HS-748 *Andover*, 2 Boeing 727-100C;
- **helicopters:** 1 with 6 *Sioux* (Bell 47), 12 Bell UH-1D/H.

Communications: 1 flight with 3 Cessna 421C.

**Support Group:**

**Training:** 1 wing with 4 *Airtourer*, 15 CT-4 *Airtrainer*, 3 F-27 *Friendship* aircraft; 3 *Sioux* helicopters.
Forces Abroad:
Singapore: 1 infantry battalion with logistics support, 1 support helicopter unit (3 UH-1); to be withdrawn.
Egypt (Sinai MFO): 35; 2 UH-1 helicopters; now withdrawn.

Appendix F

The Government of New Zealand’s Position on Ship Visits

New Zealand Prime Minister David Lange’s statement appeared in the 13 April 1985 edition of the New Zealand Listener magazine and is the Labour Party’s view of the position of the United States and New Zealand regarding ship visits.

In the face of the New Zealand Government’s determination to persist in its intention to exclude nuclear weapons, the US made a request for a port visit by a vessel which appeared to comply with New Zealand’s policy. The difficulty for the New Zealand Government was that the Americans could not allow themselves to be seen to be complying with New Zealand’s policy. The American defence posture requires the presentation of their vessels at any time capable of defensive action with nuclear weapons, whether or not any given vessel is at any given time nuclear armed. Whatever vessel came to New Zealand, that vessel could not, in terms of that posture, be allowed to be identified as unarmed with nuclear weapons. It was for that reason that the US had previously made plain its reservations about any proposal to legislate to exclude nuclear weapons from New Zealand waters. Any such action was incompatible with the American wish to protect the untrammelled movement of its nuclear capacity.

American reluctance to send a vessel to New Zealand which would not only be unarmed with nuclear weapons but which would be seen to be unarmed with nuclear weapons forced the New Zealand Government’s hand. To accept a vessel which was the subject of American assertions as to its nuclear readiness would effectively defeat the New Zealand policy, whether or not any given vessel was nuclear armed. The only tenable position left to
the New Zealand Government was to accept a vessel which it could establish from its own resources was not nuclear armed. An examination was made which could establish no more than the broad probability that a particular vessel was not nuclear armed. The possibility that nuclear weapons were present could not be conclusively eliminated, and for that reason the New Zealand Government declined the application for a port visit.

The disappointment which was felt by both sides at this point in the proceedings was understandable. The US reaction was stern. It has severely curtailed its defence and intelligence co-operation with New Zealand. While the ANZUS alliance remains formally in place, considerable questions have been raised about the structure and future direction of the New Zealand military and intelligence effort, not to mention the conduct of our international relations.

The political problems posed by the American action are acute. The National party, which has pledged to return New Zealand to “full and active membership of the ANZUS alliance,” cannot do so without at the least being seen as admitting nuclear weapons to New Zealand. Such an action would satisfy some elements of opinion in New Zealand but it could not restore any kind of consensus about the ANZUS alliance. The Labour Government must accommodate the deep-seated feelings of insecurity which have been awakened by the attenuation.

Of the defence relationship with the US:

The possibility of consensus about New Zealand’s defence arrangements lies in the development of a credible defence posture in the context of effective military relationships with the conventional forces of other powers. There is scope for that development within the framework of the ANZUS alliance, if the US will accede to it; failing that, there is scope in the relationships New Zealand maintains with the armed forces of other nations, Australia not least.
It is clear that the building of a consensus about New Zealand’s defence and security interests will not be rapidly achieved. The element of partisanship will not be easily eliminated and will continue to obscure our common interest. It is in that interest that a careful and serious examination and assessment of New Zealand policy in defence and international relations should be made.

# Appendix G

## Significant Event Chronology (1983-87)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>late 1983</td>
<td>Australian government conducted complete review of ANZUS and expressed strong continuing support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 1983</td>
<td>New Zealand white paper on defense presented (superseded 1978 review).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual ANZUS Council meeting in Wellington, New Zealand, took place immediately after results of federal election. US Secretary of State George P. Shultz met with newly chosen Prime Minister Lange and stressed importance and value of the ANZUS alliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 1984</td>
<td>South Pacific Forum unanimously endorsed Australia’s proposal for a South Pacific nuclear-free zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 1984</td>
<td>Background briefing papers for New Zealand Labour Minister for Defence Frank O’Flynn made available for public release.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 1985</td>
<td>US government requested permission for conventionally powered destroyer USS Buchanan to visit New Zealand. New Zealand Labour government unable to reach decision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 1985</td>
<td>New Zealand government officially refused USS Buchanan visit. ANZUS began unraveling process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Australian Prime Minister Hawke visited Washington. ALP pressure forced him to repudiate Australian government agreement to assist with US testing of MX missile.

Australian Minister for Defence Kim Beazley commissioned academic Paul Dibb to undertake a one-year review of Australia's defense capabilities.

Apr 1985 — Memorandum of understanding (MOU) on logistics support between the United States and Australia reaffirmed (preceded by 1980 and 1965 arrangements).

May 1985 — New Zealand released its Defence Interim Review.

Jul 1985 — Bilateral ANZUS Council meeting with Australia and the United States (New Zealand absent) held in Canberra.

Sep 1985 — New Zealand Deputy Prime Minister Geoffrey Palmer made unsuccessful “door opening” visit to United States.


— Prime Minister Lange introduced into Parliament the New Zealand nuclear free zone, disarmament, and arms control bill.

June 1986 — Secretary of State Shultz and Prime Minister Lange met at foreign ministers meeting in Manila and parted as “friends, but no longer allies.”


Aug 1986 — In place of annual ANZUS Council meeting, the United States and Australia held bilateral talks in San Francisco. The United States, following upon its ending of nearly all military cooperation with New Zealand in 1985, suspended obligation under ANZUS to assist New Zealand in event of attack.

— New Zealand defense forces on their own conducted joint military maneuvers and operations on the Cook Islands in the South Pacific.


Dec 1986 — New Zealand announced that most of its overseas army battalion in Singapore will return home by 1989.

— Australian Foreign Minister Bill Hayden told Prime Minister Lange in Wellington that Australia would not be a substitute for the United States on defense matters and that increased Australian-New Zealand defense cooperation had practical limits.

Feb 1987 — New Zealand published *Defence of New Zealand—Review of Defence Policy 1987*. It superseded the 1983 white paper and was the culmination of a two-year government comprehensive defense review which began with the May 1985 *Defence Interim Review*.

— US Department of State announced that the long-standing MOU on logistics support between the United States and New Zealand (as preceded by 1982 and 1985 arrangements) would not be renewed.


Jun 1987 — Bilateral ministerial meeting between the United States and Australia held in Sydney. This was the third such bilateral meeting which replaced the former annual ANZUS Council meeting (with New Zealand in attendance).

— New Zealand Parliament finally passed the Nuclear-Free Zone Bill.
ANZUS IN REVISION

The ALP, with Prime Minister Bob Hawke, won re-election in Australia.

The NZLP, with Prime Minister David Lange, won re-election in New Zealand.

Source: Much of this information was extracted from Dora Alves, Anti-nuclear Attitudes in New Zealand and Australia (Washington, D.C.: National Defense University, 1985).
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